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SEVEN-ELEVEN

Seven-Eleven is an electronic
slot machine. The object of
the game is to 'break the
bank' by accumulating 99+
points. The player starts with
20 points and wins points
based on the outcome of the
spin of the 'wheel', attempting
to spin 7's and 1'so

By Larry L. Cameron

SEVEN-ELEVEN is a simple electronic
game project based on the 8748/8749

C'874x') series of microcontroJlers manu-
factured by Intel. Features of the project
incJude simple construction, entertaining
play. and educational instruction for those
interested in seeing the use of the 874x in-
struction set in an application. This article
will detail theory of operanon and use of
the 7-11 'one-armed bandit".
Returning to the actual game, each spin

on the 7-11 machine costs 1 point and the
player is subsequently awarded points
based on the following table:

Spin Payoff Prob. Note

single 1 or 7 1 37.3%

7 and 1 2 3.9%

two 7's 5 3.1% (two 7's and

Olle 1 = 5 pts)

two 1'g 10 1.6%

1710r117 25 0.8%

711 in order 50 0.4% jackpot!

10 points. The 'probability' column indi-
cates the percentage chance that a parneu-
lar spin combination will be seen. The
probability of getting any winning spin is
47.1%, so just as with a real slot maehine
the odds are against you! The game ends
when your score is zero (after a spin with-
out a pay off),

Theory of operation
The power of the microcontroller lies in its
ability to eastly coordinate hardware to
software with a minimum of support com-
ponents. In this project. an 8748 controls
the operation of the entire game, such as
debouncing the switch signal, keeping
track of the player's score, and controlling
the spinning wheel displays with a mini-
mum of support circuitry. Two 74LS48's
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For example, a spin of 631 would pay off
one point, and a spin of 113 would pay off Fig. 1. Seven-eleven is an electronic game based on an 8748microcontroller.
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are required to display the score, but all
other aspects of the game are controlled
exclusively by the 8748. The following dis-
cussion assumes familiarity with the
pinout and operation of the 874x micro-
controllers; please consult an Intel data-
book for more Information if you need tc.
When power is first applied, the gerne

serolls the numbers '711' on to the wheel
display, initialize variables, and then en-
ters a waiting period, decreasing a reglster
value and waiting for a high signal on
processor liue TO. The register is used to
seed a randorn number. When a high is
seen on TO frorn the switch, 52, the soft-
ware waits for a few milliseconds and then
checks again to makes sure the signal is
still high. This serves to debounce the high
signal. If the signal is still high, the soft-
ware decrements the player's score (two
BeD numbers), and latches these numbers
on its Pl.O-P1.7 outputs which are de-
coded by the 74LS48's, and displayed. The
number wheels are then set in motion
until all displays have stopped spinning.
Next, the software checks to see if the spin
has a payoH, and if not enters the waiting
period again to seed a new randorn num-
ber, and repeats the above.
If the player' s score is zero, no more

spins are possible, and the software goes
into a continual loop, horizontally
scrolling the numbers '711' on and off the
wheel displays. The game is lost at this
point. If the spin has a pay off, the winning
digits blink three times, and the player's
score is increased by the appropr iate
amount as per the pay off table.
If the player's score reaches over 99-

points, the software also goes into a con-
tinualloop with the scrolling '711' display.
and the game is wen. If the score is not
over 99, the software repeats the above by
waiting for a random seed, ete.
The three wheel displays are multi-

plexed to the microcontroller. To minimize
hardware, the controllers BUS latch out-
puts are used. along with the P2.0-P2.3
outputs to switch the appropriate display
off and on via three n-p-n transistors oper-
ating in a saturated mode. For example, to
display 711', the eppropriate bus lines
that correlate to lighting a 'seven' are dri-
ven high, P2.0 is driven high to forward
bias the transistor. and the segments for
the First wheel display are Iit (the common
cathode of the display is grounded). Line
P2.0 goes low to turn off the transistor,
and the display extinguishes. The bus lines
change state to reflect the next number,
'orte", and P2.1 goes high. The second dis-
play lights up to display 'one'. The transis-
tor is turned off, and the same process
repeats for the third displayed number. By
repeating this process at a fast rate, the il-
lusion of a constant ('static') display is
achieved. Multiplexing the displays in this
way also eliminates the need for any cur-
rent limiting resistors. For sound, a buzzer
is connected to the dot point display, and
controlled via P2.3 and another transistor,
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SEVEN-ELEVEN I

7-11 Vl. 1 HEX LISTING

AOOR 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 DA OB OC 00 OE OF
-----------------------------------------------------
0000 15 54 50 14 C5 B8 26 23 00 AO C8 AO C8 AO B8 33
0010 23 21 AO 39 B8 33 FO 96 25 BA 14 BB FF 14 01 EB
0020 10 EA 10 24 00 14 01 36 14 BB 7F CB 14 01 26 2B
0030 BO 10 14 7B 26 2B 23 00 3A B8 33 FD 07 AO 53 OF
0040 37 03 OF 37 96 4C FO 53 FO 43 09 AO FO 39 CB 54
0050 95 34 00 BA 03 14 01 EA 55 36 4E BO 10 14 7B 36
0060 4E 14 82 54 95 34 00 BA 05 14 01 EA 69 B8 26 BC
0070 03 FO 96 65 C8 EC 71 34 72 04 14 BE FF EE 70 EO
0080 7B 83 FB B8 20 AO C6 BA BC 03 FO E7 E7 AO 53 lF
0090 AB 96 95 BB 01 BE OB BA 37 FA E3 53 80 C6 A7 EE
OOAO A3 BE DA EB A7 04 AB EA 99 04 97 FC 03 20 A9 FE
OOBO Al FC 03 26 A9 FA Al EC 8A 83 B8 23 23 03 AO C8
OOCO 23 09 AO C8 AO B8 29 23 10 AO C8 23 30 AO C8 AO
0000 83 B8 29 B9 26 BC 03 BO 01 BF FF FI 96 EO BF 7F
OOEO FO E3 5F 02 FO 3A 8A 08 E7 AO C8 C9 23 00 3A EC
OOFO 09 83 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0100 BC 03 FC 03 23 A8 FO F2 OE 02 4E EC 02 83 FC 03
0110 2C A8 FO 07 AO C6 19 24 OB FC 03 26 A8 FO 0796
0120 23 23 37 AO E3 53 80 C6 3F FC 03 29 A8 FO 07 AO
0130 37 03 50 37 96 3F FC 03 23 A8 23 00 AO 24 OB FC
0140 03 29 A8 FO E3 2F FC 03 2C A8 2F AO 24 OB FC 03
0150 26 A8 FO 07 96 58 23 37 AO E3 53 80 C6 70 FC 03
0160 2F A8 FO 07 96 6F FC 03 23 A8 23 80 AO 24 70 AO
0170 24 OB BA FF B9 23 BC 03 FA E3 C6 83 2F Fl 37 6F
0180 37 96 89 C9 CA EC 78 24 95 CA EC 89 CA FA 37 03
0190 AB 37 96 74 83 B8 35 23 05 AO BE FF 14 01 EE 9C
01AO B8 35 FO 07 AO 96 9C 54 BE FA E3 AC 03 96 37 AF
01BO B8 33 23 80 02 FO 03 01 57 AO C6 CE 39 23 08 3A
01CO FF AO 14 7B 23 00 3A BE 7F EE C9 EC B5 83 04 19
0100 54 50 54 63 24 00 BO 05 BE FF C5 14 01 05 EE OA
01EO EO OA 83 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
OIFO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0200 00 06 06 07 02 06 07 00 06 07 10 02 07 04 02 07
0210 00 02 07 20 00 07 02 00 07 00 00 07 00 10 03 00
0220 04 03 10 00 03 04 00 03 00 00 03 00 20 01 00 02
0230 01 20 00 01 02 00 01 00 00 01 00 01 00 01 00 00
0240 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0250 B8 42 B9 29 BC 03 F8 A3 Al C8 C9 EC 56 54 7A F8
0260 96 52 83 B8 01 B9 27 BC 03 F8 A3 Al 19 18 EC 69
0270 54 7A F8 37 03 43 37 96 65 83 BO 03 BE FF BA 03
0280 B9 29 BF 01 23 00 02 FF 3A E7 AF Fl 02 C9 EA 84
0290 EE 7E ED 7C 83 B8 26 23 4b AO C8 Ao C8 Ao B8 2C
02AO 23 8C Ao C8 AO C8 Ao B8 2F 23 01 AO C8 AO C8 AO
02BO B8 32 23 DA AO C8 23 78 AO C8 23 FO AO 83 05 BC
02CO 03 BB 03 B8 29 B9 37 FO Al 37 03 10 37 C6 EE FO
0200 37 03 30 37 C6 EE C8 C9 EB C7 34 06 BB 03 B8 29
02EO B9 37 Fl AO C8 C9 EB E2 34 06 EC CI C5 83 23 01
02FO AO 44 06 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0300 00 00 08 5C EF 43 01 00 08 5C FF 63 01 00 08 44
0310 87 02 00 08 58 FO 63 01 00 08 58 EO 43 01 00 lC
0320 E6 03 00 08 4C CF 43 01 00 08 4C OB 61 01 00 04
0330 86 02 00 08 54 BF 62 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0340 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
0350 00 FF FF 80 40 40 40 20 20 20 20 10 10 10 10 10
0360 08 08 08 08 08 08 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04
0370 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 01 01 01 01 01
0380 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 00 00 00
0390 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
03AO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 03 00 00
03BO 01 00 03 00 01 00 00 03 01 09 00 00 01 00 09 00
03CO 01 00 00 09 02 09 03 00 02 03 09 00 02 03 00 09
0300 02 00 03 09 02 09 00 03 02 00 09 03 05 03 00 03
03EO 05 03 03 00 05 00 03 03 DA 09 00 09 DA 09 09 00
03FO DA 00 09 09 19 03 09 09 19 09 03 09 32 09 09 03

920106 -12

Fig. 2. Microcontroller program in the form of a hexdump.



GENERAL lNTEREST

being continually forward biased while
the wheel spins, and turned off for the fest
of the game' 5 functions.

Construction hints
The introductory photograph shows the
author's prototype of the game. For those
unwilling to program their own 8748with
the aid of the hexdump given in Fig. 2, the
author can supply ready-progranuned
controllers at $12.00 each. Also available at
$4.00 is a disk formatted in IBM 360 KByte
formet containing both a binary file and an
Intel hex file of the object code, ready to be
loaded into most IBM pe controlled pro-
grammers. If you wouJd Iike to purehase
any of these items frorn the author, please
make your cheque payable to Larry
,Cameron, and mail to my address. Call
(512)-467-7983 before 5 p.m. central stan-
dard time, for more information.
For a professional looking project, it is

best to produce a printed circuit board,
which you may want to design yourself.
Advanced constructors mayaiso consider
building the project on veroboard or strip-
bcard, as the component layout is not par-
ticularly critical. Alternatively, contact the
author for a suggested peB layout (not
given here). Unfortunately I can not pro-
vide for sale a pre-etched, pre-drilled
board, but a simple method I use fre-
quently to make boards is the 'TEK-200'
film method (also goes by other names).
which involves photocopying the peB lay-
out to be etched on to a special sheet of
mylar film, ironing the subsequent film on
to a copper-cled board, and etching.
Most of the parts for 7-11 can be bought

at Radio Shack (Tandy), or at any other
well-stocked electronic parts store. If you
can not find an SPDT momentary switch,
you may substitute an SPDT toggle switch

if necessary. You may have to hunt around
for switches that fit in the PCB layout
holes, or simply modify the board by
drilling holes and adding jumpers to fit
your switch.

1 recommend the use of sockets for the
fCs, and 7-segment displays. I used five
Radio Shack 7-segment common cathode
displays, but any other display could be
substituted as lang as it conforms to the
same pinout as the Radio Shack ones (see
circuit diagram). A piece of red cellophane
taped over the displays provides for good
contrast, and allows you to see the lit seg-
ments very weil in daylight.
You may substitute 7448's or 74C48's,

but 1found the 74LS48's to be the cheapest
variety. lf constructing the project on to a
printed circuit board produced from the
author's layout, please note that the
74LS48'sare oppositely aJigned versus the
controller, i.e., pin 1 of the 74LS48's is in
the lower left corner of the socket, but
pin 1 of the controller is on the upper right
side. This was done to facilitate design of a
single-sided pes with a minimurn number
of jumpers on the component side. Be
careful to correctly orient pin 1 '5, e-b-c
transistor orientation, anodes, cathodes of
polarized parts, etc., as you fit compo-
nents.
The author's game is powered by a 9-V

d.c. wall adaptor transformer, but it can be
powered from a 9-V PP3 battery. The cir-
cuit draws rather a lot of current (approx.
130 mA), so for long perlods of operation
an adaptor is really the only option. •

Author address Information:
Larry L. Cameron
7020 Grand Canyon #243
Austin, Texas 78752
US.A.
Telephone: (512) 467-9532.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
All resistors are X watt, 5%

4 10kQ
15 3300

Rl-R4
R5-R19

Capacitors:
2 33pF cerarme Cl ;C2
3 1OOnFceramic disc C3;C4;C5
1 l~F 16V electrolytic C6
1 1O~F 16V electrolytic C7

Semiconductors:
1 8748H, preprogrammed

(see text) lCl
2 74LS48 IC2;IC3
1 7805 IC4
4 2N3904 Tl-T4
1 LEO
S 0.3" 7-segment common cathode

LEO display, Radio Shack
#276-0758 LOl-LOS

MlsceUaneous:
1 SPOT switch, on-on Sl
1 SPOT switch, on-none-(on)

momentary S2
7 Wire link 22AWG Jl-J7
1 3.579MHz crystal XTAL
1 5-V buzzer, Radio Shack

#273-074 8z
1 40-pin IC socket (optional)
5 14-pin IC socket (optional)
2 l6-pin IC sockets (optional)
1 9-V battery with clip (optional)
1 9-VOC mains adaptor
1 Printed eircuit board (see text)
1 Enclosure

NEW RANGE OF
PROGRAMMERIEMULA TORS

lee Technology have announced the
launch of a new range of universal pro-
grammers with built-in ernulation capabil-
ities, offering superb capabilities for the
design engineer at a very affordable price.
While other programmer/emulators can
only support EPROMs, the Speedmaster
1000E and Micromaster 1000E can pro-
gram EEPROMs, serial EPROMs,
NVRAMs, Flash, PALs, GALs, EPLDs,
PEELs, Machs, MAPLs, etc., and can em-
ulate ROM and RAM up to 128 kBytes
(equivalent to I Meg EPROM). The pro-
grammers are housed in an attractively
styled high-density polyurethane enclo-
sure, and come cornplete with software,
manual, printer port cable, power supply
adaptor and emulator cable. Tbe printer
cable plugs straight into the standard par-
allel port of any IBM compatible PC with-
out the need for any expansion card. More
details can be obtained frorn

INEW PRODUCTSI

ICE Technology Ud" Unit 4, Penistone
Court, Station ßuildings, Penistone, S_
Yorksbire S30 6HG, Telephone (0226)
767404. Fax (0226) 370434.

SHORT HEADERS- mGH PIN
COUNT

New from 3M Electronic products is the
2500 series of shrouded, low-profile, box
headers for board-to-board and wire-to-
board applicalions. The 2500 series is
avaiJable in 11 pin counts (l0-60 ways),
offering design engineers one of the widest
choices of pin count options.The headers
are based on a 0.1 in. x 0.1 in matrix.

3M Electronic Products, 3M UK plc,
Market place, Bracknell, Berks RG12
UU. Telephone: (0344) 426726_
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1.2 GHz MULTIFUNCTION
FREQUENCY METER
PART 1: CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

LEI'&. B

The instrument described in this three-part article is one you
can not afford to give a miss since it is very likely the most
advanced frequency meter/pulse generator you can build
yourself. Sporting microprocessor control, pulse and period
measurement, a battery power option, a built-in pulse
generator, LCD readout and fully menu-driven operation, the
instrument is compact and portable, and a worthy successor
to our famous 1985 microprocessor controlled frequency
meter, thousands of which are in use all over the world.

Design by B. C. Zschocke

THE use of a powerful rrucroprocessor
gave an interesting turn to the devel-

opment of the present instrument: what
was but a simple frequency meter at one
stage evolved into a multifunction test in-
strument that can be built at a fracrion of
the cost of a commercial equivalent. The
basic thought was this: if the simple in-
strument is capable of measuring fre-
quency and pulse duration, why not use
the microcontroller' 5 power to reverse

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1992

these functions, and output programma-
ble signals as well? After all, the design
was already quartz-controlled. and the
measuring algorithms available. Thus. by
extending the control software, the origi-
nal frequency meter was turned into the
multifunction iustrument described here.
The final result is a versatile, accurate and
extremely sophisticated piece of test
equipment you would, of course, only ex-
pect to see described in Elektor Electronics.

A brief list of features would look some-
thing Iike this:

• Universal counter and signal generator;
• Powered by mains or by batteries;
• Compact end portable
• Alphanumerical two-Iine LCD readout;
• Menu-driven;
• Serial interface for connection to a PC;
• Low cost - no expensive components.

The choice of the microcontroller to use in
the instrument was not a difficult one.
Intel', 80C32 is a CMOS controller with
very low power consumption, which al-
lows the instrument to be battery pow-
ered. The 80C32 has the ports required to
drive a two-line LC display, to interface to
the measurement peripheral circuitry, and
to convey data via aserial interface. The
ports allow the additional hardware to be
reduced to a couple of gates, an EPROM
from which the control program is run, an
analogue signal shaping section, and an
LC display. The LCD is used to display
data as weIl as the menu that assists the
user in setting up the instrument parame-
ters for a particular type of measurement
or signal generator mode.



TEST AND MEASUREMENT

CONCISE SPECIFICATION
Features:
2 inputs with AC/OC selectable input
1 TTL input
GATE output (short-circuit proof)
RS232 serial interface for PC control
Extension port
Battery or mains powered
Two-line (2x16 character) alphanumerical LCD readout
Single or continuous measurement
Compact size (20x11x3.5 cm) and lightweight
Excellent price/performance ratio

Measurement modes:
Frequency meter: 1 mHz 10 1,2 GHz
Period (1/frequency): 1 ps 10 4,000 s
Revolution counter: 0.001 to 4x106 rev/min
Event (pulse) counter: 1 to approx. 4x109
Zero counter: 1 to 4x109

Generator modes:
Timer: 1 us to 4,000 s
Pulse generator: 8,500 s (0.117 mHz) to 4 us (250 kHz)
Outy factor: 1:1 to 1:4x109
Period number: 1 to 4x109

User-defined settings:
Single/continuous measurernent
Floating gale time
Intermediate measurement resuit display
Period analysis (accurate measurement of low frequencies at short gate
periods)
Quiescent level
Pulse polarity
Sounder on/off

Test routines:
LCO test
Main test
Serial 1/0 test

Note: mHz = mllllhertz (0.001 Hz); kHz = kilohertz (1,000 Hz);
MHz = megahertz (106 Hz); GHz = gigahertz (10"2 Hz); ps = picoseconds (10-125).

)

Provision has been made to test the in-
strument in stcps. Test routines are imple-
mented in the software to help those of
you who get stuck with a certain fault dur-
ing the construction, and da not know
wh ether the cause is hardware or software
(this is often a problem with microproces-
sor controiled equipment). The test rou-
tines should help you loeate the error in a
step-by-step manner, since they address
sub-seetians of the circuit in a rather clever
way.

Block diagram
The 80C32 has three internal counters.
which are used here to implement a fre-
queney meter. One counter is used to pro-
vide the gate time, the second to count
pulses. Unfortunately, there is a snag in
this set-up: the highest frequency that can

Fig. 1. Block diagram 01 the multi1unction
frequency meter.

be measured is lower than 1/24 times the
oscillator frequency. Obviousfy. this will
not do for a GHz frequency meter. hence
the use of a prescaler to overcome the
problern. The prescaler is shown in the
lower left-hand corner of the block dia-
gram in Fig. 1. Two different input signal
paths are possible: either via channel A
and a GHz prescaler (Kto). or via channel
Band a preamplifier, TI-T4-Ts. A multi-
plexer selects one of the signals. and out-
puts it to a further prescaler, ICs. Actually,
ICs should be labelIed 'pre-counter' rather
than 'prescaler", but this may be less famil-
iar. The carry output of ICs ensures suffi-
ciently long pulses at the microcontroller
timer Zcounter inputs, TO and Tl. The op-
eration of prescaler ICs is ccntrolled by the
microprocessor via port line P1.7. The
prescaler enable signal is also the counter
gate signal, wh ich is amplified by T7-Ts
and output to the GATE output of the in-
strument. This output also supplies gate
pulses when the instrument is used as a
signal generator.
Channel C serves to set up different

trigger conditions (positive or negative
pulse edge), and is connected to the inter-
rupt inputs of the microcontroller. This al-
lows the selection between the trigger
conditions (positive or negative signal
edge) to be ruade in software.
The operation of the frequency meter Is

based on the reciprocal pulse count princi-
ple. A gate time is set up during which the
input frequency and a reference frequency
are measured. The reference frequency is
supplied by the third counter contained in
the 80C32. The input frequency is ca leu-
lated by dividing the two counter stetes,
and subsequent multiplication of the re-
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1.2 GAz MULTIFUNCT10N FREQUENCY METER· 1
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Fig. 2. The functional blocks shown in Fig. 1 are easily found back in the circuit diagram of the instrument. Note that the shaded sections are
enclosed in a metal screening to prevent spurious radiation affecting the measurements.

The circuit in detailsult with the reference frequency.
Provided the gate time is properly syn-
chronized to the input signal, this system
allows very low frequencies to be mea-
sured with great accuracy. More about the
frequency measurement principle in a sep-
arate article instalrnent!

Since the elements that make up the block
diagram (Fig. 1) are fairly easily found
back in the circuit diagram (Fig. 2), we can
limit ourselves to noting the 'not so obvi-
ous' only.
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00 ~ I:'~' ~'!:ffi, ::.~ ~~.. f,." !
T:I ~ IOO~ lN4148
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Input A is provided for high frequen-
eies (>20 MHz). The high frequency signal
reaches the GHz prescaler via coupling ca-
pacitors C22-C23. Two Schottky diedes. 012
and 013, limit the input volta ge swing to
±O.3 V maximurn. It is important to note
that a number of equivalent or near-equiv-
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Fig. 3. Artwork for the double-sided through-plated printed circuit board.
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1.2 GHz MULTIFUNCTlON FREQUENCY METER - 1

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors: 1 LED, green, 1 PCB mount press-key
2 lMn Rl;R9 3mmdia. D3 (Multimec 2CTL2) 51
1 100Q R2 1 15V O.4W zener 5 Press-key (Digitast) 52-86
1 5kQ6 R3 diode D7 4 Black keycap (w=12mm)
2 47n R4;R5 1 lN4001 D9 1 Red keycap (w=12mm) (ENTER)
1 10kO R6 2 BAT82 D12;D13 2 SP5T slide switch 57;88
1 22kn R7 1 BF494 T1 1 3-position slide switch S9
1 56kO R8 2 B5170 T2;T7 1 12MHz quartz crystal Xl
2 lkn Rl0;R16 3 B5250 T3;T6;T8 1 LCD module 2><16characters;
2 220n Rll;R12 1 BF981 T4 1 row of 14 connections.
1 560n R13 1 BF450 T5 Preferred type: LTN211 Fl 0
1 150n R14 1 BF324 T9 (Philips Components). Alternatives:
1 330Q R15 2 74HCT132 IC1;IC4 LM016L (Hitachi); EA-D16025AR
1 4kn7 R17 1 80C32 IC2 (Seiko-Epson).
1 10kn preset H Pl 1 74HCT139 IC3 1 AB5 enclosure; Bopla EG2030
1 25kn preset H P2 1 74HC590 IC5 1 9-V battery holder; Bopla BE30
1 20kQ potentiometer 1 74HCT573 IC6 1 9-V battery clip with wires

linear, 6mm spindie dia. P3 1 27C256 EPROM 4 M2.5x16mm or M2.5x20mm screw
1 100kQ preset H P4 (ESS 6141; see page 110)IC7 8 M2.5 nut

1 TL061 IC8 4 M3x16mm or M3x20mm screw
Capacitors: 1 SP4731 or SP4633 (Plessey). 8 M3 nut
1 l~F 16V Cl Alternatives: SDA4212 (Siemens); 8 Plastic PCB spacer, 10mm lang
1 40pF trimmer C2 U664B (Telefunken); SAB6456 IC sockets for ICl-IC8 and IC10
1 22pF C3 (Philips 5emiconductors) IC10 30 Solder pins, 1mm dia.
1 470pF C4 1 7805 IC9 1 PCB plus software, order code
1 1~F 6V3 radial C5 920095 (see page 110)
1 220fLF 16V C6 Miscellaneous: 1 Front panel foil 920095-F
1 100fLF 6V3 C7 1 9-V PP3 battery Btl
10 100nF C8-C13;C18; 1 passive SV piezoceramic Suggested component suppliers for this

C19;C21 buzzer Bzl projeet:
1 33/lF 10V tantal um C14 1 15-way sub-D socket Kl Cricklewood Electronics (081) 4520161
2 100~F 25V C15;C20 1 combination of 14-way (passives and semiconductors);
1 47nF C16 SIL header and socket K2 Electrovalue Limited (0784) 33603 (pas-
1 220~F 6V3 tantalum C17 4 BNC socket; single-hole sives, semiconductors and Siemens
1 120pF C22 mounting K3-K6 parts); C-I Electronics (fax +31 45
1 lnF C23 1 16-way box header K7 241877) (passives, semiconductors;
1 820pF C24 1 4-way 51L pin header K8 case; switches, LCD and kits).
1 10nF C25 1 6-way IC pin strip or 51L These are not exclusive suppfiers; others

socket K9 mayaiso be able to tietp.
Semiconductors: 1 s-way IC pin strip or pin
10 1N4148 D1 ;D2;D4;D5; header KlO

D6;D8;Dl0; 1 mains adaptor socket Kll
D";D14;D15 1 9-way sub-D socket K12

alent Ks may be used for the GHz
prescaler. Unfortunately, some of these,
including the SDA4212, U664B, SAB6465
and SP4731, have a tendency to oscillate
when 110 input signal is applied. The in-
strument then indicates a random Ire-
quency. This effect Is normal, however,
and no cause for alarm. Other Ks. like the
SP4633, are stable in the absence of an
input signal, however offer insufficient
amplification at signal frequencies below
50 MHz or so. An RF transistor, T9, con-
verts the prescaler output into ITL leveL
Since the GHz prescaler Ie has a typical
current consumption of the order of
50 mA, provision has been made to switch
it off when it is not used. This is achieved
with the aid of FETT6,which is controlled
by the microprocessor via port Iine P1.6.
This means that the current reduction is
achieved via the instrument's user menu.

Input B is intended for Input signals
with a frequency below about 20 MHz.
Input selection switch 59 on channel B aI-
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lows you to choose between (I) no pream-
plifier (TTL input): (2) a.e. coupled or (3)
d.c. coupled. Dependtng on the switch set-
ting, the channel B input signal arrives ei-
ther nt pin 13 of feld, or at gate 1 of
DG-MOSFET T4 (via RIO and protection
diodes 010-011). Potentiometer P3 alJows
the operafing point 01 the MOSFET ampli-
fier to be adjusted dependtng on the re-
quired sensitivity. Transistors T4 and Tl
give the amplified and rectangular-wave
limited signal a TTL swing. The arnplifier
is quite sensitive to supply voltage fluctu-
ations, whence the presence of decoupling
capacitors Cl7 and CtB. Like the GHz
prescaler, the TTL level converter can be
switched off to reduce current consump-
tion. the switching transistor is again a
FET, T3. Preset P2 serves to limit the span
of the sensitivity potentiometer, P3.
Input C is not followed by a preampli-

fier. Ta still ensure the highest possible
sensitivity, one Input of 5chmitt tngger
gate ICla is raised to a potential just be-

tween the lugher and the lower switching
Ihreshold. This potential is adjusted with
preset P4. Note, however, that this 'raised
quiescent level" is only effective when SB is
set to a.c. coupled. Components R16 and
014-015 protect the mput.
The channel A and B Input multiplexer

is built with apart of demultiplexer IC3.
The channel A input stgnal. shaped and
inverted by ICIe, is switched through to
one of the multiplexer outputs 0-3 under
the contro I of the signal applied to the en-
able input (pin 15). The relevant output is
selected by the logic level combination ap-
plied to the 0-1 inputs. Since the input sig-
nal is connected to the '0' Input, the ou tput
toggles (pins 12/11). When the enable sig-
nal is low, output 0 supplies a copy of the
input signal, and outpur 1 the inverted
input signal. When the enable pin is
pulled high, all demultiplexer outputs are
high. At the same time, channel B is en-
abled via lCld. The channel A and
channel B signals are combined in IC4a.
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Fig. 4. Drilling template for the front panel of the instrument.

Schrnitt-trigger gates IC4b and lC4,
form a rnonostable that serves to lengthen
the carry pulse supplied by external
counter JCs. The pulse length is deter-
mined by C4and R3.Diode Dr and resistor
R2 protect the Input and output of this cir-
cuit against the small peak at the end of
the pulse. lf the carry pulse is longer than
the monostable time, the monostable effec-

tively does nothing.
Transistors T7 and T8 provide the nec-

essary drive at the GATE outpur of the in-
strument. Resistors R4 and R5 limit the
drain-source currents of the FETs to the
extent of making the output short-circuit
resistant.
The TTL-to-RS232 converter is built

around ICBand T2. lt does not require a

separate ±12-V supply since it is powered
by the PC's RS232port. If this is initialized
and not in use, the TxO (transmit data) Iine
is at -12 V, and the RTS (request to send)
line at +12 V, A supply voltage of -12 V is
built up across capacitor C20 (via diode
D5), and a supply voltage of +12 V across
capacitcr C15 (via diode 06). Diodes 02
and 04 protect the circuit when the RS232
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Fig. 5. Lacking an oscilloscope, build this
simple adaptor circuit to test a number of
sub-sections of the circuit.
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• Je1 = 74HCT74
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leIb •c
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Interface is not connected, or when the
port is incorrectly initialized on the Pe.
les converts the microcontroller's serial
output pulses into an RS232 compatible
signal. The volta ge drop across LED D3 Is
about 2 VI which serves as the reference
voltage. The TxD signal frorn the pe is
first limited to +15 V (max.) by resistor RB
and diode D7. Next, it is inverted by FET
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T2, and fed to the microcontroller's RXD
input. An external pull-up resistor is not
required since this is contained in the
80C32.
The instrument conteins a piezoceramic

buzzer, BZ1, of which the drive is slightly
unconventionaL The buzzer is a passive
type connected to address line A 15. This
line is not decoded, wh ich means that the
content of the 32-kByte large EPROM is
'mirrored' in the upper half of the 64-
kByte address space. This circumstance is
exploited by to enable the mlcrocontroller
to drive the buzzer by toggling AIS.

Construction
The instrument is built on a double-sided
through-plated printed circuit board of
which the artwork is shown in Fig. 3. This
PCB i5 available ready-made, together
with the control software in EPROM,
through our Readers Services (see
page 110). To prevent noise end spurious
radiation from the digital section affecting
the measurements, it is necessary to fit a
meta I screening around the channel B am-
plifier and the channel A prescaler. The
relevant seetions of the circuit are indi-
ca ted by a background shade in the circuit
diagram.
Returning to the peB, start by breaking

off the keyboard secnon. The space so cre-
ated in the enclosure is used to fit the 9-V
battery holder later. Check that this can be
done using the unpopulated board, the
ca se and the battery holder. The connect-
ing wires of the switches must be cut off as

far as possible beeause the keyboard peB
is fitted on top of the main peB later.
Make sure that the clearances in the en-

closure for the keyboard, the LCD and the
slide switches, as weil as the hole for the
spindie of potentiometer Ps ('LEVEL B'),
are cut and drilled before actually fitting
and connecting these parts. The same goes
for the small holes that give access to the
LCD contrast preset, Pt, and the reset
switch, 51. If you can get hold of lew-pro-
file parts you may want to fit the preset
and the switch at the track side of the
board, and make holes in the bottom half
of the enc1osure.
The cutting and drilling details for the

plastic case are given in Fig. 4. After finish-
ing the mechanical work on the case, take
the populated keyboard and the LCD
module, and fit them provisionally on the
main board using plastic peB spaeers.
Adjust the length of the spacers until the
LCD and the keyboard are at the desired
height (try the 'fit' by mounting the top
half of the enclosure a couple of times).
On the main board. fit all resistors, all

diodes (except 03), and a11 transistors (ex-
ce pt T4). Take eare to avoid short-circuits
with the screening around the prescaler
and input preamplifier section. Next, COI1-

centrate on transistor T4, which must be
fitted as elose as possible to the peB sur-
face. Also note the orientation of this
MOSFET: depending on the manufacturer
of the device, the drain is usually the
longest terminal of the four.
Proceed by fitfing the IC sockcts, fol-

lowed by the remeinder of the compo-

GAl'I!
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ffiAC

HIGH FREOUENCY COUNTER

B EB lIENfJ EDIT ~ -- .
Q m= EDIT + - -RUN START STOP HOLD.......... BREAK MENU ENTER
A m..,.-
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920095· F

Fig. 6. Front panel foil design shown reduced to about 82'% of true size. The ready-made three-colour self-adhesive foil is available through
our Readers Services.
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nents. To enable the LeD and the key-
board to be fitted properly. it may be nec-
essary to cut off the small plastic studs at
the underside of trimmer capacitor C2.
LED 03 is mounted like a resistor, i.e.,
straight on to the pes surface. It has 110

funetion as a visual indicator, and is ob-
scured by the LeD module above it.
The keyboard does not need connecting

wires. A length of wire wrap style TCpin
strip may be used to make a 6-way pin
header (K9) and a 6-way mating socket,
KlO.Note that the pins that form K9 must
be mounted at the sold er side of the key-
board peB. The display connections are
made in a similar way. The LTN211-FI0
LCD mcdule (from Philips Components)
used in the prototype was fitted with a 14-
way SIL socket, of which the connecting
wires were left at a length of about 3 nun,
so that the body of the connector is at
about 5 mm of the underside of the LCD
board. This socket mates with a 14-way pin
header, K2, on the main board. Note that
such a direct connection may not be possi-
ble with other LCD modules, in which case
a bit of wiring may be necessary.

c

rl~-+-+-+-'S9

E
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Fig. 7. Wiring details for slide switch 59.

With the exception of 57, 58 and 59, all
switches are fitted direct on to the Pt'B. 59
is a two-pole three-position slide switch of
which the wiring is given in Fig. 7. Points
B,C and 0 are sold er pins at the PCB edge.
Point E is a solder pad at the PCB und er-
stde. next to transistor Tl. The sarne goes
for point F (solder pad underneath TC1).Be
sure to use screened cable here.
At this stage, you are ready to fit the

screening around the prescaler/preampli-
fier input. Bend an approximately 240-mm
long. 13-mm high, piece of tin plate or
brass around the sold er pins in the four
corners of the PCB section, as indicated by
the compoucnt overlay. Solder the screen-
ing to the corner pins. Next, cut and bend
a cover for the screening using the same
plate material. Drill holes in the cover to
enable the spindle of P3 to pass, and to
give access tc presets P2 and P4. 00 not
mount the cover on to the screening until
the circuit has been adjusted and tested.
The two slide switches, 58 and 59, may

be glued on to a small bracket which is 501-
dered to the screening. Most of the above
construction details are illustrated in the
photograph of the opened prototype.

First test
Give YOUI construction a thorough inspec-
tion before eannecting the supply voltage.
At the component stde. look for incor-
reetly oriented polarized parts (diodes,
electrolytic capacitors, transistors, Ks). At
the sold er side, look for dry joints,
splashes and hair joints between solder
spots.
Turn presets P, and P4 fuUy clockwise,

and P2 fully anti-clockwise. Turn the po-
tentiometer, P3, fully clockwise.
Fit the keyboard rCB and the LCD

mod ule, connect the power supply (a
mains adaptor). and switch the instrument
on. Adjust the LCD contrast preset, Pt.

until the text
GHertz counier
START er MENU

can be read on the display. What to da if
these two lines da not appear? Not to
worry, the test routines built into the in-
strument will come to your aid. All you
need in addition to the following text is a
multimeter and an oscilloscope. If you da
not have an oscilloscope. build the small
test adaptor shown in Fig. 6. A pe is re-
quired to test the R5232 interface of the in-
strument.

Test routines
The frequency meter must be switched off
immediately if the power-on message does
not appear on the display. Disconnect the
power supply and check its output volt-
age. Jf this is okay, connect it to the instru-
ment again, switch on, and measure the
current consumption. Any value greater
than about 100 mA indicates a fault, the
most likely of which is that the supply
voltage is reversed (when D9conducts). U
this is not the case, the fault may be a
short-circuited copper track. or a defective
component.
For the following tests it is assurned

that the CPU, the EPROM, the quartz crys-
tal and the address latch function cor-
rectly. Display indications are printed in
itnlics.
The test routines can be divided into

three main grau ps: LCD test, main board
test, and sertal 1/0 test. The instrument is
switched to the test mode by keeping the
MENU or ENTER key pressed at power-
on, whereupon you enter a wait routine
(Elld Test toith >> BREAK «). From this
wait loop, you can call up a group of test
routines by pressing the appropriate key
(see below). The wait loop is left when the
ENTER and MENU keys are pressed si-
multaneously (BREAK), whereupon the
instrument switches to its normal mode of
operatfon. Within the grau ps, the individ-
ual tests are completed one after another.
You can move through the tests by press-
ing the ENTER key. However, the Key-test
can be left only by a BREAK, i.e., by press-
ing MENU and ENTER simultaneously.

LCD test (Group 1)
Pressing the START key takes you into the
LCD test. Alter natively, you can enter this
test directly by keeping the START key
pressed at powcr-on. Provided the LCD
works (adjust the contrast with Ptl), the
text LCD-test: press ENTER 10 go 011 ap-
pears. After pressing ENTER two times,
the instrument enters the test for IC3a.This
test causes outputs 0 and 1 of lC3a to pro-
duce tones that can be heard when the test
adaptor is connected. These tones are visi-
ble on an oscilloscope as reetangular sig-
nals with near- TTL swing. The next test
routine drives the Inputs of lC4d alter-
nately. The resulting tone at the output of
the gate is two times as high as the input
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tones. In this test mode, the LCD indicates
an irregular pattem.
The last test in the LCD grau p feeds all

characters contained in the character set to
the display. The characters move from the
end of the lower display line to the start of
the top line. Since the user-defined charae-
ters in the set have not been set up at this
stage, it is possible that randorn patterns
appear between the standard ASCII char-
acter set and the [apanese eharacter set.
For the following tests, it is assumed that
the display functions correetly.

Main board test (Group 2)
The Mnil1 test group is entered by pressing
the STOP key. Alternatively, you can enter
this test directly by keeping the STOP key
pressed at powcr-on.
The first test, Key-test, serves to check

the operation of the keyboard seetion. It
prompts you to press a certain key. and in-
dicates its funetion in the RUN mode. 00 a
BREAK to leave thls test. The next test is
the Gate-Ollt test, which should produce
an audible signal on mierocontroller port
line P1.7. This signal ean be traeed nght up
to the GATE outpur with the aid of the test
adaptor or the oscilloscope. Tf it arrives at
the GATE output, the wiring of P1.7 and
the transistor outpur driver are all righr.
Next, the Channei-A Test switches on

the GHz prescaler via T6 (+5 V at pin 8 of
IC1O,and at the emitter of T9), The ehannel
switch is set to channel A. At the same
time, a frequency of 971 Hz is genera ted at
the GATE output. This signal may be used
to test the channel selector and T9. This re-
quires switching off the instrument, and
removing the presealer, IClO. Connect the
GATE output to pin 7 of the empty IC
socket via a 1DD-nF capacitor. Switch on,
step through the test menu, and run the
test. Check that an audible tone is present
at the following points: pins 8 end 10 of
Te1e, pins 12 and 14 OflC3b, and pins 1 and
3 of IC".
Ouring the Ctmnnel-B Test, the channel

selector is switched to ehannel B, and the
associated preamplifier is switched on via
T3 (+5 V on C17). The GATE output sup-
plies a 971-Hz test signal, which may be
connected directly to the channel B input.
The rest tone should be audible at transis-
tors Tl, Ts and T4, at pins 13 and 11 of ICld,
and at pins 2 and 3 of IC".
For the Ctumnel-C Test it is necessary to

connect the GATE output to the channel C
input, with the input eoupling set to OC If
the display shcws P? behind [ClA or 1ClB,
either the connection between channel C
and the GATE output is at fault, or the rel-
evant integrated circuit. When everything
is in order, the display shows OK,
The Pie-counter Test serves to check the

function of ICs, IC4b and IC4c. Since the
GATE output is used to eontrol the pre-
counter, input B must be supplied with an
external frequency. This may be the ALE
signal (CPU pin 30, EPROM pin 20, or IC6
pin 11). The input frequeney divided by
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256 is then available at pin 9 of TCs, and at
pins 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 of IC,.
The last test in this group is the Buzzer

test, which should cause the buzzer to pro-
duce an audible tone when the HOLD key
is pressed.

Seria! 110 test (Group 3)
This group of test routines is entered by
pressing the HOLD key, and serves to
check the operanon of the RS232 interface.
Alternatively, you can enter this test di-
rectly by keeping the HOLD key pressed
at power-on,
To be able to use the tests, connect the

instrument to a PC on which a communi-
cation prog.ram is run. This program
should initialize the RTS output. The PC
and the counter should not have any other
electrical eonnection than the RS232 link.
In a follow-up publication we will de-
scribe an optocoupler circuit for insertion
between the PC and the frequeney meter.
Such a circuit guarantees a potential-free
coupling in a11cases.
The data transfer rate is set to

2400 baud. After the PC has eompleted the
initialization of the RS232 port, you should
be able to measure a positive voltage
across CIS, and a negative voltage across
C20, These voltages are measured with re-
spect to ground, and must be eonsiderably
greater than 5 V. Pin 3 of ICB should be at
about 2 V with respect to ground.
During the 510 Send Test, the instru-

ment sends a continuous string of BeZ
characters to the PC In ease the characters
are transmitted too fast, you can slow
them down by pressing the HOLD key.
The SIO Send rou tine checks the function
of opamp ICB.
The 510 Receive Test is used to verify

the operation of the RS232 receiver cir-
cuitry in the Instrument, in particular, T2.
Characters you type on the PC should be
displayed on the LCD.

That concJudes the desc.riptions of the test
routines built into the frequency meter.
The test mode may be left by doing a
BREAK.

Alignment
The alignment of the frequency meter is
very simple and should not present prob-
lems. First, set all presets, and the poten-
tiometer, to the positions rnentioned in the
secnon 'First test'. Adjust PI until the LCD
centrast is optimum. Next, turn P3 fully
clockwise (full amplification on
channel B). Measure the collector volta ge
of Tl, and adjust P2 for a reading of 2.5 V.
Next, carefully turn P4 counter-clockwise
until pin 3 of Tela changes from high to
low. Measure and reeord the volta ge at the
wiper of P4 with the aid of a high-imped-
ance voltmeter. This is the high switching
level of the Sehmitt trigger gate. Carefully
turn the wiper back again until the output
reverts to logic high, This point corre-

SYSTEM TESTS

Component
T1
T2

Test Group
Group 2
Group 3

Test
Channel B
SIO-
Receive

Group 2 Channel B
Group 2 Channel A
Group 2 Gate-Out
Group 2 Channel A
Group 2 Channel C
Group 2 Channel A
Group 2 Channel B
test not possible
Group 1 IC3a
Group 2 Channel A
Group 2 Channel B
Group 2 pre-counter
Group 1 IC4d
Group 2 pre-counter
test not posslble
Group 3 SIO-Send
power supply
test not possible
Group 2 keyboard
Group 2 buzzer

T3,T4,TS
T6
T?,T8
T9
IC1a,b
IC1c
IC1d
IC2
IC3a
IC3b
IC4a
IC4b,c
IC4d
ICS
IC6,IC?
ICB
IC9
IC10
S2 - S6
Bz1

sponds to the low switching level of the
Schmitt trigger gare. Measure the wiper
voltage. add it to the high switching level,
and divide the result by two. Adjust the
preset to give this centre voltage.
Alternatively, if you do not have a high-
impedance voltmeter, find the switching
levels, and set the wiper as accurately as
possible in between the two correspond-
ing wiper positions.
Next. the central oscillator is adjusted

to 12 MHz exaetIy. This is best done by ap-
plying a known, high-precision test fre-
quency to the meter, and adjusting
trimmer capacitor C2 until this frequency
is displayed. In case the span of C2 is too
small, fit a small eapaeitor (20 pFl in paral-
lel with the quartz crystal.

Operation
Press the MENU key to enter the normal
(measurement) mode of the instrument.
Menu options are selected oy pressing the
'down' key, and the selection is confirmed
by pressing the ENTER key. The next
menu then appears. The EOTT key allows
user defined settings to be entered. The
EDIT mode ean be left by pressing the
ENTER key. Pressing the MENU and
ENTER keys simultaneously takes you out
of the menu mode. The same key combina-
tion is used to end a mcasurcmcnt. A more
extensive description of the various menu
options will be given in a future ins tal-
mffit 0

Part 2 o[ ihis article will giue detailed descrip-
tions 0/ oll menl/ options and instrumeni set-
iings.
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Fig. 3. Artwork for the double-sided through-plated printed circuit board.
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The darkroom clock or long-period
timer Iuncnon (software order code
7121) allows a programmed ttmtng in-
terval to be stgnalled. Botb repetitive
and single srgnalltng are possible. In
darkroom clock mode, the 'mtn-scc'
drsplay funetion Is not used, and re-
placed by a 'repetitive alarm' tunenon.
The maximum time between two short
alarm stgnals is 99 minutes and
59 seconds (99:59). The darkroom
clock functiori is selected with the
DOWNkey. which also serves to seleet
between alarm (buzzer) on and off.
The SET key allows the alarm time

only to be programmed - there Is no
point in setting the actual time. The
counter is reset when the UP key is
pressed after setting the desired alarm
time. Depending on your seleetion, the
buzzer will sound onee, or repetitively,
after a set period has elapsed. The lat-

\. ter funcüon is partieularly useful toi time tbe film developer.
~ The optional relay is aetuated via

1
transistor Ts during the first period

• (after resetting). This allows an electrt-
eal apparatus, for instance, an en-
larger. to be switehed on for a
maximum period of 99 minutes and
59 seeonds.

.1
• I

I I.'

Fig. 3. Prdtotype, showing the displays,
switches and LEOs fitted at the front side of
the peB.

Fig. 4. The rear side of the pes holds the
rest of the parts, which are densely packed.

Transistor Ts is controlled together
witb the buzzer. and actuates tbe (op-
tional) 5-V relay.

Darkroom clock

Cooking timer
This function requires the mrcrocon
troller with order code 7131. The UP
and DOWNkeys are used to set tbe de-
sired time, whtch ts eounted down to
zero. A short beep ts produced when
the programmed ttmc has elapsed.
The cooking ttmcr does not use dis-

plays LDl and LD•. so that only tbe
minutes andyor tens of seconds read-
outs are visible. Before programming
tbe cooking time, the SET key must be
used to select between cooking times

M1NIMlCRO CLOCK

Fig. 6. Suggestion for a front panel layout.

Ionger or shorter than 10 minutes.
Next, the desired time is set with the
UP and DOWNkeys. When tbe cooking
time is shorter than 10 minutes, the
first display shows the remaining mtn-
utes. and the second display the re-
maining tens of seconds. For instance,
if the displays read '8.3', tbe remaining
time ls 8 minutes and 30 seconds.
With cooking times langer than
10 minutes, tbe dtsplay shows the
number of minutes only. The point be-
tween the two dtsplays flash es at a
rate of 1 Hz. •
Reference:
Maxi Micro Clock. Elektor Electronics
JulyjAugust 1993.

12Cinterface for PCs
February 1992
The PCD8584 iused in tbis project is
no langer manufactured by Philips
Semiconductors, and replaced by the
PCF8584, Thts is a fully compatible IC
and only improved as regards the 4-
wire long-distance mcde, which dtd
not work correctly on the PCD8584.

Real-time clock for 80C32
computer
June 1993
Contrary to what is implied by tbe de-
scription of the parallel connection of
the SmartWatch JC ptns with the
EPROMpine. pin 1 of the SmartWatch
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should be connected separately to
+5V, for tnstance, to EPROM pin 28.
via a short wire. This Is necessary be-
cause pin 1 on the SmartWatch 1S
'reset', while on the EPROM it is ad-
dress line A14, whtch may be made
high by 'high' addressing or glitches,
causing the clock to be reset.

VHF-Iow converter
June 1993
The parts list should be corrected to

read:
1 2~H2 L3
1 O~H1 L5
The circuit diagram is correct.
The sub-Iu H chokes used in tbis pro-
ject are available from, arnong others.
Cricklewood Electronics.

1.2GHz multifunction
frequency meter
December 1992
The recommended LCD module Type
LTN211-FlO is no langer manufac-
tured by Philips Components, and may
be replaced by the compatible types
LM016L from Hitachi, or tbe LM16A21
from Sharp.
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After last month's introduction and the description of the
dissolve unit and the projector, we are now ready to tackle the
construction of the various modules that make up the DiAV
system. As you may recall, there are two construction options:
all modules in one enclosure, or each module in its own
enclosure. In this instalment, we deal with the latter option.

Design by A. Riet jens

Fitting a11DiA V system modules in sepa-
rate enclosures has the advantage of al-
lowing full use to be made of all display
functions. The other option, fitfing the
units into a single enclosure, also has aJ1
advantage: it results in a compact piece of
equipment that is easy to carry around
and connect. It is also the eheaper option,
since a number of displays and enclosures
may be omitted.
The choice between the above tWQ op-

tions is entirely your own. Note, however,
that each cption is based on its own COfl1-

ponent set. This means that you first have
to decide on an option. and only then start
purchasing components. This will save
you a lot of desaldering work later, in par-
ticular with the connectors.
This article instalment is the first of two

that deals with the construction of the
DiAV. As already mentioned, it will deal
with the construction of the DiA V as sepa-
rate modules. Part 3 of the article will
tackle the construction as a single unit.

Part 4 will concentrate mainly on the con-
trol softwäre.

Dissolve unit construction

The dissolve unit described last rnonth is
built on a compact printed circuit board
that allows the unit to be built into a rela-
tively small case. The PCB is supplied in-
clusive of the system software (see page
110), and consists of six sub-PCBs, which
have to be separated from one another be-
fore they are populeted. The PCB artwork
is shown in Ftgs. 15, 16 and 17. In view of
the high track density and the high num-
ber of through contacts, it is not recom-
mended to praduce this PCB yourself.
Hence, the component side and solder side
track layouts are shown reduced to 50% in
Figs. 16 and 17.
A breaking line is fraised between the

three largest sub-PCßs. This line makes
the sub-Pt.Bs easier to separate. The three
other boards with KI4-KI7, Klo and K2I on

them are easily separated with a jig-saw.
The small piece of peB material left over
after cutting the boards should not be
thrown away as it has a function later.
The largest sub-Pr'B contains the con-

trol electronics, and may be assembled in
the usual fashion by referring to the com-
ponent overlay and the parts list.
However, before you start soldering. you
may have to cut off the peB corners near
Tl and IC16. This is only necessary if you
use the enclosure mentioned in the parts
list. Ta be able to run an initial check on
the board. the JCs must not be fitted as yet.
The same goes for connector Klo This has
to do with the Centronics output, which
requires the connections of K2 to be
brought out via the small board that con-
tains K20 and K21. At the side of K21, re-
rnove as much peB material as possfble to
enable a flatcable connector for PCB
mounting to be Fitted (see Fig. 18). Next, fit
K20 and K21 on this board (with a 10-crn
lang piece of Ilatcable). This construction
is mounted on top of K1 as ilJustrated in
Fig. 19. To be able to do this, however, first
cut off a small piece of KI, as shown in
Fig. 18. lf this is not possible on your par-
ticular connector. the pins of K20 must be
must be cut off flush with the PCB before
soldering, so that nothing protrudes fram
the board underside after soldering.
Alternatively, if you do not intend to use
the ready-made front panels supplied
thraugh the Readers Services, the remain-
ing piece of PCB material may be inserted
between the stacked connectors. Note,
however, that this neither allows the con-
nector peB to be fitted above the stacked
connectors, nor in the case mentioned in
the parts Iist. If you da not have suffi-
ciently lang M2.5 (2.5 mm dia.) bolts, drill
out the mounting holes of the eject headers
so that 3-mm bolts can be used instead.
The connector board that contains K9-

Kn requlres 110 further explanations. This
board may be secured on to the main
board with the aid of four -t-cm lang PCB
pillars (see introductory photograph and
Fig. 26). To make sure that the enclosure
can be closed with the top cover, the peB
pillars have to be reduced by about 2 mrn.
Also file a Iittle material off connectors Kn
and Ku to provide enough room for KI
and K20.
Mount all parts on the display board,

except the LEDs. Note that the displays
must be mounted on lC sockets. This is
necessary to provide enough room for the
LEDs behind the front panel. Before fitfing
the LEDs, drill and cut the front panel
with the aid of the drilling template sup-
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Fig. 15. Component overlay (size: 100%) of the dissolve unit pes.

Fig. 16. Component side track layout (mirror image; reduced to 50%). Fig.17. Solder side track layout (mirror image; reduced to 50%).
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COMPONENTS LIST

DISSOLVE UNIT MAIN BOARD
Reslstors:
8 2200

2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Rl ;R2;R7;R8;
R13;R14;R19;
R20
R3;R5;R9;Rll ;
R15;R17;R21;
R23
R4;Rl0;RI6;
R22;R33;R36;
R37
R6;R12;RI8;
R24;R28;R34

2kn2 R25;R26
120kn R27
3300 R29;R30
3kn3 R31;R32
47kn R35
8-way 1kn SIL array R38
100kO R40
10kn SMA (Ior T13; see text)
50kn preset H Pl

8 47n

7 lkn

6 10kO

Capacitors:
4 10!lF 16V radial
1 lnF
1 1000!lF 16V

miniature radial
14 l00nF
1 150nF
1 4!lF7 16V radial
2 22pF

Gl-G4
G5

G6
G7;GI2-G24
G8
G9
Gl0;Gl1

Semiconductors:
9 lN4001
1 lN4148
8 B0679

01-09
034
Tl;T2;T4;T5;
T7;T8;Tl0;Tl1
T3;T6;T9;T12
T13
IG2;IG2
IC3
IC4

4
1
2
1
1
1

B0140
BG547B
GNY74-4
80G32-16
74HGT573
2764 EPROM
(ESS6171; supplied with
the PGB; see page 70) IG5
74HCT574 IC6;IC8;IG9;

IC10
IC7
IC11
IC12
IC13
IC14
IC15
IC16

4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

74HCT541
74HGTl23
74HGT32
74HCT74
74HCTOO
74HCT139
7805

Miscellaneous:
2 14-way angled PGB

header with eject latches
3 14-way box header
2 6-way PCB mount

mini-OIN socket
2 26-way box header
1 2-way 5-mm raster

PCB terminal block
4 6-way 240" PGBmount

OIN socket
1 14-way lOG header for

Kl;K20
K2;K3;K4

K5;K6
K7;K13

K8

K9-K12

PGBmounting K21
1 4-way angled OIPswitch Sl
1 chassis mount SPST

switch S2
SPST PGBmount slide
switch; angled pins S3

1 16 MHz quartz crystal Xl
1 PGBmount mains

adaptor socket (2.1 mm
dia centre pin) Jl

1Ocm14-way flatcable
30cm 26-way flatcable
1 14-way lOG socket
2 26-way lOG socket
1 25-way male lOG style

sub-D connector
1 12VAC @lA(min.)mainsadaptor
1 Elbox RE-2 enclosure (Retex)'
4 PGBpillar; length 4cm
1 Printed circuit board and software

order code 920022 (see page 110)
Front panel foil 920022-Fl
(see page 110)
Rear panel foil 920022-F2
(see page 110)

REMOTE CONTROL
3 push-button with change-over

contact
1 6-way mini-OIN plug
approx, 2m 3-wire cable

DISPLAY BOARD
Reslstors:
14 2200 R41-R46;

R59-R66
R47-R5812 2kn2

Capacitors:
1 100nF C25

Semiconductors:
20 LEO; red; rectangular;

face 5x2.5mm 010-014;
016-020;
022-026;
028-032

4 LEO; red; square;
face 5x5mm 015;021;027;

033
4 BG557B T16-T19
7 BC547B T14;TI5;

T20-T25
1 74HC4543 IC18
1 74HCT238 IC17
8 HOll070 (orange) LDl-L08

Miscellaneous:
2 14-way PCB mount

10Cheader K18;K19
2 tü-crn 14-way flatcable
2 14-way 10Csocket
"Hetex, Jerusalen 10. 08902 Hospltalet,
Barcelona. Spain. Tel. +34 3 335 5562.
Fax +34 3 335 7468.
Distrlbutor: Boss lndustrial Mouldings
LId., James Carter Road. Mildenhall.
Suffolk IP28 7BO.Tel. (0638) 716101.

plied as a 1:1 copy with the front panel
foil, The drilling template is also shown
(reduced) in Fig. 21. Stick the template on
to the aluminiuni front panel, and mark a11
corner points with a centre punch. Next,
mark out the c1earances with the aid of a
ruler and a scribe. The Retex case has a
very 'soft' alurninium front panel, which is
easy to cut and finish with a jig saw and a
set of small files.
After making the holes, secure the dis-

play board to the front panel using reB
pillars and bolts with countersunk heads.
The distance between the display board
and the front panel should be tuned such
that the display fronts are flush with the
front panel. Next, Insert the LEDs into the
holes, adjust their positions, and solder.
Fit tWQ lO-ern lang pieces of flatcable to
KIB and K19. These cables are later COl1-

nected to K4 and K3 respectively via ap-
propriate connectors. Mind you: KIBand

Fig.18. lIIustrating how K20 and K21 and the
flatcable are combined on the small connec-
tor board. Before fitting this board and Klon
to the main board, a small part has to be cut
off K1.

Fig. 19. Seen here are connectors K1 and
K20 fitted neatly on to the main board.
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Kl9 must be fitted at the solder side of the
board, as indicated by the dashed outlines
on the component overlay.
Before sticking the foil on to the front

panel, darken the area around the LED
holes (at the Inside of the foill) using a wa-
terproof black marker pen. This Is neces-
sary because the front panel foil is a little
too translucent, and its design is such that
only seetions of the LED faces are really
visible at the outside. All dear? Then care-
fuHystick on the front panel feil.

Connection and test
Before we can run our first test on the dis-
solve unit, it is necessary to rnake a small
hardware mod ificatton. Durtng the devel-
opment of the system it appeared that
some rnains adaptors cause problems with
the zero crossing detector. To be more pre-
eise: the mains zero crossing instants were
not sufficiently accurately defined. This
problern was traced down to a floating
base of TB during the zero crossing. The
remedy is simple: fit a lO-kQ resistor be-
tween the base and the emitter of Tl3 (an
SMA resistor fits exactly between the base
and emitter solder spots on the board).
Ta be able to hook up the connector

board, fit two TDe (insulation displace-
ment ccnnector) sockets and one male
sub-D25 connector on to a length of flatca-
ble. The dirnensions of this cable are
shown below in Fig. 22, and the practical
appearance to the nght in Hg. 23. The
cable at the left in Fig. 23 and the dimen-
sions shown at the top in Fig. 22 are ap-
plicable if the DiAV system is fitted in a
single enclosure (further details in Part 3).
The 025 connector may be used where the
projectors are not elose to the dissolve
unit. In that case, one cable is sufficient to
hook up a11four projectors. The ccnnec-
tions made by this cable are shown in
Fig. 24. One of the headers is connected to
K7, the other to K13.Note: pin 1 goes to
pin 1 (the headers and sockets are polar-
ized, and have a 'pin l' mark in the form of
an arrow or a dot).
Next, it is time to fit the first three ICs

on the main board: JC1, IC2 and IC16.
Connect the mains adaptor to the circuit,
and elose switch 52.Check the presence of
the supply voltage. lf this is okay, switch
off open 52,and connect projector 1 to K9.
Switch on again and check the supply volt-
age. If this is still okay. you are ready to
test the projector connections. This is done
by screwing a wire into Ke, at the ground
stde. The other end of the wire is used as a
probe to test the carrier control input of
projector 1. Touch pin 18 or pin ]9 of the
Ie socket in position Ka with the wire
end. The projector should respond by
doing a slide change. Touch pin 3 of the Je
socket in position IC3, whereupon the
larnp should light.

Tf this works so far, the other projector
connections may be tested by hooking
them up to KID, K11 and K12,and connect-
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Fig.20. Keep to these cutting and drilling dimensions of the front and rear panel, and you are
able to use the ready-made selt-adhestve front panel foils supplied through the Readers

Services (see page 110).
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Fig.21. Front panel and rear panel foillayouts (shown at about 60% of true size).
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Fig. 22. Basic connections of the two loe
sockets and the 025 connector on the natca-
ble. The cable lengths given at the top and
the bottorn of the diagram apply to 'single
enclosure' and 'individual enclosure' con-
struction respectively.

COMPONENTS LIST

TRIAC MODULE
1 TIC263 plus insulation material
1 12-way male RTG-22 plug
1 6-way 240' DIN socket
1 Heat-sink SKI82137,5SA
1 Diecast case 91x38x25mm;

e.q. Hammond 1590A

6-T0-6-WAV CONNECTING CABLE
2 6-way 240' DIN plug
Approx. 75cm long piece of 6-way cable

6-TO-l0-WAV CONNECTING CABLE
1 6-way 240' DIN plug
1 10-way DIN plug (e.q. Hirschmann

Type MIS100, order code
931876-117)

Aporex. 75cm long piece of 6-way cable

ing the associated pins on TC socket leg
(pins 12-17) and IC3 (pins 4, 5 and 6) to
ground. lf these tests check out. fit the re-
maining components on to the main
board, and connect the display.
After swttchmg on, each display pair

should indicate '01', This indicates a cor-
reet power-up, and that zero-crossings
have been detected. If no alternating volt-
age is applied. the decimal points on the
displays will flash to indicate the error

•

Fig.23. Flatcables for the 'single enclosure' (Iett) and 'individual enclosures' (right) options
of the DiAV system.

condition. If this happens. check that you
have connected an alternating voltage
source. Remember, the lamp d immer cir-
cuitry can not function without zero cross-
ings, even though the lamp intensity
display gives anormal indication. This
condition may be simuJated on a correctly
functioning board by shorting out D9.
Switch S3 allows you to choose between

two display intensity levels. The lower
level ensures that the display is dimmed
such that it is visible, but not obtrusive, in
the dark.
Assuming that everything checks out

so far, the minimum projeetor lamp inten-
stty may be set by adjusting preset Pt. The
lamp filaments should just glow, without
producing a visible image on the projector
screen. If this can not be achieved, de-
crease the value of R27 to 68 kQ. Do not
forget to select between 'one-button' OPI
closed) and 'two-button' (Jr1 open) projec-
tor control.
Next, connect the remote control as

shown in Fig. 25. The three switehes are
wired such that they keep the two micro-
controller inputs 'low' when they are not
pressed. This allows the system to detect
wh ether the interface is controlled via the
Centron.ics input or manually. In the latter
case, the number of projectors selected
equals that set on switch block 51
(switches 51-3 and S1-4). The lamp intensity
displays of the non-used projecrors are au-
tomatically switched off which allows the
number of used projectors to be seen at a
glance.
When the 'Forward' button (54) is

pressed, the first projector will be enabled.
The next button action will result in a fade
from projector 1 to projector 2. Next. pro-

jector 1 will do one forward change. In this
way. all connected projectors may be con-
trolled one after another.
On pressing the 'reverse' button, the

previous projector will first do areverse
change (carrier one position backwards).
Next, a fade is done to the previous projec-
tor. This simple sequentiel contral allows
the dissolve unit to be used on its OWIl,

\120021·11·12

Fig.24. The 25-way male sub-D connector al-
lows all projector connections to be joined
into one cable.
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Fig. 25. Manual control: connections of the
three switches to the mini-OIN plug inserted
into the 12Ccontrol input.

with two to four projectors, where the
slides are distributed over the projectors.
Switch 56 serves to set the dissolve (fade
out/fade in) time. Pressing it once causes a
LEDbar to appear on all four lamp indica-
tors. The LED bar indication is propor-
tional to the dissolve time. The 'fcrward'
and 'reverse' button then serve to increase
and decrease the dissolve time respec-
tively, in steps of one second. The LED bar
will change accordingly. Pressing S4 again
takes you back to the projector eontrol
mode.
Provision has been made for the projec-

tor illumination areas (cn the screen) to be
matched. All four prcjectors light when
the 'forward' or 'reverse' button is pressed
when the unit is switched on. This allows
you to position the projectors such that
their light beams overlap exactly on the
screen. This mode Is left by pressing the
'forward' or 'reverse' button aga in, where-
upon the system can be used as described
above.

DIGITAL AUmOlVlSUAL SYSTEM - 2

Fig. 26. The side panel of the Aetex enclosure has holes for the mains adaptor plug, the
switches and the potentiometer.

The case

If everything works to your satisfaction,
the dissolve unit may be fitted into its en-
closure. Self-adhesive foils are available
for the front as weil as the rear panel of the
Retex enclosure. The rear panel layout Is
shown reduced in Fig. 21. These foils grve
the unit a professional and attractive fin-
ish. There is one point to note about the
rear panel and the rear panel foil: in some
cases, the hole for the mini-DIN plug may
have to be made larger than indicated by
the drilling template. This is necessary be-
cause the plug body has to touch the
socket to make proper contact.

The right-hand side panel of the Retex
case is driIIed and filed to allow 51, 52, S3
and PI to be opera ted. Also note the hole
required to insert the mains adaptor plug
(see Fig. 26). The voltage regulator is
bolted on to the rear panel. lf you use an-
other enclosure than the one we recorn-
mend, remember that the metal part of
TC16 and the sides of the 12Cplugs are con-
nected to ground. To prevent a short cir-
cuit with the alternating voItage, the
mains adaptor input socket must be an in-
sulated type if it is fitted on the same panel
as the regulator. 0

8751 Emulator
March 1992, p. 53.
(Corrections; component infcrmation)
While in emulation mode, the regtster eon-
tents are displayed with an offset of one
vertical Iine from the associated register
designations. This error occurs on early re-
leases of the system software, item ES5
1741, and is caused by one superfluous
'spece' charaeter in the DEV.EXEprogram.
This 'space' (20H) should be changed into
a 'line feed' (OAH). First, make a backup
copy of your original diskette. Next, use a
hex editor to change the byte at address
offset DEODH from 20H into OAH. Using
the hex editor of PCTooIs V6, for instance,
this byte is found in relative sector 111
(decimall), at offset ODH.
Pins 52, 53 and 54 of the SC80C451

must be connected to ground to give
proper access to (simulated) Port O.For no
apparent reason, this is not indicated in
the Signetics datasheets. Port 0 is actually

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1992
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simulated by Port 6 of the SC80C451. For
further inforrnation on this compatibility
problern with generic 8051 assembler files,
consult the SC80C451 (Signencs) or
8xC451 (Intel) datasheets.
In addition to your local 5ignetics

(Philips Semiconductors) distributors, two
suggested suppliers of the controller Type
SC80C45ICCN64 OIe:

(1) Macro Marketing Ltd., Burnham
Lane, Slough SLl 6LN. Telephone (0628)
604383.
(2) C-I Electronics, P.D. Box 22089, 6360

AB Nuth, Holland. Fax: +31 45241877.

GAL programmer
May 1992, p. 55.
(Update)
The transistors Type BC369 in positions T6
and T7 are apparently difficult to obtain,
and may be replaced by BC640s.
The most recent version of the software

is V. 6.53dt, June 1992. The README file
contains an update note on problems with
the programming of certain GAL makes,
as weil as a suggestion to make GALs with
a damaged electronic signature (type iden-
tifier) useable again.

8051 Single board
computer
Oe tob er 1992. p. 40.
(Update)
Since the publieation of this arttele. we
have been advised that the telephone
number of Suncoast Technologies is +1
(904)596-7599.
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Fig.16. Component side track layout (mirror image; reduced to 50%). Fig.17. Solder side track layout (mirror image; reduced to 50%).
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UNBLOCKING THEPUMP
By Bryan Hart, BSc, C.Eng., MIEE

Although the pump circuit, in one or other of its many guises, has been used
in electronics for some fifty years, textbook explanations of its operation

tend to be either sketchy and qualitative or overly mathematical. This article
aims to remove the confusion surrounding the circuit by concentrating on its
physical operating mechanisms and to show that algebraic analysis can be

replaced by a simple, but novel, graphical procedure.

Inuse in electronics for over fiffty years,
the pump circuits has appeared in a wide

variety of applications that inc1ude count-
ing/frequency division; frequency-voltage
conversion; Irequency-sensirive switch de-
sign: dernodulation: and staircase voltage gen-
eration for display systerns. Unfortunately,
textbook treaunent 01' its operation (end La
be eithcr sketchy and qualitative 01' overly
mathematical. Budding engineers studying
the circuit for the first time might be for-
given the resulting mental blockage
The principaJ airns of this article are Lo

remove that confusion by concentrating on
physical operaring mechanisrns and to show
that algebraic analysis can be replaced by a
simple, but novel, graphical procedure. This
is unusual in showing the output voltage as
a function of aeharge increment transferred
du ring an input pulse. The result is an eas-
ily constructed 'U//;Q lattice plot' from
which the output waveforrn can be sketched
by inspecuon.

Pump circuit modelling
A basic form of the pump cireuit is shown
in Fig. I. For reasons that will becorne ap-
parent later, it is sometimes more colour-
fully known as a 'cup-and-bucket' circuir.

P.G.

t,...-------,
I er
I
I
I
, RG,,,
: UG,
L .!..

X,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i
u,

1
920158·11

Fig. 1. Basic diode pump eireui!.

In modelling the circuit, it is desirable
first to idealize the properties of the compo-
nents used. Then, when the general operat-
ing principles are understood, the conse-
quences of using non-ideal components are
more easily appreciated. Thus, C, and Cl
have no defects such as leakage resistance
that require parasitic elements to model them.
The pulse generator, P.G., has a constant

output resistance, RG and produces an out-

pur waveform as shown in Fig. 2a that is a
rrain ofrectangular pulses, PI, P1, ... Pr' ... Pn,

having zero transition times, pulse duration
[d' pulse recurrence time T, and open-circuit
pulse amplitude E.

I~T~I

Fig. 2a. Assumed input waveform.

The P.G. is modelIed in Fig. 2b by an
ideal switch SWG and bauery E. Initially,
SWG is at position 'a' and between pulses,
and at 'b' when the pulses are present. The
time taken to switch from 'a' to 'b' and vice
versa is taken as zero,

(b+a)

j{
-----.1
(a+b)
r--_X

'--1. __ ,

920158·13

Fig. 2b. Equivalenl represenlation by a
mechanical switch.

Diodes D, and D, are also modelIed by
ideal switches as shown in Fig. 3. In the
eomposite circuit model in Fig, 4, the switches
SWGI SWIand SW2 are all ganged together. The
overall effect produced in the circuit by the
repeated movement backward and forward of
the moving parts of the switches is analo-
gaus to that produced in a hydraulic system
by a mechanically operated piston pump dis-

L---o

~

I=O,UAK>O

920158·14

Fig. 3. Idealized eleclrical deseriplion of
D, and D,.

placing a quantity of fluid, so the adjective
'pump' used to describe the circuit is quite
appropriate. In our case, of course, the 'fluid
pumped' is electric charge.

Circuit operation and
graphical development

Prior to the arrival of the first pulse, PlI ca-
pacitors Cl and C2 in Pig. 4 are both UI1-

charged. This condition, while not obvious
for Cl. is guaranteed by a voltage level sens-
ing circuit connected across it. Since that piece
of circuitry is not relevant at present, abrief
discussion ofit is left to the end ofthe article.
After the arrival of P, ('the first stroke of

the pump'), D, cuts off, D, switches on and
the reduced equivalent circuit is shown in
Fig. 5a. This is a single timeeonstant switch-

er

s tu,
1..

a

SW1 5""2

-Ob1- -,12

E

920158 ·15

Fig. 4. Modelling Ihe pump wilh
switches.
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Fig. Sa. Equivalent circuit du ring P"

920158 ·17

Fig. Sb. Circuit response to P, for
t,>SCRG (C=C,G,!(C,+c,).

JL

920158-18

Fig. Sc. Theoretical response for RG=O.

ing circuit, the time constant being the prod-
uet CRG. In this, C=CICl( CI+C,) and is the
effective capacitance of CI and C2 in series.
On the leading edge of PI' the whole of

the input voltage, E, appears aeorss RGbe-
cause CI and C2 are initially uncharged and
the potential differences across their plates
cannot change instantaneous!y. The initial
charging current is therefore EIRG and it de-
cays exponentially to zero as CI and Cl are
charged. The charging current causes an
equal increment of charge to be deposited
on the plates of both eapaeitors.
The time elapsing between the 10% and

90% output voltage levels is 2.2CRG and,
for all practical purposes, the charging pro-
cess is taken as complete in a time interval
5CRG_ Let .1Qr be the charge increment trans-
ferred frorn E to CI and C, during pulse PI'
Provided Id>5CRG, the case shown in Fig. 5b,
we can write

/'"QI=CE.
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Note that the symbol ö, rather than 8, is ern-
ployed because the change is not necessar-
ily smalI.
Equation [I] deserves a further brief dis-

cussion. Subject to the condition placed on
CRG, ir means that /'"Ql is independent of RG·
Thereason is that by thetime the trailing edge
of PI appears the potential difference across
RGis zero. Henee, the full applied e.rn.f E
appears across the equivalent capacitor C.
The outpur voltage, Uor when PIhas passed,

and the first ourput 'step' /'"VIare given by

The condition {d>5CRG, wh ich we will
assume to be valid from now on, is easily
met in praetice. Thus, if RG=50Q (a typieal
value) and C=O.I W, the condition iS/d>25!'S.
Figure 5e eorresponds to the ease RG=O,

which is irnplicit in some texibook discus-
sions. However, it is purely an abstraction.
It requires an understanding of the rnore dif-
ficult mathematical concept of a current im-
pulse of infinite amplitude and zero dura-
tion, but nevertheless finite area. ihat durnps
acharge ßQI on Cr and C2 in zero time. It is
best to regard the situation shown in Fig. Sc
as the theoretical lirnit ease 01" what would
happen in Fig. 5b if RG were made progres-
sively smaller.
A related method of finding step ampli-

tude leads on to a graphieal procedure that
is best described below. The charge trans-
ferred from Eto CIduring PI is/'"QI=CI(E-Vol);
that transferred to C2 is, of course, the same
and is given by /'"Q2=C,/'"Vol'
Equating these two expressions for 6.QI

again produces eq. [2].The same result is
also obtained from a 'Vj/'"Q plor'. On this,
lines are drawn as if CI were part of a volt-
agesource with e.m.f E, and C, were the load.
To see how the plot arises, "refer back to
Fig.5a.
Taking into account voltage drops at the

end of PI' the 'source characteristic far PI"
s.c. <l> far short, of E and CI is

DO,-

......s.c.(1)

O'~------~~~---'l'o-",
8, AO

o~

C
2
'", fit"

C1dU1
!lQ1

920158·19

[I]
Fig. 6. A 'U,jt1Q plot' for finding t1Q, and
L1UI at rbe end of PI Bold lines show source

and load characteristics.

UNBLOCKING THE PUMP

Vo=E-(/'"Q/q. [3]

Sirnilarly, ihe 'Ioad characteristic' for PI'
l.c.d>, of C2 is

[4]

Lnthese two expressions, the number sub-
scripts for V,and /'"Q have been omitted be-
cause these quantnies are now regarded as
variables whose values are to be found.
Consider, now, the Vj/'"Q plot of Fig. 6,

where S.C.<.!> is a straight line with slope
-(I/CI) that passes through the axes points
Do(Vo=E)andAo(/'"Q=CIE); l.c.d > isastraight
line with slope +( IIC2) that passes through the
origin and whieh is most easily plotted by
locating a convenient point on it other than
the origin. Far Cl expressed in uf, a suitable
poirn is Vo=1 V, /'"Q=(C,xl)]lC.
The interseetion point, AI' of S.C. < I) and

l.c. < I> occurs where /'"Q(=/'"QI) is the same
charge increment transferred ro both ca-
paciiors. Vol(=/'"VI) can be obtained by
inspeciion.

920158·20

b OV-
O'j~-AG i!0V 1"0,

0",
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Fig. 7. Circuit conditions after P, and
before P,: (a) C, discharging - ;d=dis-
charge current; (b) C discharged - ;,=0.

At the end of pulse PI>D) cuts off and DI

switcheson. Thechargeon C2remainsat.6.QI'
bur that on CI decays to zero with time con-
stant CIRG-see Fig. 7a. Since this decay re-
quires a time interval 5CIRG to complete, a
seeond condition placed on'd is (/d+5CIRG)<T.
Figure 7b shows the condition when CI

is fully discharged and be fore the arrival of
P2• The charged capacitor C2 is now replaced
by its equivalent, an uncharged capacitor in
series with a battery of e.rn.f /'"VI.

"'2

920158·22

Fig. 8. Charge transfer during P,.
Compare with Fig. Sa.



COMPONENTS

From Fig. 8, wh ich shows the circuit ap-
plicable für charge transfer during P2:

U,=E-(I'1Q/C,),

and

.-----S.C.(l)

tc.(3)

At l.c.(1)

-"0
920158·23

Fig. 9a. A UJjjQ lattice plot lor the lirst
three pulses, PlI P2t P30

[51

As with eq. [3J and [4], and for the same
reason, the number subscripts have been
omitted from the variables Vo and .ilQ.
Equation [5J represents s.c. <2>,the SOUfee

characteristic for P2' This is the same as
S.C. (1), because Cl is completely discharged
between input pulses.
Equation [6] describes t.c.ü»; this is par-

allel ro t.c.c I >, but has a U; axis intercept
I'1U,.
On the U/I'1Q plot of Fig. 9a, intersec-

ti on poinr A2 gives 6.Q2' Vol' and hence I1U2.
The plotting procedure for further pulses,

P3 ... and so on, now becomes clear. The
source characteristic remains fixed: it iss.c. < I>.
However, there is a new load characterisric
for each successive pulse. This is parallel to
that forthe preceding pulse, but is shifted ver-
tically up the U; axis by an amount equal ro
the previous step. The overall result is an
easily constructed 'Iattice diagram". From
it, the outpur waveform can be readily ob-
tained by cross-ploning as in Fig. 9b.
In Fig. 10, 01'_'y4, and 0,11"_'1 are the load

characteristics respectively for Pr and P(r+I)'

Frorn the geometry of the figure,

[6]

~ r-'

r
Pl/UG P2 P,

)U02
Uo,

lU01
0

-..l......

00

Thus, the amplitudes of the outpur steps
form a geornetrical progression. By inspec-
tion of the plot, the maximum value of U, is
E, which is reached after an infinite number
of input pulses.
We can look on Cl as a cup, C2 as a cylin-

drical bucket and E as a tank of water, Then,
as far as the output is concemed, the opera-
tion of the diode pump is analogous to that
01' using the cup to scoop up water from the
tank and dump it into the bucket. In the first
scoop, the cup is full, but the next time round
it is only a fraction K full; the third time, it
is a fraction Kl full, and so on. As a result,
the water level rises up the inside of the
bucket by decreasing amounts after each
dumping.

Step equalization

[7]

In an instrumentation application, such as
the display of the terminal characteristics
or a semiconductor device on a 'Curve
tracer ', we normally require rhe outpur
voltage steps in Fig. 9b to be equal. Using
our water analogy, the 'cup' must be full
for each dumping.
The graphical method described provides

A(f+l)

I----'/~ -- - - - - uo(r+1)-- -l~u~+~ - - - -

0, - -Uor - - - - - - - - -- - - -

A(r_l) t eo,
0(r_l)~_~""::'~----_.j~~~2_--uO(r_l)'- - - -- - - - - ----

920158 - 24

Fig. 9b. Cross-plot to show output wavelorm (bold line) and
input wavelorm (lai nt line).

/ (E+ilU,) __

920158·25

Fig. 10. Construction lor linding the ratio 01 magnitudes 01
successive steps.

er

b
o

r
b,
o

...... ---..,
" ,,,,

),
81/,,,,,

ac-
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Fig. 11. Modilication 01 the source characteristic tor equal
steps.

,,,
'L <L _ .,1------
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Fig. 12. Equivalent circuit inlerpreation of Fig. 11.
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Fig. 13. 'Bootstrap' step equalization circuit.

00

UNBLOCKING THE PUMP

920158 _29

Fig. 14_Charge-transfer circuit requirement far fixed
saurce characteristic and L\Ql=C,E.

e'
RG

1
uo

UG
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cc Aoo~~~=-----~----------
At t dU1 =dQ/C2

U01 kc----------''''''' ....--- - - - -- -- -

Uo,~--------="-.,~2__J~~2 _

Fig. 15. U,Ii1Q plot lor Fig. 14.

a logical approach to the solution of the
problem of how to modify the basic circuit
to obtain the required result.
Looking at Fig. 9a, it follows that for

equal steps the circuit must be ehanged so that
the intersection points A1... Ar are equidis-
tant from the Uo axis. This is possible if the
vertieal shift in the load characteristie asso-
ciated with a given pulse is matched by an
equal vertical shift in thecorresponding source
characteristic. As indicated in Fig. 11, this
means having s.c.(2) located a distance 6.U1

above s.c.<1>, and so on. To produce this ef-
feet, Cl must be eharged up lO the output
voltage on the trailing edge of each pulse.
Figure 12 shows the required equivalent cir-
cuit and Fig. 13 gives a hardware imple-
mentation, the 'bootstrap' scheme. In this, a
high input-impedance opamp.A, is strapped
as a voltage-follower, the low output impedance
of which is suitable not only for driving an
extemalload, but also for supplying the 'pre-
charge' current, id, of CI·
An alternative solution is ro provide cir-

cuitry that keeps the sourcecharacteristic fixed
but, at the same time, facilitates the extrac-
tion ofthe charge increments passing through
D2. This can be achieved if the cathode of D2
is held at a constant potential, a sensible
choice for which is 'circuit common '. The
required circuit must, therefore, be able to
perform the function indicated in Fig. 14. The
related U,I"'QpIOl is inFig. 15.From the view-
point of the load, the source characteristic
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Fig. 16. 'Miller' slep equalization scheme.

w::@)
I,
I
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Fig. 17. Block schematic of reset circuit suitable for use
with circuits 01 Fig. 1 and Fig. 13. Reverse Ihe polarity

01the transistor lor use with Fig. 16.

Drßo appears to be a vertical line through Ao,
corresponding lo "'Q~CIE. The load charae-
teristics are now required lO have a slope
-( I/C,).
An elegant hardware implernentation of

this is the 'Miller ' seheme of Fig. 16. The
cathode of D1 is held at circuit-common po-
tential by the feedback action of the invert-
ing opamp configuration. Hence,

and

Resetcircuit
As mentioned in the beginning, ancillary
circuitry is required to set the initial condi-
tions. In pracrice, this means the use of a
reset arrangement such as that shown in
block-schernatic form in Fig. 17. A Schmitt
trigger senses the output voltage and trig-
gers a monostable, M.S., when a preset level,
determined by Ur is reached. The output
pulse of ihe monostable drives a discharge

transistor connected across C2•

Concluding comments
This article has described the development
of a graphieal proeedure for sketehing, rapidly,
theoutput voltage waveform ofadiode pump
circuit driven by a train of reetangular input
pulses. It rnay at first seem odd to be plot-
ring voltage versus charge because it is so
rarely done other tban in, perhaps, early
physics laboratory work with capacitors:
nevertheless, nothing could more nearly de-
scribe the essential behaviour of a capacitor.
The plotting procedure itself does not

necessarily require a knowledge ofthe small
amount ofalgebra that has been included here
to justify the method.
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COMPRESSORjLIMITER

Re
>DM

The ctrcutt ts able to process signals
betweenabout lOmVr.m.s. and2Vr.m.s.
Tlus range can be extended by adding one
or more attenuator seetions or by in-
creasing the value of R] and R2.
The LDR/LED cornbmattons must be

BC5478

rcre

rr'he compressor is based on two
1. series-connected attenuator
networks. whose attenuation ts
eontrolled by Iight-dependent re-
sistors (LDRs)thatare illuminated
by Iight-emitting diodes (LEDs).
The inpu t signal ts applied to

the non-invertmg input of opamp 0
Iela via RI. Circuit IC1a, in COI1-
junction with D3. D4 and Je tb-
provides full-wave rectification of
the stgna). The resulting direct
voliage is used to charge e5 via
D5. The diode allows fast eharg-
ing of the capacitor, which can
discharge only via R7'
Compression proper is provrded

by IC,c. Depending on the setttng
of P, and P2. the output voltage
of IClc drops when the potential
across e5 reaches a certain value.
This causes T2 and. via leId. Tl
to conduct. whereupon the LEDs
light and the input signal is at-
tenuated.
The attack time of the ctrcutt

is determined by the speed of the
LDRs and the setting of P2.
The amplification of Iele and

the setting of P, determine the
point at which voltage limiting
commences. The output voltage
is held constant when the Inpu t
stgnal is above a certain level until
the current through the LEDs reaches
its maximum (about 40 mAl.
The ctrcutt as shown acts as a lim-

Iter: if the +ve Input of Je la is connected
to the output of the circuit. a standard
compressor is obtained.

R4 220p

lOk lOk

.5

924096 • 11

~~--------------------------------------~~~-6V

housed in a light-tight enclosure.
The current drawn by the circuit is

determined largely by the LEDs and is
50 mA maximum.

(J. Barendreeht - 924096)

MINIATURE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
/
Nowadays. with the advent of

SMD (surface mountdesign).
it is possible to construct tiny
circutts. In the ca se of crystal
oscillators that may, however, not
always be feasible because ofthe
size of the crystaJ. Fortunately.
Statek, a specialist crystal man-
ufacturer, produces crystals mea-
eurtng only 8x4xl mm for SMD.
Together with a single inverter
and four passive components,
such a crystal makes it possible
to make a truly miniature, sta-
ble oscillator as shown.
The circuit works verywell up

to frequencies of 16 MHz If an
HC-IC is used. With an HCT-

IC1 = 74HC04

.----------------ß~+

IC1a •14

IC1
7

JC, themaximum frequencywas
found to be aboul 8 MHz.
Ftnally, the circuit works per-
feetlyall nghtwith standard com-
ponents as well.

(Statek Applieation - 924113)
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BI
VIDEO DEMODULATOR

~e demodulator ts based on a Type
.1TDA8341 chtp, wh ich is thc suc-
cessoroftheweIl-knownTypesTDA2541
and TDA3541. Apart from a demcdu-
lator, the chip contains an AGC (auto-
matie gain control) section for tuners
whose AGC voltage is directly propor-
tional to the gain. and an AFe (auto-
matte frequency contro!) facility. In the
present destgn, the AFe is used merely
as a tuning Indicator.

The control range oftheAGC is 67 dB.
Becauseofintemal supply regulation, the
input sensitivity of the IC is 40 ~V.
The Je provtdes a video signal at a

level of 2.7 V at pin 12, from where lt ts
passed to a Toko low-paas filter, FI],
which removes any residual carrter fre-
quenctes from the video signal, The Ill-
ter has an attenuation of 6 dB over lts
pass-band. Ta obtain a standard video
signal of 1 Vpp tnto 75 Q, the filter may

H316l TM-1919QCO12V
+.}---------~~r-~~ Video

1Vpp

'~ FI1 .~3,--<p-(

')-I---~--"I--,....."
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be followed by a video amplifier jbuffer,
for instance, a Type NE592. Note that
the output irnpedance ofthefilter ts 1kQ.
The AGC operattng potnt is set with

Pt. The AGC control voltage ts taken
from pin 4 via R2- The level of the CU.f-

rent through the AGC output is limited
to about 10 mA. Network RTCll-CI2
forms an AGC detector, which also pro-
vtdes pulses for a sampie & hold circutt.
That circult ensures that no video infor-
matten is present in the AFe output.
The reservotr capacitor forthe S&Hctr-

cuit is es. If pin 6 is connected directly
to earth. the AFC is disabled and the po-
tential at pin 5 is then roughly half the
supply voltage.
The AFe requtres a synchronous de-

modulator with its own tuned circuit:
L,,-CB·
Because of(parasitic) capactttve cou-

pling (C9-ClO) with the tuned circuit
for the reference amplifier, L1-C7' the
skirt of the AFC characteristic becomes
steeper. Since the AFC voltage here
provtdes a tuning indication, a steep
characteristic ts not really desirable,
so that Cg and CID must be kept as
small as posstble. The tuntng indicator
IS formed by centre-zero meter MI·
Tuning the reference circuit (to re-

move any residue ofthe carrier) ts tricky
and can really be done properly only tf
an r.r. analyser or modulated r.f. gen-
erator and frequency meter are avaü-
able. If crystal-controlled PLL (phase-
locked loop) turung is used, however, the
adjustment can be carried out without
this test equipment.
Once the channel tuntng and the ad-

justment ofLj-Cv are correct. the AFCcir-
cutt, Lz-Cs, may be tuned for centre-
zero readtng ofthe meter (half supplyvolt-
age at theAFC output). Resistors R5and
R., hold the other terminal of MI at half
the supply voltage and at the same time
limit the current through the meter to
about 100 ~A.
Because ofthe circuit Iayout. there may

be cross-talk between the video output
and the i.f. input. 'Thts may. however, be
cured by connecting a 6.8 ~H choke in
sertes with pin 12 las elose to the IC as
feasible).
The demodulator draws a current of

about45 mA.
The input signal may be taken from

a SAW (surface acoustic wave) ftlter,
which ts readily available nowadays.
Most tuners-although th is must be
checked-are capable of driving a vart-
ety of SAW filters.

(T. Giesberts - 924078)



SOLID STATE T/R TRANSVERTER
INTERFACE

This !ittle circuit is intended tor UHF transverters in
combination with a 2-m band transceiver. It is simple to build
and much cheaper than a coax relay.

Design by Pedro Wyns. ON4AWg

Aproblem with the use of a 70-cm or
23-cm transverter in combination

with a 2-m transceiver is that the former
nearly always has tWQ IF (intermediate
frequency) connections: the transmitter
input and the receiver outpur. By centrast.
the 2-m rtg has only one RF connection.
But there are more pitfalls: usually, the
transverter can not cope with the normal
outpur power of the transceiver, so that
sorne attenuation is in order. Secend. some
means has to be devised to enable the
transverter to switch between receiving
and transmitting under the control of the
2-m transceiver. In most cases, this means
that the transceiver has to be opened to
bring out a transrnit/receive switching
voltage that can be used to energtze a coax
relay. All of these problems may be over-
come one way or another, and radio ama-
teurs are not the most faint hearted of
electronics enthusiasts. However, one of
the most awkward problems tied up with
'getting on the air' on 70 or 23 is not,
strictly speaking, a technical one: it is the
cost of a suitable coax relay at the input of
the transverter (well, yes, there may be the
odd technicality to sort out with the YL or
XYL regarding finance matters, but these
will not be gone into here).
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is an all-

solid-stäte equivalent of an expensive coax
relay at the transceiver side of a 70-cm or
23-cm transverter. Evidently. a coax relay
is still required at the output of the trans-
verter, nothing we can da about that! The
operation of the circuit is fairly simple.
The RX (receive) and TX (transmit) supply
voltages of the transverter are brought
under the control of the PTT (push-to-talk)
switch of the 2-m transceiver. This is
achieved with a pair of complementary
(npn/pnp) medium-power transistors
Type BD139/BD140. In reeeive mode, the
transverter output signal arrives at the
transceiver input via two pieces of coax,
Z2 and 21. When the 2-m transceiver starts
to transmit. the +TX transverter supply
line switches to +12 V. The resulting direct
voltage that arrives on the PIN diodes
causes the transcetver's RF output energy
to be fed to a pi-type attenuator consisting
of three resistors. Also, the two quarter-
wave pieces of coax, 21 and 22, then form
a notch (band-stop filter) for the 2-m stg-
nal, so that virtually 00 RF signal arrives

at the trensverter's receiver output. The
two pairs of anti-parallel PIN diodes also
protect the transverter's receiver output
against RF power when the supply voltage
happens to be off.
The value and the power rating of the

resistors in the pi-attenuator. R7-Rs-R9, de-
pend on the degree of attenuation re-
quired. and must, therefore, be ca1culated
on the basis of the transceiver output
power and the maximum transverter
input power.
The RF losses introdueed by the PIN

diodes are negligible since the switch is in-
serted at the IF (intermediate frequency)
output of the transverter. As is well
known from UHF and SHF receiver engi-
neering, it is the input stage, not the IF
stage, of a receiver that determines the
overall noise figure (provided there is suf-

ficient conversion gain).
The transverter interface should not be

too difficult to build using 'dead bug' tech-
ruques familiar from experimental RF con-
structing. The transistor pair is conveniently
accommodated on a piece of stripboard.
The length of the coax pieces is about

0.66 firnes the quarter-wave length of the
IF signal. If a 2-m rig is uscd, the length is

), ~ 300/145 MHz = 2 m
~A=50cm
length ~ 0.66 x 50 em =·33 cm

The factor 0.66 is the so-ca lied velocity fac-
tor of the coax cable, and apphes to most
types of 50-Q cable. The four eable ends
must be grounded via the shielding bratd.
The author used RG58 coax for the proto-
type, although other cables may be used as
well, for instance, RG174U, which is much
thinner. Teflon (PTFE) coax is even better,
but check the velocity factor to make sure
that the physical lengths of Zt and Z2 are
correct. Fioally, the +12V Rx and +12V Tx
outputs of the circuit are capable of sup-
plying up to about 300 mA. Where higher
currents are required, Tl and T2 must be
replaced with power darlingtons. •

12V
+}---------~----~------------~

80138
80139

R2

E B
GNDto PTT c

RlOFB Ll

*see text

VK200

06 C4 Tx in TRV
L----M--~::-f*l_ __---11-O

100p

02 ...06 = 8M82
.. ceramic chip

920156 -11

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the transverter Interface. The value of the resistors in the pi-
attenuator depends on the power supplied by your 2-m transceiver . FB is a srnall ferrite bead.
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DISKETTE-SIDE CHOOSER
~is small auxiltary circuit enables
~ either of the tWQ stdes of a 31/2 in
diskette used in an Atart ST drive to be
chosen. Same LEDs show whtch stde
has been selected. while others indicate
whether a read or a WIite operanon is in
progress.
In Ftg, 1, bistable rc., serves to choose

one of the two sides of the diskette. A
sensor, formed by a small disk of con-
ducring material, is connected to tts
clock input via inverter IC2f• The input of
the Inverter ts linked to the +5 V rail via
two 10 MO: reststors,
When the sensor ts touched, the Input

of IC2f ts pulled low via the skin rests-
tance. This results in a positive leading
transition (edgel to the clock input ofICIb,
whereupon the levels at pins 12 and 13
of the bistable change state.
Network RrCI suppresses spurious

pulses durtng operation and prevents the
bistable continually changing state tf
the sensor remains touched.
Pin 13 of leIb ts linked to inverters

IC2d and IC2e. each of which controls an
LEO:0) far side 1and 02 for stde 11.Since
01 ts connected to the +5 V supply rail
and 02 to ground, only one of the two
diodes can light at any one time.
Transistor Tl serves to alter the level

on the Side Select-S5-line of the Atari.
Inverters IC2a-IC2c control 03 and 04.

The inputs of lC" and lC'b are linked to
the R/W signal of the Atari, while that
of lC" Is coupled to the 'disk LEO' above
the keyboard. This ensures that the 'read'
LEO lights only when the drive is in mo-
tion.
The supply for the auxiliary circuit may

be taken from the Atari, since a current
of only a few mA is drawn.
Populattng the small PCB is simplic-

ity itself. Most of the work will involve
fittmg the board inside the Atart. The board
must be located in the upper part of the

1
Rl

r---------------------------------~~.7n ~--~C"{+
svIC1 = 4013

IC2 = 4049
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keyboard beside the drive LEO.
A small front panel as shown in Ftg. 2

will be found useful. Note that the LEOs
protrude through the small holes in this
panel. This means that five holes need
to be drilled in the upper panel of the Atan:
four für the LEOs and one for the con-
nection to the sensor.
The following connections must be

made:
• earthofthePCBtopin 10 ofthe 74244
underneath the keyboard;

• 5 V!ine from pin 20 ofthe 74244 un-
derneath the keyboard to the present

2

o 924045 ~I
aS10t0! '\Y

ctrcutt:
• 55 line to pin 21 ofthe YM2149;
• R/W line to pin 25 of the OMA con-
troller adjacent to the YM2149 un-
derneath the drive;

• pin DA to the upper terminal of the
reststor in sertes with the drive LEO.
just to the Ieft ofthe 74244;

• sensor to the associated pin on the pre-
sent PCB.

(P. Leroux - 924045)

PARTS LIST

Resistors;
Rl = 47 n
R2,R3= 10 Mn
R4= 1Mn
R5, R6, R9, RIO = 100 o
R7 = 22 kQ
R8=220n

Capacltors:
Cl = 1.5 !lF, 16 V

Semiconductors:
01, 03 = LEO, 3 mm, gree
02, 04 = LEO, 3 mrn, red
T1 = BC547B
lCl = 4013
lC2 =4049
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I
DISKETTE-SIDE CHOOSER

~is small auxiliary circuit enables
.1 either of the two sides of a 3'h in
diskette used in an Atari ST drive to be
chosen. Some LEDs show which side
has been selected, while others indicate
whether a read or a write operation is in
progress.
In Fig. I, bistable IC'bserves to choose

one of the two sides of the diskette. A
sensor, formed by a small disk of con-
ducting material. is connected to its
clock input via inverter IC2f.The input of.
the inverter is linked to the +5 V rail via
two 10 Mn resistors.
When the sensor is touched, the input

of IC2fis pulled low via the skin resis-
tance. This results in a positive leading
transition (edge)to the clock input ofIC'b'
whereupon the levels at pins 12 and 13
of the bistable change state.
Network R4-C, suppresses spurtous

pulses during operation and prevents the
bistable continually changing state if
the sensor remains touched.
Pin 13 of IC'b is linked to inverters

IC2dand IC2e,each of which controlsan
LED:D, for side land D2for side II. Since
D, is connected to the +5 V supply rail
and D2to ground. only one of the two
diodes can light at any one time.
Transistor Tl serves to alter the level

on the Side Select -S8-line of the Atari.
Inverters IC2a-IC2ccontrol D3 and D4•

The inputs of IC2aand IC2bare linked to
the RjW signal of the Atari, while that
of IC2cis coupled to the 'disk LED' above
the keyboard. This ensures that the 'read'
LEb lights only when the drive is in mo-
tion.
The supply for the auxiliary circuit may

be taken from the Atari, since a current
of only a few mA is drawn.
Populating the small PCB is simplic-

ity itself. Most of the work will involve
fittingthe board inside theAtari. The board
must be located in the upper part of the

6 BC547B ns

cl,
3 c
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5 2 ICl IC2
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~
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IC2 = 4049
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keyboard beside the drive LED.
A small front panel as shown in Ftg, 2 .

will be found useful. Note that the LEDs
protrude through the small holes in this
panel. This means that five holes need
to be drilled in the upper panel oftheAtari:
four for the LEDs and one far the con-
nection to the sensor.
The following connections must be

made:
• earth of the PCBto pin 10of the 74244
underneaththe keyboard;

• 5 V line from pin 20 ofthe 74244 un-
derneath the keyboard to the present

2

o 924045
a~vOv2

clrcuit:
• SS line to pin 21 of the YM2149;
• RjW line to pin 25 of the DMAcon-
troller adjacent to the YM2149 un-
derneath the drive;

• pin DA to the upper terminal of the
resistor in series wtth the drive LED,
just to the left of the 74244;

• sensor to the associated pin on the pre-
sent PCB.

(P. Leroux - 924045)
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4-DIGIT COUNTER MODULE
ThiS campact four-dtgtt counter is

suitable formany applications, such
as clccks. frequency meters, digital volt-
meters, tachometers, stopwatches, score
boards, ete. The counter module pro-
vides areset switch and a carry out-
put signal.
The maximum countofthe module de-

pends on which versron of the JCused:
• the MM74C926 pulls its carry output
high when counter state 6000 is reached.
The JC counts to 9999.
• the MM74C927 Is like the MM74C926.
but the second most stgniftcant dtgtt dt-
vides by 6 rather than by 10. Thus, If

the clock input frequency is 10 Hz, the
display would read minutes, seconds
and tenths of seconds. e.g, 9:59.9.
• the MM74C928 is like the MM74C926,
but the most sigruficant digtt divides by
2 rather tban by 10. Also, the carry-out
is an overflow tndtcator that goes high
at counter statc 2000, and goes low only
when the counter ts reset. Thus, this ts
a 31/2 dlgit counter.
All three MM74C92x JCs are CM05 de-
vtces. Each has an on-board drsplay
multiplexer. which requires only four
external switching transistors at the com-
mon cathode connections of the 7-seg-

ment LED displays. The multiplex fre-
quency is about 1 kHz.
The carry-out terminal may be used

to cascade counter modules.
Current consumption is of the order

of 100 mA.
Fmally. it should be noted that clock

input signals exceedtng the modulesupply
voltage are not clamped. and should not
beallowed toexceed 15V. ThesuppJyvolt-
age range of all three MM74C92x fCs
that may be used here is 3-6 V (data
taken fromNational Semiconductor data
sheets).

(A. B. Tiwana - 924006)

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1-R4;R12 = 1kQ5
R5-R11 = 560
R13= 10kQ

Capacilors:
C1 ;C2 = 100nF

Semiconduclors:
T1-T4= BC547B
JC1 = 74C926/927/928 (see text)
LD1-LD4 = HD1107
Miscellaneous:
51 = PCB-mount push-button
K1 = 4-way PCB header

LDl LD2 LD3 LD4
sv HD1107 HD1107 HD1107 HD1l07

+ LE rc tc ro
cl b : R=O : R=O • : R=O • : R=OICl 7 7

Kl 74 , s s s

QCLK
C 2 ;0:00 4 ;0:00 ;0:00 4 ;0:00RST •926 3 2 2 2CLKi,/A 14

CO
4 1• ce '<\> '<\>ce cc ce ce.~ §

R11 • , 3 • 3 •~ e 0sv c c

h R1

1kS
ts R12

ICl C1

924006·11T1...T4 = BC547B
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4-DIGIT COUNTER MODULE
ThiS compact four-digtt counter is

suitable for many applications, such
as clocks, frequency meters, digital volt-
meters, tachometers, stopwatches, score
boards, etc. The counter module pro-
vides areset switch and a carry out-
put signal.
The maximum count ofthe module de-

pends on which version of the rc used:
• the MM74C926 pulls its carry output
high when counter state 6000 is reached.
The rc counts to 9999.
• the MM74C927 is like the MM74C926,
but the second most signiftcant dtgit di-
vides by 6 rather than by 10. Thus, if

the dock input frequency is 10 Hz, the
display would read minutes, seconds
and tenths of seconds. e.g, 9:59.9.
• the MM74C928 is like the MM74C926,
but the most sigruflcant dtgit divides by
2 rather than by 10. Also, the carry-out
is an overflow indicator that goes high
at counter state 2000, and goes low only
when the counter is reset. Thus, this is
a 3Jh digit counter.
All three MM74C92x ICs are CMOS de-
vices. Each has an on-board display
multiplexer, which requires only four
external swttching transistors at the com-
mon cathode connections of the 7-seg-

ment LED displays. The multiplex fre-
quency is about 1 kHz.
The carry-out terminal may be used

to cascade counter modules.
Current consumption is of the order

of 100 mA.
Finally, it should be noted that clock

input signals exceeding the module supply
voltage are not clamped, and should not
be allowed toexceed 15V.Thesupplyvolt-
age range of all three MM74C92x rcs
that may be used here is 3-6 V (data
taken from National Semiconductor data
sheets).

(A. B. Tiwana - 924006)
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11
THERMOCOUPLE- TO-DMM INTERFACE

rphermocouples are economical and
~ rugged devices for temperature mea-
surements. Because of thelr small size,
they respond qujckly. and are good choices
where fast response to temperature changes
ts important. Type K thermocouples have
a wide temperature range. and are used
from cryogerucs to jet engtnc exhaust ana-
lysis. The present circuit converts the
thermocouple outputs into a direct volt-
age wtth a gradtent of 10 mV °C-I, which
is just about a11that is needed to en-
able a digital multimeter (DMM) to be
used for a read-out. Alternatively. the
interface output stgnal may be fed to a
computer system for more advanced
temperature recording appltcations.
The AD595A from Analog Devices is a

complete instrumentation amplifier and
thermocouple coldjunction compensator
on a monolithic chtp. It cambines an iee
point reference with a precalibrated am-
plifier to produce an output of I0 mV °C-I
directly from a thermocouple signal. The
AD595A is laser trimmed for type K
(ohromel.alumel) thermocouples.
The application of the AD595A shown

here could not be simpler. The Type K
thermocouple is connected to a special
socket, KI. Resistor R} is included to
ensure that common-mode voltages in-
duced in the thermocouple loop are not
converted to normal mode. The AD595A
features an alarm output, +ALM(pinI2),
whtch ts used here to drive a low-cur-
rent LED. The +ALM output goes low
when one or both of the thermocouple
leads are interrupted. It should be noted
that the cold junction compensatton pro-
vided by the AD595A will be affected
whenever the alarm circutt is actuated.
This means that readtngs taken when the
alarm output is actuated are invalid.
Because a thermocouple output volt-

age Is non-linear wtth respect to tem-
perature, and the AD595A linearly arn-
plifies the compensated signal, the fol-
Jowtng transfer function roust be used
to determine the actual output voltage:

Uo=247.3(Uu,+0.011)

where Uo Is the output of the AD595Aand
LIh is the thermocouple output in mV.
Since ANSI Type K and DlN NiCr-Ni

thermocouples are composed of identi-
cal alloys, both may be used with the
present interface.
Construction ofthe interface is straight-

Iorward since very fewparts are involved.
Note the copper area under the converter
chip to tmprove the thermal contact be-
tween the thermocouple socket and the
IC. A low thermal resistance is impor-
tant here to ensure that the on-chip ice
point reference operates correctly.
The interface may be powered from a

symmetical or an asymrnetrical power
supply. In the firstcase, the '0' and 'ground'
terminals are interconnected, and taken
to the '-' terminal of the battery. Note,
however, that temperatures below 0 °C
cannot be measured If a single-ended
supply is used. When a symmetrical
supply is used, the full temperature range
becomes available, Asymmetrical supply
ts best provtded by two 9-V batteries.
The current drain of the circuit is

not greater than I mA with lhe ther-
mocouple connected, and not greater
than 10 mA with the thermocouple dis-
connected (alarm LED ltghts).

(J. Ruiters - 924052)

PARTS LIST

Reslstors:
R1 = 10kQ
R2 = 2k!l2

Capacltors:
C1 ;C3= 4j.lF7 25V radial
C2;C4 = 100nF

Semlconductors:
D1 = LS3369EH (Iow-current LED; red)
D2;D3 = 1N4007
IG1 = AD595A (Analog Devices)

Miscellaneous:
K1 = special thermocouple type-K
socket, e.g, RS Electronics 473-127.
Plastic enclosure with battery cornpart-
rnent; approx. size 80x60x20mm; e.g.,
Prapu 6029 (Gon rad order code
S23950-22)

Further reading:
"Temperature measurement techntques''.
Elektor Electronics, December 1991.

"A fast. precise therrnometer", Elektor
Electronics, January 1992.

--
"+ALM

Kl
ICl

T. ." ffi

Q ." '0
AD595A •·ALM

...
+ .15V

4~7 100n

0~-~-"'~"~-;1-A-0 .15V
924052· 11
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I
THERMOCOUPLE- TO-DMM INTERFACE

rr'hermocouples are economical and
.1rugged devices for temperature mea-
surements. Because of their small size,
they respond quickly, and are goodchoices
where fast response to temperature changes
is important. Type Kthermocouples have
a wide temperature range, and are used
from cryogenics tojet engtne exhaust ana-
lysis. The present circuit converts the
thermocouple outputs into a direct volt-
age with a gradient of 10 mV °C-l, which
is just about all that is needed to en-
able a digital multimeter (DMM) to be
used for a read-out. Alternatively, the
interface output signal may be fed to a
computer system for more advanced
temperature recording applications.
The AD595A from Analog Devices is a

complete instrumentation amplifier and
thermocouple coldjunction compensator
on a monolithic chip. It combines an ice
point reference with a precalibrated am-
plifierto produce an output of 10mVoC-l
directly from a thermocouple signal. The
AD595A is laser trimmed for type K
(chromel-alumell thermocouples.
The application of the AD595A shown

here could not be simpler. The Type K
thermocouple is connected to a special
socket, Kl. Resistor Rl is included to
ensure that common-mode voltages in-
duced in the thermocouple loop are not
converted to normal mode. The AD595A
features an alarm output, +ALM(pin l Zl,
which is used here to drive a low-cur-
rent LED. The +ALM output goes low
when one or both of the thermocouple
leads are interrupted. It should be noted
that the cold junction compensation pro-
vided by the AD595A will be affected
whenever the alarm circuit is actuated.
This means that readings taken when the
alarm output is actuated are invalid.
Because a thermocouple output volt-

age is non-linear with respect to tern-
perature, and the AD595A linearly am-
plifies the compensated signal, the fol-
lowing transfer function must be used
to determine the actual output voltage:

Uo=247.3(Uth+0.Oll)

where Uois the output of the AD595Aand
Uth is the thermocouple output in mV.
Since ANSI Type K and DIN NiCr-Ni

thermocouples are composed of identi-
cal alloys, both may be used with the
present interface.
Construction ofthe interface is straight-

forward since very fewparts are involved.
Note the copper area under the converter
chip to improve the thermal contact be-
tween the thermocouple socket and the
IC. A low thermal resistance is impor-
tant here to ensure that the on-chip ice
point reference operates correctly.
The interface may be powered from a

symmetical or an asymmetrical power
supply. In the first case, the '0' and 'ground'
terminals are interconnected, and taken
to the '-' terminal of the battery. Note,
however, that temperatures below 0 °C
cannot be measured if a stngle-ended
supply is used. When a symmetrical
supply is used, the full temperature range
becomes available. Asymmetrical supply
is best provided by two 9-V batteries.
The current drain of the circuit is

not greater than 1 mA with the ther-
mocouple connected, and not greater
than 10 mA with the thermocouple dis-
connected (alarm LED lights).

(J. Ruiters - 924052)

Further reading:
''Temperature measurement techniques",
Elektor Electronics, December 1991.

"A fast, precise therrnometer". Elektor
Electronics, January 1992.
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RELATIVE HUMIDITY SENSOR

r-pheType NH -02 humidily sensor [Tom
.1 Figaro consists of a capaciüvc hu-
midity sensor, Zg. in sertes with a ther-
rrustor.Z, on an aluminium substrate. The
parameters of the thermistor ensure that
it compensates the ternperature-depen-
dence of the dielectric of the sensor al-
most completely. Over the temperature
range 15--35 "C, the temperature depen-
dence ofthe NH-02 is about 0.3% K-I.
Befare the sensor can operate, tt needs

ta be energtzed by an alternatmg volt-
age with a frequency of 50-1000 Hz. In
the present circuit, that signal Is gener-
ated by a Wien osci1lator based on ICla.
whose frequency is set to about 1 kHz
by bndge R3-R,-C3-C •. The!wo diodes
in the feedback loop ensure amplitude
stabtltty. The level of the alternattng stg

nal, and thus the maximum output volt-
age, can be set over a wide range with
P2. This preset ts coupled to the sensor
bybuifer IClb.which prevents the impedance
afthe sensor influencing the set voltage.
The output voltage of the sensor ts

buffered by IClc and then applied to
peakrectifier ICld-D3-D •. The output volt -
age ofthe recttfter is smoothed by R IO-C6.
after which the direct voltage is ampu-
fied x5 by IC2b (a=I+RI2/RJ Il.
The characteristic of the relative hu-

mtdtty vs the output voltage is not lln-
ear as shown in the graph. For simple
on-off switching applications that does
not matter, but for others itmay be nec-
essary to make the gradient linear. This
is best done with a computer and sutt-
able software.

The power supply may be an asym-
metricstabilized 8-1 5V type. OpamplC2a
produces an artificial earth at half the
supplyvoltage, so that the crrcun is pow-
ered by asymmetrie 4-7.5 V supply.
Note that the supply voltage must be
larger than the wanted output voltage,
The circuit is best aligned with the

aid ofan oseilloseope. With PI' setthe arn-
plitude of the oscillator to a peak value
of 2 V (measured between pln I of ICI
and earth). Then. with P2. set thewanted
peak value of the supply to the sensor.
In many cases, a peak value of I V will
be found suitable; the output voltage
then varies between 0 V and 5 V.

(J. Ruiters - 924086)
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Figaro products are available from

USA (Head Office):
Figaro USA Ine.
P.O. Box 357
1000 Skokie Boulevard
Room 575
Wilmette IL 60091
USA
Telephone 0708 256 3546
Fax 0708 256 3884

United Kingdom:
Envin Seientifie Produets Ltd
28 High Street
Aylburton nr Lydney
Gloueester GLl5 5DA
Telephone (0594) 844 707
Fax (0594) 844 722

Europe:
Figaro Ine.
Oststrasse 10
D4000 Dusseldorf
Germany
Telephone +49 211 358 128
Fax +49 211 359 538
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40 W OUTPUT AMPLIFIER
A lthough there are a nurnber of hy-
r-lbrid output modules on the market,
very few of them combine compactness
with reasonable price and good perfor-
mance. One of these few ts SGS's used
in the present amplifier.
The deeign ofthe amplifier is straight-

forward: apower opamp followed by two
output transistors.
The audio signal is app!ied to the non-

inverting input of power opamp ICI via
socket Kl and capacitor Cl' The supply
current to the levartes inaccordance with

the input signal. Consequently, therewlll
be a similarly varying voltage drop across
resistors Ru. R7. Ra, and Rg since these
are in the supply !ines 10 the opamp.
As lang as the current is lower than

about 1 A. the voltage drop across the
reststors will be insufficient to switch
on transistors Tl and T2. This means
that outputs up to 2 W into 4 Q are pro-
videdentirelybytheopamp. Oncc theout-
putcurrentexceedsa level of 1A, the tran-
ststors are on and contribute to the power
output.

ICl = TDA2030
D1 r20n-r!000'"

~sov

When the Input signal is small, there
18no quiescent current through the tran-
sistor, but there is through the opamp.
Crossover problems are thus obviated.
Since the IC also provrdes thermal com-
pensation, stability ofthe operatlng point
is ensured.
The supply voltage may lie between

12 V and an absolute maximum of 44 V.
Construclion of lhe amphfier on the

pnnted-circutt board should be straight-
forward. The transistors as weIl as the
lC must be fitted insulated on to a heat
sink of about 2 k W-l. Use plenty of heat
conducting paste.
The supply ltne should be protected

bya 3.15 A fuse.
(SGS application - 924054)

Technical Data

Suppl.y voltage 44V
Maximum outpur 22 Winto8Q
(for THD=O.l %) 40Winto4Q
Harnenie distornon
1 kHzl8 Q/ 11W 0.012%
1kHz/4 Q/20 W 0.032%
20 kHzl8 Q/ll W 0.074%
20 kHz/4 Q/20 W 02%
1 kH;z/8 Q/l W 0.038%
l kHz/4 Q/l W 0044%

Quiescenr currenr about38 mA
Efficiency 8 Q 6'2.5%
(maximum load) 4 Q 64%

Parts List

Resistors:
RI-R4; 100 kQ
R5; 8.2kQ
R6--R9; J.4 Q, 1%
RlO; 1 Q

Capacirors:
Cl ;470nF
C2; 10 jJF. 63 V,radial
C3 ; 4.7 jJF, 63 V, radial
C4, C5, C7 ; 220 nF
C6 ; 2200 jJF, 50 V, radial
CS = 100 jJF. 50 V, radial
Semiconductors:
Dl,D2= IN4oo1
Tl;BD712
T2;BD711
ICl = TDA2030
Miscellaneous:
K1 ; audio socket
Heat sink 2 K W-I
Iusulating washers, etc, for JC 1,TI, T2
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I
40 W OUTPUT AMPLIFIER

1\ lthough there are a number of hy-
I"\brid output modules on the market,
very few- of them combine compactness
with reasonable price and good perfor-
mance. One of these few is SGS's used
in the present amplifier.
The destgn of the amplifier is straight-

forward: apower opamp followed by two
output transistors.
-The audio stgnal is applied to the non-

inverting input of power opamp ICI via
socket KI and capacitor Cl' The supply
current to the ICvaries in accordance with

the input stgnal, Consequently, there will
be a similarly varymg voltage drop across
resistors Rt;, R7, Rg, and Rg since these
are in the supply lines to the opamp.
As long as the current is lower than

about 1 A, the voltage drop across the
resistors will be insufficient to switch
on transistors Tl and T2. This means
that outputs up to 2 W into 4 n are pro-
vided entirely by the opamp. Once the out-
putcurrentexceedsalevel ofl A, the tran-
sistors are on and contribute to the power
output.

le1 = TDA2030

01 r20n-rr.ooo~
~50V

~ ~~O~~ ~
~ ~~:w .' .;;~ n

~~~~

fl,'~ __~~g
I~ ~,?~) )/
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When the input stgnal is small, there
is no quiescent current through the tran-
sistor, but there is through the opamp.
Crossover problems are thus obviated.
Since the rc also provides thermal com-
pensation, stability ofthe operattng potnt
is ensured.
The supply voltage may lie between

12V and an absolute maximum of 44 V.
Construction of the amplifier on the

printed -circutt board should be straight-
forward. The transistors as well as the
IC must be fitted insulated on to a heat
sink of about 2 k W-I. Use plenty of heat
conducting paste.
The supply line should be protected

bya 3.15 A fuse.
(SGS application - 924054)
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I
PULSEGENERATOR FOR AV RECORDERS
1\ v recorders used in audio-vtdeo pre-
I"'lsentations contain an additional head
to read and wrtte the control pulses for
the slide projector. These pulses are nor-
mally used to actuate a relay that oper-
ates the projector, The pulse data are usu-
ally wrtttcn on one of the audio tracks
at the non-used side of the tape. Since
the extra head inmodern recorders does
not make use of the two standard audio
tracks, tt becomes possible to have stereo
sound for the presentation. This does
mean. however, that only one stde of the
cassette can be used.
The pulse generator is a complete cir-

cuit-see diagram-for unltztng the extra
head (LI)of an AVrecorder. The pulses
are written on the tape wtth the aid of
51' wh ile 82 is used to seleet on/off,
record, and play. When 52 is set to its
cerrt.re posttion (play), the pulse signal
is applied to amplifier Ts-T6via es. At a
certain signal strength the level at the
collector ofT6 goes high, whereupon T,
ts switched on via ClO and S2d' The relay
18then actuated; Cll ensures that itdoes
not clatter.
With 5, in posttton 3, 6 (record), T3 is

connected to amplifier Ts-T6.As lang as
SI is not operated, T2 is on and T3 ts off.
However. the stage based on Tl causes
T2to switch 0[[ für a ahort time. Durtng

that time. T3 is on and arnplifier Ts- TB
oscillates owing to the feedback via R"
Since the enutter ofT3 is linked to LI' the
oscillatory signal ts written on the tape.
During the rematnder of the time, T2.
and thus T4' is on and the tape is erased.
When SI is pressed, TI conducts für a

penod determined by the time-constant
R,-CI (here 100 rns). Because of this, C,
is discharged rapidly, and T, is swttched
off. As soon as Tl is off agam, C2is charged
via Rs. After about one second, the po-
tential across C2 has risen to a level at
which T2begins to conduct agam. Thus,

pressing 51 causes a one-second pulse
to be wrttten on the tape.
Because the collector of T2 ts con-

nected to T7via R16 and D3, the relay is
actuated when 51 ts pressed. irrespec-
tive of whether 52 Is in position play or
record.
If Ior a given projector the pulse du-

ration ts too Iong, it may be shortened
by reductng the value of C"
The ITIAVrecorder shown inthe pho-

tograph contains a circujt similar to the
one described here.

(A, Rietjens - 924057)
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IDC TO BOX HEADERADAPTOR
~ose ofyouwhohave everworked with
1. flatcables will know that !DCs [insu-
lation dis placement connectors) are sim-
ple to use, and grve reliable connections.
!DCs are available as sockets and plugs,
and used extensively to connect flatca-
bles to double-row box headers Of pin-
headers on computercards that offer just
about any type of interface to the out-
side world (a good exarnple is the multi-
purpose Z80 card descIibed in Ref. 1).
The present adaptor boards (there are

stx of them contatned on the peB shown
here) are, for tnstance, perfect forchang-
tng' from !DC to eject-header style con-
nectors (as illustrated by the photographs)
when a flatcable runs from a board to a
connector on the rear panel of the en-
closure. Also. in many cases, an adap-
tor board fitted with an eject-style header
will be eheaper and more flexible (when
it comes to connecting and disconnect-
ing flatcables] than a press-on (!DCstyle)
sub-D socket or plug.
The spots on the component overlay

indicate the position ofthe holes that have
to be drilled when smaller types of eject
header are used. Straight headers with
10, 14, 16, 18 or 20 pins may be fitted.
If you fit two box headers on an adaptor
board, you can use tt to couple flatca-
bles termtnated Into IDC sockets. In that
way, you can make IDC extension ca-
bles, which are particularIy useful when
a peB with lots of flatcable connections
is removed from an enclosure for repair
or inspection.

(A. Rietjens - 924049)

Reference:
1. "Multi-pur-pose Z80 card", Elektor Printed-circuit board Type 924049 is available through our Readers' services (p.110)
Electronics, May and June 1992.

I
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IDC TO BOX HEADER ADAPTOR
~ose ofyou who have everworked with
.1 flatcables will know that IDCs (insu-
lation displacement connectors) are sim-
ple to use, and give reliable connections.
IDCs are available as sockets and plugs,
and used extensively to connect flatca-
bles to double-row box headers or pin-
headers on computer cards that offerjust
about any type of interface to the out-
side world (a good example is the multi-
purpose 280 card described in Ref. 1).
The present adaptor boards (there are

six of them contained on the PCB shown
here) are, forinstance, perfect for 'chang-
tng' from IDC to eject-header style con-
nectors (as illustrated by the photographs)
when a flatcable runs from a board to a
connector on the rear panel of the en-
closure. Also, in many cases, an adap-
tor board fitted with an eject -style header
will be eheaper and more flexible (when
it comes to connecting and disconnect-
ing flatcables) than a press-on (IDCstyle)
sub-D socket or plug.
The spots on the component overlay

indicate the position ofthe holes that have
to be drilled when smaller types of eject
header are used. Straight headers with
10, 14, 16, 18 or 20 pins may be fitted.
If you fit two box headers on an adaptor
board, you can use it to couple flatca-
bles terminated into IDC sockets. In that
way, you can make IDC extension ca-
bles, which are particularly useful when
a PCB with lots of flatcable connections
is removed from an enclosure for repair
or inspection.

(A. Rietjens - 924049)

Referetice:
1. "Multi-purpose Z80 card", Elektor Printed-circuit board Type 924049 is available through our Readers' services (p. 110)
Electronics, May and June 1992.
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LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER I

One way of desigrung a low-noise am-
plifieris the shunungof'several input

stages. This reduces the overall noise,
Un=Uin-1/2, where Ull ts the total notse
potential of n stages: Ui ts the noise volt-
age of one stage: and n is the number of
stages. This design is entirely feasfble
because noise is a randomly composed
signal. Therefore. the noise stgnals of a
number of stages at any one moment
are htghly likely to have a diferent Ire-
quency and phase. so that they partly
neu traltze one anather.
In the presentamplifier, three low-noise

opamps. IC1-IC3, are connected in par-
allel. Accordmg to the manufacturers' data
sheet. the noise ofa single LTl 028 amounts
to 0.9 nV Hz-1/2. To this must be added
the thermal noise genera ted by resistors
R2-RIl- Ctrcutt IC4 sums and amplifies
the output signals of IC1-IC3.
Measurements on the prototype show

a total noise of 0.67 nV Hz-l/2. According
to the earlier formula. the three opamps
have an overall notse of 0.52 nV Hz-t/ä.
The difference of 0.15 nV between this
and the measured figure is caused by
the reststors. This is a low figure bear-
ing in mind that a 1 Q resistor at room
temperature generates a thermal notse
of O. 13 nV HZ-li'.
The amplification, rx.of the circuit 1S

computed frorn

It is necessary that the three resistors
in groups R3. R5. and R7: R2. ~. and
R,;: and Ra. Rq, and R10. have identical
values. With values as shown, the cir-
cuit has an ampltftcation of x600.
Apart from having a low noise out-

put. theType LT1028 opamp ts also fast:
it has a slew rate of 15 V I1s-1 and a
bandwidth of 75 MHz for a=-l. Even
when the amplification is x63. the band-
width ofthe ctrcurt as a whole, but wtth-
out R12 and Cl? is 1.2 MHz, However,
to avoid stgnal overshoot, the bandwidth
is lJmited by RI2-C 17to 500 kHz. whtch
is more than adequate for even the most
demanding audio application.
The Tl-lDs-noiee ratio at a 1 kHz out-

put at a level of 1 V is only 0.008%.
lf you wish to experiment with the

LT1028. bear in mtnd that its stability
is tnternally compensated for amplifica-
tions of >x2. Since resistors R2, ~. and
Re contribute most to the overall notse,
it is necessary that thetr value is kept as
low as posstble, Naturally. all resistors
used should be meta! film types.
With a supply voltage of ± 15 V, each

JC draws a current of about 7.5 rnA.

(1'. Giesberts - 924097)

o
l T1028 o

RlO

15V 924097 - 11 15V
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MINI KEYBOARD FOR Z-80 CARD

Depending on the application of the
'Multifunction 280 card' (Ref. 1), a

basic set of switches to contral the pro-
gram flow may be required. Also, in
some cases, the pe/XT keyboard that
can be connected to the card may prove
a little too bulky to be carried around.
The keyboard plus LED tndication de-
scribed here is connected to PIOA on the
multi-functton 280 card. The 10 keys
are arranged horizontally (see peB lay-
out) on a board fitted behind the en-
closure front panel, and serve to con-
trol functions determined by the user
software. With the exceptton of SI and
S 10. each key has an associated LED
to indicate the key status.
The nurnberofthe key pressed is con-

veyed to the PIO in the form of an in-
verted 4-bit binary number supplied by
Je2, a lO-to-4 ltne prtortty encoder Type
74HCT147. No key pressed gtves output
value 15 (binary), wh ile, for instance.
key 2 gtves 15-2=13.
Bits 6 and 7 are normally legte high.

but can be strapped low If desired by fit-
ting jumpers. They may be used as re-
quired by the applicatton. A suggestion:
the 280 software, on reading the key
number, causes the PIO on the Z80 eard
to pullitne PA4 high, which enables shift
regtster lej. Next, the PIO causes one of
the LEDs to light by outputtmg the ap-
propriate number of clock pulses via Une
PA5, Since the LED activity is controlled
by the keyboard decoder software. rather

than directly by the keys, the user has a
good indication that the selected function
has been accepted by the system.
In principle, Klon the keyboard unit

can be connected to any of the three
PlOs on the 280 card: K", Ks or 1<,;. The
keyboard/LED routines in the BIOSEPROM
(ESS6121-see p. 110)), however, are
based on connection to K" (PIOA). The
routines 'READEXTRAKEY' and 'LED-
OUTPUT provided in the BIOS, and a
demonstration program on the project
diskette (ESS 1711-see p. 110), make life
easy for the 280 programmer by offertng
simple ways of reading the keys, and
controlling the LEDs, respectively.
The user is, of course, free to deter-

mine the functions ofthe keys and LEDs,

5
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or, tndeed, to omit one or more keys or
LEDs not required for his application.
Switch SlO has a spectal function.

and is not read by the Z80: it is the LCO
back light control switch that uses two
bistables (IC3a and IC3b) to provide a
toggle function.
Transistor Tl Is effectively connected

in series with the back light supply and
the back light input of the LCO (more
details on this may be found in Ref. I).
The outputs marked ·BL' are connected

to the jumper marked 'LCO' on the Z80
card. If the back light is very weak, the
BLconnecuons should be interchanged.
In this application. the BO I40 will hap-
ptly work in both directions, but tts cur-
rent gain will be much lowerwhen the col-
lector functions as the cmtttcr.
Construction of the keyboard unrt is

simple. As indicated by the dashed out-
lines on the component overlay. the keys
and LEDsere fitted at the solder side
of the board.

~ ~~~~fO~
o ~~~~~Q __ •
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MINI KEYBOARD FOR Z-80 CARD

Finally, the untt ts connected to the
280 card viaa length of 14-way !lat-cable
fitted wilh IDC sockets. Connector KI
may be either a 14-way box header or
a 14-way male IDC connector. The Iat-
ter may be solde red permanently to the
PCB, if the other end of the cable ts fit-
ted with an IDC socket. A1ternatively,
if a box header 1S used in position K1.
the !latcable will have IDC sockets at
both ends. Power is supplied via this
cable by the Z80 card.

(A. Rietjens - 924047)

Reference:
1. "Mulupurpose 280 card". Elektor
Electrol1ics May and June 1992.

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1;R2 = 100kQ
R2-R9 = 680Q
R10;R11;R12;R14;R16-R23 = 10kQ
R15 = 390Q

Capacitors:
C1;C2;C3 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
01-08 = LEO,3mm, red
09 = 1N4148
T1 = B0140
IC1 = 74HCT164
IC2= 74HCT147
IC3= 74HCT74

Miscellaneous:
K1= 14-waybox header or male IOC
connector (see text).
51-510 = PCB-mount push-to-make but-
ton, Type 3CTL3 (Amroh).
PCB Type 924047.



or, indeed, to omit one or more keys or
LEDs not required for his application.
Switch SlO has a special function,

and is not read by the 280: it is the LCD
back light control switch that uses two
bistables (IC3a and IC3b) to provide a
toggle function.
Transistor Tl is effectively connected

in series with the back light supply and
the back light input of the LCD (more
details on this may be found in Ref. 1).
The outputs marked 'BL' are connected

to the jumper marked 'LCD' on the 280
card. If the back light is very weak, the
BLconnections should be interchanged.
In this application, the BD140 will hap-
pily work in both directions. but its cur-
rent gain willbe much lowerwhen the col-
lector functions as the emitter.
Construction of the keyboard unit is

simple. As indicated by the dashed out-
lines on the component overlay. the keys
and LEDs are fitted at the solder side
of the board.
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MINI KEYBOARD FOR Z-80 CARD I
Finally. the unit is connected to the

280 card via a length of 14-way flat-cable
fitted wtth IDC sockets. Connector KI
may be either a 14-way box header or
a 14-way male IDC connector. The lat-
ter may be soldered permanently to the
PCB, ifthe other end ofthe cable is fit-
ted with an IDC socket. Alternatively.
if a box header is used in position KI•
the flatcable will have IDC sockets at
both ends. Power is supplied via this
cable by the 280 card.

(A Rietjens - 924047)

Reference:
1. "Multipurpose Z80 card", Elektor
Electronics May and June 1992.

.PAIUS. LIST

Resistors:
R1 ;R? = 1QOk.Q
R2-R9 = 680n
R10;R11;R12;R14;R16-R23::::: 101<0
R,S = 390n

Capacitors:
C.1;C?;C3 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
01-08 = LEO, 3mm, red
09 = 1N4148
T1 = B0140
IC1 = 74HCT164
IC2 = 74HCT147
IC3 = 74HCT7 4

Miscellaneous: ..
K1 = "14-way box header or male foc'
connector (see text). ; "
S1-S10 = PCB-mount push-to-make but-
t~n, Type~3CTL3(Am1-ohj: ;'" !i ;

PCB fT"ype924047. il' ;S" if f



LOW-DROP DIODE
1\ t high currents, many silicon diodes
r-lhave a forward voltage of 1V or more.
There are types whose drop at currents
of up to 2-3 A is limited to 0_5-0_6 V,
but even that may cause unacceptably
high Jasses. The circuitdescIibed here of-
fers a possible remedy.
The cathode, C, of Tj , a SIPMOS FET. is

connected to a stnusoidal-voltage source.
The anode, A, thus functtons as a refer-
ence potnt. Capacitor Cl ts charged to
the peak value of the sinusoidal voltage,
Ue- via D i- This ensures that the opamp
is provided with power even dunng the
negative half-pertods of U"
The non-inverting input of lCI is set

to half the peak value of U, via potential
divider R,-P,-R3_ Beeause of voltage di-
vider R2-R., the potential at the invert-
mg input ofthe opamp will be high er than
that at the non-invertmg input only dur-
tng the positive half-pertods of U,_ This
means that the dratn-source channel of
Tl is switched on by the opamp when
the voltage at the eathode tends to be-
comelowerthan that atthe anode. In that
case, the current through the FET Jlows

c
anode-eathode potential atwhich the out-
put voltage of the (mainly) linearly oper-
ating opamp begins to rise and thus
drive Tl tnto conduction. The preset can
be adjusted aeeurately only with the aid
of an oscilloscope connected to the drain
and source of hte FET. It is set to that
position where for the nominal fotward
current the voltage across Tl ts as small
as possible durtng the half-pertods when
the FET ison. In the prototype. the forward
voltage so measured was 0.5 V with an
alternattng eurrent of 10Aat a frequeney
of 50 Hz. At 3_3 A. the drop was only
0_2 V and at 300 mA juet 0_1 V_Note
that the forward voltage remains constant
with currents below the level at whtch
PI was set.
The circuit draws a current that is

not mueh higher than the supply eur-
rent to lC1-Although the maximum supply
voltage of the opamp is 36 V, the eath-
ode-anode voltage, that Is. the 'rcverse'
voltage ofthe 'diode' mustnot exeeed 20V,
which ts the maximum permissible gate-
souree voltage of the BUZIO_

(B_Zsehoeke - 924098)

1N4001

A2

'"

DECIBEL STEPPER

The stepper presented here makes use
of nine positions of a 12-position

rotary swttch. It Is, of course, possible
to add the ornitted steps, As usual, the
ampltftcauon factors are arrtvcd at by
connecting a number of reststors in
series in the feedback circuit. The re-
ststors used here are from the E-96 se-
rtes. which enable a fairly ace urate ap-
proximation ofthe wanted arnplification.
If greater preciston is required, combi-
nations of two resistors may be used.
This has the drawback. however, that a
make-before-break switch must be used
to prevent the output constantly being
switehed to the supply line.
The bandwidth of the amplifier is de-

termined by the set gatn and the gain-
bandwidth produet of the opamp. lf an
LF351 ts used as shown, the garn-band-
width produet is 4 MHz, whlle the slew
rate is 13 V J.!S-l.
The ctrcutt draws a current not ex-

eeeding 2 ma.
Capacitor CI improves the stability

when the amplification Iactor is large.

(Amril Bir Tiwana - 924065)

ci

924098 - 11

Tl061

s
BUZ10

+15 +18 +21

A

Irom source to drain, parallel to the in-
ternal proteetion dlode. In other words,
the FET ts used the wrang way round.
The forward voltage of the FET dtode so
created ts the product of the current
through it ttmes theon resistanee (0.07 Q)_
The setttng ofpreset P, determines the
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80C552 MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM
Here ts something for rmcrocontroller

enthusiasts to grtnd thetr teeth on.
The 80C552 microcontroller from Philips
Components is an upgraded derivative
of Intels 8032. It costs little more than
the 8032, yet offers the followtng extras:
(1) eight analogue inputs: (2) a lO-b'H

is intended as an experimental system
rather than areplacement for an exist-
ing processor. The board is atmed at ver-
satIlity, and accepts EEPROMs, EPROMs,
or RAMs, or a combination of these. as
memory devices,
The 80C552 board offers a multitude

A-D converter; (3) a 'Timer2' with many
extra features: (4) a 'Timer3' watchdog
function: (5) an on-board 12Cinterface:
(6) 16 IjO lines: (7) two pulsewidth mod-
ulation outputs; and (8) a 16-MHz clock.
Hefe, the 80C552 is used in a smgle-

board microcontroller apphcatton. whtch
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OCESSORSYSTEMMICROPR
80C552 own applt-
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PARTS LIST

Resistars: _ 10kQ
R1'R2'R3;R6;R8 -, , on
R4;RS = 33 SIL
R7 = 8-way 10kQ

Capacitors:
'CS = 22pF

C1, 'C4'C6 =100nF
C2;C3, F 16V radial
C7 = 10llF716V radialC8 =4fl

lconductors:Seml

01 = 1N4148 V O.4W zener diode02;03;04 = 5.6
05 = 1N4001 4
IC1 = 74HCT7
IC2 - 74HCT86

IC3: 74HCTO~ (EPROM) or 28(C)64
IC4;ICS = 27(CC)64(EEROM)
(RAM) or64

IC6 = 74HCTS73
2
_
4WP

(16-MHz 68-
PCB80CSSIC7=

PLCC)
IC8 = 7805

Miscellaneous: y box header.
. 4'KS = 10-wa

K1 ;K2,K , x header.
K3 - 14-way bo unt mini OIN
K6 : 6-way PCB-mo

socket. rtz crystal.-16MHz qua
X1 - PLCC socket.68-way 71
PCB Type 9240 .
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COMPUTERS & MJCROPROCESSORS

and 2000H-3FFFH, ofthe two EPROMs
in the address map. Provided EEPROMs
are used, this allows an interesting
programming trick: reload the 'upper'
EEPROM (i.e., the one with the high-
est address) wtth the aid of a program
run from the 'lower EEPROM. Look,
no hands! No opening of cases, Da ex-
tracting of EPROMs, and no more time
was ted on erasing and reprogramming
EPROMs. For instance. the program in
the 'lower' EEPROM may read the data
supplied by the PC or the serial Input.
organtze tt. and store it into the 'upper'
EEPROM. Next, the program causes the
TO line to be pulled low and also stops
tnggermg the watchdog. After some time,
the watchdog will force an Interrial reset,
which also pulls RST (pin 15) high for
three clock cycles. This works as a
clock for bistable IC'a' The bistable
copies the level on TO to its Q output.
This enables IC2b to swap the EEPROM
address ranges by inverting address line
A13, so that the program just loaded
into the 'upper' EEPROM is executed.
Because interrupt vectors are always

located from address OOOOH,address
ranges have to be swapped physically
rather than in software. However, thts
swapping is not a1lowed while the CPU
ts about its normal bustness of fetehing
and executing codes, because an ad-
dress mtght change in the middle of an

opcode fetch action. At a clock of 6 MHz,
this can be done with impunity, but def-
initelynotata clockof 12 MHzor 16 MHz
as used here. which forces us to use the
'hardware reset' trick.
It should be noted that the analogue

port, P5' may function as an input only
(it mayaIso be used to accept digttal lev-
els). The two 12Cpins, SCLand SDA (P1.6
and P1.7),may be used as an input or an
output. Contrary to the other 1/0 pins,
they do not have internal pull-up re-

SATELLITE DECODER

Red Hot Dutch - RTL4

Designed for all Satellite Tuners

Only f 65

Ask for complete info TF-ELECTRONICS, Box 1219,
1200 BE Hilversum, The Netherlands

(Retailers wanted)
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Deparrment X. Brook House.

jcrrtngtcn rtace. Lenden WCIE 7HN .. A.S.A..
Thhi space 18donated In the tnterests or high standards in adverttsement s.

sistors. Further, tt 1Srecommended not
to use P3.7and P3.6, as this will interfere
with the normal opcode fetch operations.
If you intend to connect an LCD (liq-

uid crystal display) module to the 80C552
system, it is best to use the LCD in 4-bit
mode. because that allows the display
to be connected to 7 port lines only,
A direct bus connecuon ts not possi-

ble at clock speeds lugher than 10 MHz.

(K. Walraven - 924071)
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SPEECH/SOUND MEMORY
OKI'S Series MSM6372-6375 enable

the reproduction of speech or other
sound stored in their internal ROM.
The capacity of the ROM lies between
128 kbit and 1024 kbtt, depending on
the type, The type and the sampling
frequency specified (4 kHz, 6,4 kHz or
8 kHz) determine the length ofthe stored
speech. which is 4-64 seconds. This
time may be divided inta 111 words
that can be addressed indtvtdually.
Each lC contalns a Lz-btt dtgttal-to-

analogue converter (DAC) and a fourth-
order low-pass filter. The customer can
specify the words that must be stored
on the mask-programmable ROM, As
an example. the Type MSM6374~007 is
programmed to tell the time in English.
Bascd on this IC, the circuit shown

in Ftg. 1 is tntended to be connected to
the I'C l/O card published earlier this
year of whlch the two converters have
been omitted. The card then serves as
interface between the [2Cbus and IC2.
The wanted ward is selected via in-

puts 10-16, Since the MSM6374~007
contains only words at addresses where
13 is zero, the corresponding input is
strapped to earth. This arrangement
leaves two of the etght available 1/0
brts for starting and ttmtng of the words.
These bits are avallable at ST (start input)
and NAR (next address request output).
Briefly. the control is
• wait until NAR ts high;
• key in the addreas:
• wait not less than 10 seconds:
• brtefly ren der ST low (pulse duration
0,35-350 us).
Normally the NAR signal indicates

that the next address may be keyed in
before the entire ward has been spa-
ken, This arrangernent provides a smooth
transition between words or parts of
words.
Ta simplify the control of the syn-

thestzer. the start pulse ts not gener-
ated by software, but by monoflop ICh'
This stage is trtggered by both the first
and last transition ofthe start start sig~
nal, which is applied to the trtggcr In-
puts via differentiating networks R,~C7
and R7~C8'The timing diagram in Ftg. 2
shows what happens. Every time the
compu terwrites data to ICz• the software
inverts bit P6, It then takes 30 u.s be-
fore the on set of the start stgnal. which
is 250 I1S long, In this way. the control
computer can start the 'utterance' of a
ward inonewrtte operation. WithoutICla•
the computerwould have towrtte the ad-
dress first, then. after 10 us, the start
stgnal, and finally end the start stgnal.
Resistors Rz• R3• and capacitor C3,

set the oscillator frequency to 64 kHz.
resulting in a sampling frequency of
6,4 kHz,

Reststor R, and capacitor Cs provide
a power ~u p reset.
Capaetter C4, which forms part of the

output filter, provtdes an improvement
of the signal-to-noise ratio.
A second channel enables the JC to
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give speech with echo, two tones, or a
tone with three different volumes. This
factltty cannot be used in this appltca-
tion owing to lack of 1/0 bits. Input
2CH is, therefore. disabled by strap-
ptng it to the positive supply line.
The output signal is ratsed to about

I W into 8 Q by integrated bridge am-
plifier IC,.
The circuit may be controlled via the

computer-to-Pö interface by software
that, once tnstalled. may be enabled by
a suitable key combination. It is possi-
ble for either the time to be spoken or

an alarm time to be set. The use of this
software presupposes that the pe drtver
(Type 1671-see p.l10) has been in-
stalled. Wben Program 177 Is run, it
installs itself. after which it ts enabled
(even tf another program 1S betng run)
by the simultaneous presstng of keys
CTRL and r l , If that combination can-
not be used, for instance. because it ts
used by another program. another com-
bination may be chosen by loading the
program with TALKTIME/H. You will then
be asked to key in the alternative corn-
bination. Note that in the combtnatron

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = array, Bx100 kil
R2 = 150 kil
R3 = 47 kQ
R4,R6=10kQ
R5 = 100 kil
R7 = 22 kil
R8= 390 kn
P1 = 10 kn preset

Capacltors:
C1, C5, C6, C10, C11 = 100 nF
C2 = 47 flF, 25 V, radial
C3=100pF

C4 = 1 flF, 25 V, radial
C7, C8= 1 nF
C9 = 56 nF
C12 = 220 flF, 16 V, radial

Semiconductors:
IC1 = 74HCT123
IC2 = MSM6374-007
IC3 = TDA 7052

MIscellaneous:
K1 = 16-way box header, right-angled
L1=100flH
LS1 = loudspeaker, 8 Q, 1 W
Software Type 1771 (see p. 110)

SPEECWSOUND MEMORY

the program can recogruze onIy the left-
hand shift key.
When the combination has been keyed

in, a self-evident menu appears after
about a second, provided the screen is
not in the graphrcs rnode. In that case,
a high tone ts emitted. whereupon only
functions 'tell time' and 'alarm onyoff
are avatlable.
The circutt draws a current ofnot more

than 300 mA.

(OK!appllcation - 924012)
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VOLTAGE INVERTER
/\ negative supply voltage may be ob-
n.tamed easily with the use of a spe-
cial Inverter Je. Such Ies are not always
readily available. however. Fortunately.
if the current drawn ts not excesstve, a
standard HC-MOSchip may be used. The
present circuitis based on aType 74HC14,
whtch contains sixSchmitt trtggers.whose
combtned gates can deliver a falrly high
output current. Moreover, such devices
can be made to oscillate easüy.
paraljel swttchtng Is, however, a prob-

lem with Schmitt trtggers. even if they
are contalned in the same chip. This
problem is particularly acute in the case
of slow input signals. In the present cir-
cuit this problem is resolved by dnving
the parallel-switched input via a gate that
is not part of the parallel circutts. Since
tlus ts also a Schmitt tngger, the output
signal has steep (fast) transitions.
The parallel-switched gates together

with IC1a form a rectangular-wave gen-
erator. whose output frequency Is about
125 kHz. 111eoutput stgnal is converted
by a charge pump tnto a negative supply
voltage. The diodes used for that pur-
pose are Schottky types which, owing to
their low threshold voltage, do not lower
the load voltage by as much as silicon
diodes.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1992
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Under no-load conditions, the output
voltage is about 6 V and the IC draws a
quiescent current of around 100 ~A.
When the load current is about 1 mA,
the output voltage drops to 4 V. If this
voltage can drop even further (down to
half the supply voltage). a load current
of up to 10 mA is possible. A htgher load
current or a smaller drop in the output

voltage cannot be obtained by ratstng
the value of the capacltore in the charge
pump, since the JC cannot cope wtth
this. Note also that the ctrcutt is not
short-circuit proof: the Je will not gtve
up the ghost immedlately, but it does
not take alI that long.

(L. Pijpers - 924081)



SPEECH/SOUND MEMORY
OKI'S Series MSM6372-6375 enable

the reproduction of speech or other
sound stored in their internal ROM.
The capacity of the ROM lies between
128 kbit and 1024 kbit, depending on
the type. The type and the sampling
frequency specified (4 kHz, 6.4 kHz or
8 kHz)determine the length of the stored
speech, which Is 4-64 seconds. This
time may be divided into 111 words
that can be addressed individually.
Each IC contains a 12-bit digltal-to-

analogue converter (OAC) and a fourth-
order low-pass filter. The customer can
specify the words that must be stored
on the mask-programmable ROM. As
an example, the Type MSM6374-007 is
programmed to tell the time in English.
Based on this IC, the circuit shown

in Fig. 1 is intended to be connected to
the PC 1/0 card published earlier this
year of which the two converters have
been omitted. The card then serves as
interface between the PC bus and IC2•

The wanted word is selected via in-
puts 10-16. Since the MSM6374-007
contains only words at addresses where
13 is zero, the corresponding input is
strapped to earth. This arrangement
leaves two of the eight available 1/0
bits for starting and timing of the words.
These bits are available at ST (start input)
and NAR (next address request output).
Briefly, the control is
• wait until NAR is high;
• key in the address;
• wait not less than 10 seconds;
• briefly render ST low (pulse duration
0.35-350 us).
Normally the NAR stgnal indicates

that the next address may be keyed in
before the entire word has been spo-
ken. This arrangement provides a smooth
transition between words or parts of
words.
To simplify the control of the syn-

thesizer, the start pulse is not gener-
ated by software, but by monoflop ICla.
This stage is trtggered by both the first
and last transition ofthe start start sig-
nal, which is applied to the trigger in-
puts via differentiating networks Rs-C7
and R7-CB• The timing diagram in Fig. 2
shows what happens. Every time the
computerwrites data to IC2, the software
inverts bit P6. It then takes 30 us be-
fore the onset of the start signal, which
is 250 us long. In this way, the control
computer can start the 'utterance' of a
word in one write operation. Without ICla'
the computerwould have towrite the ad-
dress first, then, after 10 us, the start
signal, and finally end the start signal.
Resistors R2, R3, and capacitor C3'

set the oscillator frequency to 64 kHz,
resulting in a sampling frequency of
6.4 kHz.

Resistor R, and capacitor C5 provide
a power-up reset.
Capacitor C4' which forms part ofthe

output filter, provides an improvement
of the stgnal-tc-notse ratio.
A second channel enables the IC to
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give speech with echo, two tones, or a
tone with three different volumes. This
factltty cannot be used in this appltca-
tion owing to lack of 1/0 bits. Input
2CH is, therefore. disabled by strap-
ptng it to the positive supply line.
The output signal is ratsed to about

I W into 8 Q by integrated bridge am-
plifier IC,.
The circuit may be controlled via the

computer-to-Pö interface by software
that, once tnstalled. may be enabled by
a suitable key combination. It is possi-
ble for either the time to be spoken or

an alarm time to be set. The use of this
software presupposes that the pe drtver
(Type 1671-see p.l10) has been in-
stalled. Wben Program 177 Is run, it
installs itself. after which it ts enabled
(even tf another program 1S betng run)
by the simultaneous presstng of keys
CTRL and r l , If that combination can-
not be used, for instance. because it ts
used by another program. another com-
bination may be chosen by loading the
program with TALKTIME/H. You will then
be asked to key in the alternative corn-
bination. Note that in the combtnatron

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = array, Bx100 kil
R2 = 150 kil
R3 = 47 kQ
R4,R6=10kQ
R5 = 100 kil
R7 = 22 kil
R8= 390 kn
P1 = 10 kn preset

Capacltors:
C1, C5, C6, C10, C11 = 100 nF
C2 = 47 flF, 25 V, radial
C3=100pF

C4 = 1 flF, 25 V, radial
C7, C8= 1 nF
C9 = 56 nF
C12 = 220 flF, 16 V, radial

Semiconductors:
IC1 = 74HCT123
IC2 = MSM6374-007
IC3 = TDA 7052

MIscellaneous:
K1 = 16-way box header, right-angled
L1=100flH
LS1 = loudspeaker, 8 Q, 1 W
Software Type 1771 (see p. 110)

SPEECWSOUND MEMORY

the program can recogruze onIy the left-
hand shift key.
When the combination has been keyed

in, a self-evident menu appears after
about a second, provided the screen is
not in the graphrcs rnode. In that case,
a high tone ts emitted. whereupon only
functions 'tell time' and 'alarm onyoff
are avatlable.
The circutt draws a current ofnot more

than 300 mA.

(OK!appllcation - 924012)
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VOLTAGE INVERTER
/\ negative supply voltage may be ob-
n.tamed easily with the use of a spe-
cial Inverter Je. Such Ies are not always
readily available. however. Fortunately.
if the current drawn ts not excesstve, a
standard HC-MOSchip may be used. The
present circuitis based on aType 74HC14,
whtch contains sixSchmitt trtggers.whose
combtned gates can deliver a falrly high
output current. Moreover, such devices
can be made to oscillate easüy.
paraljel swttchtng Is, however, a prob-

lem with Schmitt trtggers. even if they
are contalned in the same chip. This
problem is particularly acute in the case
of slow input signals. In the present cir-
cuit this problem is resolved by dnving
the parallel-switched input via a gate that
is not part of the parallel circutts. Since
tlus ts also a Schmitt tngger, the output
signal has steep (fast) transitions.
The parallel-switched gates together

with IC1a form a rectangular-wave gen-
erator. whose output frequency Is about
125 kHz. 111eoutput stgnal is converted
by a charge pump tnto a negative supply
voltage. The diodes used for that pur-
pose are Schottky types which, owing to
their low threshold voltage, do not lower
the load voltage by as much as silicon
diodes.
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Under no-load conditions, the output
voltage is about 6 V and the IC draws a
quiescent current of around 100 ~A.
When the load current is about 1 mA,
the output voltage drops to 4 V. If this
voltage can drop even further (down to
half the supply voltage). a load current
of up to 10 mA is possible. A htgher load
current or a smaller drop in the output

voltage cannot be obtained by ratstng
the value of the capacltore in the charge
pump, since the JC cannot cope wtth
this. Note also that the ctrcutt is not
short-circuit proof: the Je will not gtve
up the ghost immedlately, but it does
not take alI that long.

(L. Pijpers - 924081)



60 WATTMUSIC AMPLIFIER
~s isa robust, no-frills mediumpower
.1 amplifier that is particularly suited
to use in 'combo' type portable ampli-
fiers used by guitar players andjazz mu-
sterans. The amplifier is a stralghtforward
combination of an tntegrated audio driver
IC, the LM391-80, and a push-pull power
output stage destgned with bipolar tran-
ststors,
A few peculiarities of the design will

be dtscussed. The NTC,which ts in ther-
mal contact with the power output tran-
sistors. enables the LM391 to switch off
the power stage when this gets tao hot.
The onset pomt of this thermal protec-
tion lies at an NTC current of about
2001lA. The electrolytic capacitor shunt-
ing the NTC serves to provide a 'soft
start', that is. to prevent a loud cltck or
other disconcerting notse from the loud-
speaker when the amplifier is switched
on. It may happen that the proteenon is
too sensitive, in which case some exper-
tmenting with the value of 1<.,. or that of
the NTC, should be tried.
It is possible to Implement feedback

in the amplifier by connecttng R23to se-
ries network C5-R7. The latter parts. to-
getherwith RIO,determtne the frequency
response of the ampbüer. which may
need adjusting to meet individual re-
qutrements. The componentvalues gtven
here will, however. be all nght for most
applications.
The effect of dtfferent values of C5and

R7 Is simple to measure (or hear) by

shorting out R23 temporarily. For 4-Q
loudspeakers, R23 must be lowered to
0.18 Q. Unfortunately, the LM391-80 is
prane to osctllaüon. which is suppressed
by components Rx. Cs, Cg and Cg (in
most cases, C6may be omitted) . Reststor
R; in particular reduces the open-loop
gain. If R; is used, Rymust be fitted to
compensate the resulting off-set volt-
age. Compohents R22 and C 12 form a

Boucherot network that serves to stabi-
lize the amplifier at high frequencies .
The input of the amplifier should be

driven by a low-impedance source capa-
ble of supplytng 'Ilne' level audio stgnals
(0 dB). Network R[-C[ attenuates stg-
nals above 50 kHz or so.
The quiescent current of the ampli-

fier is set by preset PI' Set this control
to 0 Q initially, and adjust tt unttl a qui-

PARTS LIST

Reslstors:
R1;R3;R6;R15;R16 = 1kQ
R2;R10;R13;R14 = 100kQ
R4= 82kfl
R5 = 3kfl3
R7 = 150kfl
R8 = 47kQ
R9=4kn?
R11;R12 = 270Q
R17;R18 = 100Q
R19;R20 = OQ15/5W
R21 = 1Q/1W
R22 = 10Q/1W
R23 = O.39nt5W
Rx = 1MQ (see text)
Ry = 909kQ (see text)
PI = 10kQ preset H

Capaeltors:
CI = 211F263V
C2 = 3nF3

C3 = 10l'F 40V
C4 = 4~F716V
C5 = 220nF
C6 = not fitted (see text)
C7;CI2;C14;C16 = 100nF
C8 = 39pF
C9 = 47nF ceramic
C10;C11 = lnF
C13;C15 = 10MF 63V

Semiconductors:
01 ;02 = 1N4006
T1 = B0237
T2 = B0238
T3 = B0250C
T4 = B0249C
IC1 = LM391·80

Mlscellaneous:
L1 = see text
NTC = 40kfl stud type
Heatsink 1 K/W
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escent current of 50 mA flows. This may
be increased to 400 mA if you are after
low distortion.
The power transistors are all located

at the same stdc of the PCB so that they
can be bolted on to a common heatsink,
together with the NTC. The heat sink
should be fatrly Iarge and have a ther-

mal reststance of 1 K W-l or smaller.
Note that LI conststs of 20 turns of

0.8mm dia. enamelled copper wire wound
around R21' Cg is aceramie capacitor.
Finally, some measured data (supply

voltage: ±35 V: R23short-circuited):
• 3-dB bandwidth (8 Q): approx. 11 Hz
to 20 kHz

60 WATT MUSIC AMPLlFlER

• THD ttranstent harmoruc distortion) at
1 kHz:
1W inlo 8 Q: 0.006% (Iq ~ 400mA)
1W into 8 Q: 0.02% (/q Z 50 mAl
65 W Into 8 Q: 0.02% (Uin = 873 mV)
80 W Into 4 Q: 0.2% (Uin Z 700 mV:
onset level of current limit)

(W. Teder - 924083)

IMPROVED LM317 REGULATOR
A lthough lhe properties of the
.rl.LM317 regu lator are excellen t,
they can be improved by cascad-
ing two of these devtces. There Is
then a eonstant differenee be-
tweert the output voltages of the
tworegulators and, consequently,
a eonstantvoltage across the Input
and output of IC2, This arrange-
ment results in an apprectable im-
provement ofthe regulating char-
acteristics ofIC2. Moreover, rts dis-
sipation ts reduced so that the sta-
btlity of the output voltage with
temperature is improved. Other
properties, such as the maximurrt
output current of 1.5 A, do not
change. of course.
Thc ou tput voltage, UD' of the

circutt depends on the ratio R3:Pl
as folIows:

ICl

I;il
+ 0 +

LM317

Q
C1

100n

0

voltage drop, Ud. aeross IC2 de-
pends on the operattng point of
ICI and may be calculaled from:

Ud= 1.25(1+R2/Ril IVI.

With values of these components
as shown, Ud=3.5 V. lt should be
noted that this voltage must not
drop below 3.0 V. Moreover, the
value of R2 must be about twice
that of RI, and the minimum drop
aeross the entire circuit must not
be lower than Ud+3 V.
The ctrcutt is highly suitable for
use as a 5-V power supply. It is,
however, important that the di-
reet voltage at the input is not
lower than 12 V.This means that
the secondary voltage ofthe mains
transforrner must be 12 V tnstead

of the usual 9 V.

•
o
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With values of these eomponents as
shown. the output voltage may be var-
ied over the range 1.25-11.5 V. The (L. Lemmens - 924104)



escent current of 50 mA flows. This may
be increased to 400 mA if you are after
low distortion.
The power transistors are all located

at the same side of the PCB so that they
can be bol ted on to a common heatsink.
together wtth the NTC. The heat sink
should be fairly large and have a ther-

mal resistance of 1 KW-l or smaller.
Note that L1 consists of 20 turns of

0.8 mm dia. enamelled copperwirewound
around R21. Cg is a ceramic capacitor.
Finally, some measured data (supply

voltage: ±35 V; R23 short-ctrcuited):
• 3-dB bandwidth (8 Q): approx. 11 Hz
to 20 kHz

60 WATTMUSIC AMPLIFIER

• THD (transient harmonic distortion) at
1 kHz:
1W into 8 Q: 0.006% (Iq = 400mA)
1W into 8 Q: 0.02% (Iq = 50 mAl
65 W into 8 Q: 0.02% (Uin = 873 mV)
80 W into 4 Q: 0.2% (Uin = 700 mV;
onset level of current limit)

(W. Teder - 924083)

IMPROVED LM317 REGULATOR
I\. lthough the properties of the
I"\..LM317 regulator are excellent,
they can be improved by cascad-
ing two of these devices. There is
then a constant difference be-
tween the output voltages of the
two regulators and. consequently,
a constant voltage across the input
and output of IC2"This arrange-
ment results in an appreciable im-
provement ofthe regulating char-
acteristics OfIC2'Moreover, its dis-
sipation is reduced so that the sta-
bility of the output voltage with
temperature is improved. Other
properties, such as the maximum
output current of 1.5 A, do not
change, of course.
The output voltage, Uo, of the

circuit depends on the ratio R3:Pl
as folIows:
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With values of these components as
shown, the output voltage may be var-
ied over the range 1.25-11.5 V. The

voltage drop, Ud, across IC2 de-
pends on the operating potnt of
IC1 and may be calculated from:

With values of these components
as shown, Ud=3.5 V. It should be
noted that this voltage must not
drop below 3.0 V. Moreover, the
value of R2 must be about twice
that of R1,and the minimum drop
across the entire circuit must not
be lower than Ud+3 V.
The circuit is highly suitable for
use as a 5-V power supply. It Is,
however, important that the di-
rect voltage at the input is not
lower than 12 V.This ineans that
the secondaryvoltage ofthe mains
transformer must be 12V instead

of the usual 9 V.

(L. Lemmens - 924104)



escent current of 50 mA flows. This may
be increased to 400 mA if you are after
low distortion.
The power transistors are all located

at the same stdc of the PCB so that they
can be bolted on to a common heatsink,
together with the NTC. The heat sink
should be fatrly Iarge and have a ther-

mal reststance of 1 K W-l or smaller.
Note that LI conststs of 20 turns of

0.8mm dia. enamelled copper wire wound
around R21' Cg is aceramie capacitor.
Finally, some measured data (supply

voltage: ±35 V: R23short-circuited):
• 3-dB bandwidth (8 Q): approx. 11 Hz
to 20 kHz

60 WATT MUSIC AMPLlFlER

• THD ttranstent harmoruc distortion) at
1 kHz:
1W inlo 8 Q: 0.006% (Iq ~ 400mA)
1W into 8 Q: 0.02% (/q Z 50 mAl
65 W Into 8 Q: 0.02% (Uin = 873 mV)
80 W Into 4 Q: 0.2% (Uin Z 700 mV:
onset level of current limit)

(W. Teder - 924083)

IMPROVED LM317 REGULATOR
A lthough lhe properties of the
.rl.LM317 regu lator are excellen t,
they can be improved by cascad-
ing two of these devtces. There Is
then a eonstant differenee be-
tweert the output voltages of the
tworegulators and, consequently,
a eonstantvoltage across the Input
and output of IC2, This arrange-
ment results in an apprectable im-
provement ofthe regulating char-
acteristics ofIC2. Moreover, rts dis-
sipation ts reduced so that the sta-
btlity of the output voltage with
temperature is improved. Other
properties, such as the maximurrt
output current of 1.5 A, do not
change. of course.
Thc ou tput voltage, UD' of the

circutt depends on the ratio R3:Pl
as folIows:

ICl

I;il
+ 0 +

LM317

Q
C1

100n

0

voltage drop, Ud. aeross IC2 de-
pends on the operattng point of
ICI and may be calculaled from:

Ud= 1.25(1+R2/Ril IVI.

With values of these components
as shown, Ud=3.5 V. lt should be
noted that this voltage must not
drop below 3.0 V. Moreover, the
value of R2 must be about twice
that of RI, and the minimum drop
aeross the entire circuit must not
be lower than Ud+3 V.
The ctrcutt is highly suitable for
use as a 5-V power supply. It is,
however, important that the di-
reet voltage at the input is not
lower than 12 V.This means that
the secondary voltage ofthe mains
transforrner must be 12 V tnstead

of the usual 9 V.
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shown. the output voltage may be var-
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I
CHARGING TEMPERATUREMONITOR

"T'HE monitor is particularly intended
.1 as an aid in the rapid chargtng of
NiCd battertes. Most commercially avail-
able fast chargers have Da temperature
sensor, although temperature is an im-
portant factor in the fast chargtng of
NiCd batteries.
According to manufacturers' data sheets,

temperatures for various states of a NiCd
battery should roughly be: (a)30 °Cwben
half charged: (b) 37 °Cwhen fully charged:
and (c) 48 °C when 20% over-charged.
The monitor is connected in eertes

with the battery and the charger. The tem-
perature is assessed bya couple of Nl'Cs
(reststors with anegative temperature co-
efficient). The output of these devices is
compared with reference levels inIC1b-1C ld.
The output of comparator lCld goes low
when the temperature-measured by

Rl3 and Rl4-rises above 25 "C, where-
upon D7 lights. The output of IClc goes
lowwhen the temperature reaches 38 "C,
whereupon DB lights. This signals that
the battery is fully charged. Finally, the
output of IClb goes low when the tem
perature reaches 45 "C. whereupon D9
lights. This is an alarm signal calling at-
tention to the battery belng over-charged.
At the same time, Tl Is switched on,
whereupon relay Rej is energized and
its contact disconnects the eherging cur-
rent. The charging current can be re-
connected only after the temperature
has dropped to weil below 45 °C.
Dtodes 01-03 ensure that only one of

the three LEDs can light at any one time.
The ctrcutt is calibrated with PI to make
certarn that the LEDs light at the cor-
reet temperatures.

When the monitor is connected to the
charger, tt is essential that the chargtng
current, ortginally flowtng via K I, flows
via K2 and K3. The batteries must. there-
fore, be connected to K2 and K3. The ter-
minals of the NTCs are also coupled to
these conneetors.
The NTCs must be coupled to the bat-

teries in a mann er that ensures good
contact. It is good practtce to fit them
perrnanently to the battertes.
The supply forthe morutor may be taken

from the charger, either via the 12 V pin
or the L pin. In the latter case, wtre link
Jp} must be short-ctrcutted. The mont-
tordraws a currentofabout 15 mA when
the relay is not energized.
Variations in the supply voltage do

not affect the monttor since the NTCs
are conneeted in a bndge arrangement.

D' Da os *muftltu,n--12V
K1

+ 'wL
4 ~C1a 2

b,el
0

'" D"D' '"~

" 1N4148

IC1 = lM339

oe

470\"1 470nL---- ... _ ... -<>--....._-+ ... ---J
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CHARGING TEMPERATURE MONITOR

As shown, the monitor ts intended for
use wtth 12 V batteries. It can be modi-
fied for use with 6 V battertes merely by
ustng a 6 V relay instead of a 12 V type.

010 = 1N4001
Tl = BC557B
ICl = LM339

PARTS LISTResistors:
Rl = 1.5 kQ
R2=6.19kQ,1%
R3 = 3.9 kn, 1%
R4 = 7.5 kn, 1%
R5 = 2.2 kQ, 1%
R6 = 8.2 kn, 1%
R7=2kn,1%
R8-Rl0 = 1 kn
Rll, R12 = 3.3 kQ
R13, R14 = NTC, 470 Q
Pl = 1 kQ multiturn preset

Capacitors:
Cl, C4 = 100 nF
C2 = 6.8 nF
C3 = 470 nF

Miscellaneous:
Kl = 3-way terminal block,

pitch 5 mm
K2 = 5-pin OIN socket
K3 = 5-pin OFIN plug
Rel = 12 V relay for peB

mounbng

(C. Millasson - 924066)

Semiconductors:
01-06,010 = lN4148
07 = LEO, 3 mm, green
08 = LEO, 3 mm, yellow
09 = LEO, 3 mm, red

DIGITAL PATTERNGENERATOR
When btt patterns are betng genera ted ,

data !ine 07 must be logic high. At the
end of the pattern, this !ine goes low,
whereupon the clock is stopped.
The maximum length of a bü pattern

in the ctrcutt as .shown is 8191 clock
pulses (8x1024-1 stop pulse). If link JP I
is set to posttton B, an external stop
pulse can be used.
The circuit draws a current of about

8mA.

arranges the resetttng of address counter
IC2. Gate Iele• which is connected to the
input of the address counter, functions
as a start-stop oscillator that is switched
by two NANOgates. These gates are de-
srgned to keep the oscillator disabled until
the switch is released. Only then are
pulses fed to the address counter. The fre-
quency range of the clock can be varted
to individual requtrements by altering the
value of Cg, With values as shown. the
frequencycan be set wtth P. between 15Hz
and 150 Hz.

Durtng the construction and testtng of
digital circuits, there is often a need

of an accurately defined bit pattern. The
generator descIibed here uses an EPROM
to store the bit Information for the desired
pattern.
When swttch Sj ispressed, a given pat-

tern is generared once: seven different
patterns can be generated simultane-
ously. The elghth data output of the
EPROM ts used to mark the end of a
pattern.
After SI has been pressed, gate ICld

(G. Kleine - 924033)
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m
CHARGING TEMPERATUREMONITOR

~E monitor is particularly intended
1. as an aid in the rapid charging of
NiCd batteries. Most commercially avail-
able fast chargers have no temperature
sensor, although temperature is an im-
portant factor in the fast charging of

<. NiCd batteries.
Accordingto manufacturers' data sheets,

temperatures forvarious states of a NiCd
battery should roughly be: (a)30°C when
half charged; (b) 37°C when fully charged:
and (c) 48°C when 20% over-charged.
The monitor is connected in series

with the battery and the charger. The tem-
perature is assessed bya couple ofNTCs
(resistors with a negative temperature co-
efficient). The output of these devices is
compared with reference levelsinIClb-ICld'
The output of comparator ICld goes low
when the temperature-measured by

Rl3 and Rl4-rises above 25°C, where-
upon D7 lights. .The output of IClc goes
lowwhen the temperature.reaches 38°C,
whereupon Da lights. This stgnals that
the battery is fully charged. Finally, the
output of IClb goes low when the tem-
perature reaches 45°C, whereupon Dg
lights. This is an alarm signal calling at-
tention to the battery being over-charged.
At the same time, Tl is switched on,
whereupon relay Re I is energized and
its contact disconnects the chargtng cur-
rent. The charging current can be re-
connected only after the temperature
has dropped to weIl below 45°C.
Diodes DI-D3 ensure that only one of

the three LEDs can light at any one time.
The circuit is calibrated with PI to make
certain that the LEDs light at the cor-
reet temperatures.

When the monitor is connected to the
charger, it is essential that the charging
current, ortgtnally flowing via Klo flows
via K2and K3.The batteries must, there-
fore, be connected to K2and K3.The ter-
minals of the NTCs are also coupled to
these connectors.
The NTCsmust be coupled to the bat-

teries in a manner that ensures good
contact. It is good practice to fit them
permanently to the batteries.
The supply forthe monitor may be taken

from the charger, either via the 12 V pin
or the L pin. In the latter case, wire link
JPI must be short-circuited. The moni-
tor draws a current of about 15 mA when
the relay is not energized.
Variations in the supply voltage do

not affect the monitor since the NTCs
are connected in a brtdge arrangement.
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CHARGING TEMPERATURE MONITOR

As shown, the monitor ts intended for
use wtth 12 V batteries. It can be modi-
fied for use with 6 V battertes merely by
ustng a 6 V relay instead of a 12 V type.

010 = 1N4001
Tl = BC557B
ICl = LM339

PARTS LISTResistors:
Rl = 1.5 kQ
R2=6.19kQ,1%
R3 = 3.9 kn, 1%
R4 = 7.5 kn, 1%
R5 = 2.2 kQ, 1%
R6 = 8.2 kn, 1%
R7=2kn,1%
R8-Rl0 = 1 kn
Rll, R12 = 3.3 kQ
R13, R14 = NTC, 470 Q
Pl = 1 kQ multiturn preset

Capacitors:
Cl, C4 = 100 nF
C2 = 6.8 nF
C3 = 470 nF

Miscellaneous:
Kl = 3-way terminal block,

pitch 5 mm
K2 = 5-pin OIN socket
K3 = 5-pin OFIN plug
Rel = 12 V relay for peB

mounbng

(C. Millasson - 924066)

Semiconductors:
01-06,010 = lN4148
07 = LEO, 3 mm, green
08 = LEO, 3 mm, yellow
09 = LEO, 3 mm, red

DIGITAL PATTERNGENERATOR
When btt patterns are betng genera ted ,

data !ine 07 must be logic high. At the
end of the pattern, this !ine goes low,
whereupon the clock is stopped.
The maximum length of a bü pattern

in the ctrcutt as .shown is 8191 clock
pulses (8x1024-1 stop pulse). If link JP I
is set to posttton B, an external stop
pulse can be used.
The circuit draws a current of about

8mA.

arranges the resetttng of address counter
IC2. Gate Iele• which is connected to the
input of the address counter, functions
as a start-stop oscillator that is switched
by two NANOgates. These gates are de-
srgned to keep the oscillator disabled until
the switch is released. Only then are
pulses fed to the address counter. The fre-
quency range of the clock can be varted
to individual requtrements by altering the
value of Cg, With values as shown. the
frequencycan be set wtth P. between 15Hz
and 150 Hz.

Durtng the construction and testtng of
digital circuits, there is often a need

of an accurately defined bit pattern. The
generator descIibed here uses an EPROM
to store the bit Information for the desired
pattern.
When swttch Sj ispressed, a given pat-

tern is generared once: seven different
patterns can be generated simultane-
ously. The elghth data output of the
EPROM ts used to mark the end of a
pattern.
After SI has been pressed, gate ICld

(G. Kleine - 924033)
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I
PLLSYNTHESIZER FOR TV RECEIVERS

Modern TV tuners normally contain
means to scale down the VCO [volt-

age-controlled oscillator) signal. The one
used in the proposed synthesizer is a
Philips Type UV816j6456, whose scale
factor can be set to 64 or 256. It oper-
ates over the low VHF band, the high
VHFand hyperbands, and the UHFband.
The proposed ctrcutt is based on a

Siemens Type SDA3002 frequency syn-
thestzer IC that may be controlled by a
computer. It works exclusively with a
:64 scaler. This is ensured by leaving
pin 15 of the tuner open.
Network R2~C2~CIforms the filter for

lhe phase-locked loop-PLL. The level of
the chargtng current for the filter is de-
termined by the value of RI and bit 14-
see the table. In the prototype, both low
and high levels of current gave stable
PLLoperation. but the loop reacted faster
with a high current.
The SDA3002 has a unique oscillator

for providing a reference Irequency. The
frequency of crystal XI is scaled down
internaIly by 4096, so that the referenee
frequency for the PLL is 976.5625 Hz.
The PLLis set by entering a data word

into the SDA3002, for which a clock,
CPL, an enable stgnal. PLE, and a data
signal, IFO, are needed. At each tratling
transition (edge) of the clock, a bit is
shiftedintothe IC, provided PLEis high-
see Ftg. 3. Only when PLE has become
low will the PLLaccept the entered data
into a latch.
A total of 18 bits must be shifted into

the chip. Fourteen of these contain the
frequency setting of the PLL. The 15th
brt detennines the charging current.
When this bit ts high, the current is 1DIr,
where Ir is the reference current; when
tt is low, the chargmg current ts Ir' The
16th bit controls the NORM output. The
fmal two bits determine the state of the
band selector outputs: pins 4-7. see the
table.
The first 14 bits are computed fatrly

easily once the desired channel frequency.
Je. the intermediate frequency, i.].
(=38.9 MHz), the scale factor, z, (=64) of
the tuner, and the reference frequency,
J" of the PLL are known. The overall
scale factor. Z, is then

z=(fc+iJ,)jza!..

The result should be rounded to the
nearestwholenumber, and then splitinto
two parts (lCI contains a dual-mode
prescaler) to obtain the bits needed by
lCI· The nine most signtftcant bits-
MSBs-are caleulated by dividing z by
32 and ignortng the dtgrts followmg the
decimal point. The remainder of z:32
forms the five least stgntficant bits-
LSBs.

As an exarnple, assume that charmel
29 is wanted: the carner frequency is then
535.250 MHz. The scale factor is

LSBs first, the Iollowtng levels must ap-
pear at the data input

HLHHHLLLLLHHHL.
z=(535.25+38.9)j64x976.5625=

=9186.
Diode DI, which is controlled by the

LOCKoutput via TI, then lights to tndt-
cate that the PLLis locked.
The maxtmum tuning voltage is de-

termined by the supply voltage. which
ts connected to the loop filter via R3. The
UV816 needs a tuntng voltage 0[0, 7-28V.
The SDA3002 can handle a maximurn
voltage of 33 V at tts UD output.

Dtviding that number by 32 grves 287,
remainder 2. In binary form, that is
(MSB)100011111 00010 (LSB).However,
the data must be entered in inverted
form, that is, a togtc 1 corresponds to
low and a Iogic 0 to high. Taking the

1
12V +
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:::J!oon
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sr

Q "..
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t t
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Two further supplies are needed: 12 V
for the tuner and 5 V for ICI and the
prescalerin tbe tuner. Since the combined
current drain of ICI and 01 [lightedl is
only 29 mA. the 5 V rai! is easi!y ob-

tained from the 12 V supply via 5 V reg-
ulator. That regulator can at the same
time provide the current-about 25mA-
for the prescaler in the tuner. Additionally.
the 12 V supply must provide thc cur-

PLL SYNTHESIZER FOR TV RECEIVERS

rent fOT the tuner, whtch in case of the
UV816 is about 85 mA. A total current
of some 140 mA ts. therefore, required.

2 3

(T. Giesberts - 924072)
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INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SWITCH

Inductive proximity switches are used,for instance, for measurtng motor speeds
or determirung the position of meta! ob-
jccts. They da not suffer frorn rnecharü-
cal wear or sparktng contacts . The lat-

I>
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ter is particularly important in spaces
where explosive materials are stored.
Virtually a11 comrnerctal proximity

switches are constructed as shown in
Fig. 1. An inductor in the resonant ctr-
cuit of an oscillator serves as the sen-
sor. If a conducting object enters the
magnetic field of the coil. eddy currents
are set up in the inductor. Thisdamps the
resonant circuit so that thevoltage across
It drops. Thts voltage drop is monitored
with a Schmitt tngger. When the object
gets very elose to the inductor, and the
voltage across the ctrcutt drops suffi-
ciently. the Schrnitt trtgger changes state.
The trigger is followed by an outputstage.
The sensor, leI, used in the present

ctrcurt translates the approach of an ob-
ject Into a fallmg current through the sen-
sor. In the absence of an object, the cur-
rent is about 4 mA; when an object ts at
a distance of 4 mm from the sensor, the
current is only 1 mA.
The sensor current is converted into

a voItage by RI. This voltage is applied
to the non-tnvertmg input of Schmitt
tngger IC2. Actually, since the hystere-
sis is small, IC2 functions more as a
comparator thatlikens thevoltage across
R1 to that across R3. When an object is
within the proximity limit of5 mm ofthe
sensor, the potential across R3 is larger
than that across Rj ,whereupon the out-

+
5 ... 12V

_.I":'::c-L

put of IC2 becomes logic high.
The potential across R3 is dependent

on the supply voltage, of course, but
over the range of supply voltages stated
in the diagram. it is always greater than
the smallest drop across Rj and always
smaller then the largest drop across R 1.
This ensures correct switching of IC2 in
all situations.
The only quantity affected by the

supply vertage is the output potential
of the circuit.
The sensor is a Type IFR10-82-01

from Baumer Electrtc. lt has a diameter
of 10 mm and is 5 mm long.

(K. MoGBbauer - 924073)



Two further supplies are needed: 12 V
for the tuner and 5 V for ICI and the
prescalerin tbe tuner. Since the combined
current drain of ICI and 01 [lightedl is
only 29 mA. the 5 V rai! is easi!y ob-

tained from the 12 V supply via 5 V reg-
ulator. That regulator can at the same
time provide the current-about 25mA-
for the prescaler in the tuner. Additionally.
the 12 V supply must provide thc cur-

PLL SYNTHESIZER FOR TV RECEIVERS

rent fOT the tuner, whtch in case of the
UV816 is about 85 mA. A total current
of some 140 mA ts. therefore, required.

2 3

(T. Giesberts - 924072)
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INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SWITCH

Inductive proximity switches are used,for instance, for measurtng motor speeds
or determirung the position of meta! ob-
jccts. They da not suffer frorn rnecharü-
cal wear or sparktng contacts . The lat-

I>
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ter is particularly important in spaces
where explosive materials are stored.
Virtually a11 comrnerctal proximity

switches are constructed as shown in
Fig. 1. An inductor in the resonant ctr-
cuit of an oscillator serves as the sen-
sor. If a conducting object enters the
magnetic field of the coil. eddy currents
are set up in the inductor. Thisdamps the
resonant circuit so that thevoltage across
It drops. Thts voltage drop is monitored
with a Schmitt tngger. When the object
gets very elose to the inductor, and the
voltage across the ctrcutt drops suffi-
ciently. the Schrnitt trtgger changes state.
The trigger is followed by an outputstage.
The sensor, leI, used in the present

ctrcurt translates the approach of an ob-
ject Into a fallmg current through the sen-
sor. In the absence of an object, the cur-
rent is about 4 mA; when an object ts at
a distance of 4 mm from the sensor, the
current is only 1 mA.
The sensor current is converted into

a voItage by RI. This voltage is applied
to the non-tnvertmg input of Schmitt
tngger IC2. Actually, since the hystere-
sis is small, IC2 functions more as a
comparator thatlikens thevoltage across
R1 to that across R3. When an object is
within the proximity limit of5 mm ofthe
sensor, the potential across R3 is larger
than that across Rj ,whereupon the out-

+
5 ... 12V

_.I":'::c-L

put of IC2 becomes logic high.
The potential across R3 is dependent

on the supply voltage, of course, but
over the range of supply voltages stated
in the diagram. it is always greater than
the smallest drop across Rj and always
smaller then the largest drop across R 1.
This ensures correct switching of IC2 in
all situations.
The only quantity affected by the

supply vertage is the output potential
of the circuit.
The sensor is a Type IFR10-82-01

from Baumer Electrtc. lt has a diameter
of 10 mm and is 5 mm long.

(K. MoGBbauer - 924073)



SERIAL DA TA GENERATOR
"'"r'he data generator offers a simple
~ means of tesUng a cfrcu tt.There is
no need of software for some micropro-
cessor and all the components are read-
ily available. The destgn is based on the
timing of a Type 5DA3002 circuit. In
contrast to the two-wire pe format. a
three-wire connection is used. If only
one ftxed data ward needs to be sent,
DIP swttches 5, and 53' and the etght-
fold pull-down resrstor arrays. may be
omttted: the inputs of IC3 and IC4 are
then held at ftxed levels.
The generator is based on two cascaded

shtft registers, IC3 and IC,. that are used
as 16-bit parallel-to-sertal converters.
The clock is provided by IC,. which is

started by setting bistable IC1a,b with
press button switch SI'When this switch
is pressed, a 100 IJs pulse is applied via
differentiating network RI~CIto the set
inpu t of the bistable. The capacitor ts
discharged via 1<,. The pulse duration is
not changed by keeping 51depressed; this
is necessary because if it were to exceed

1
I I
I START IRESET
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'" ----T---'
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a half cloek period, the tjmtng would go
astray. The output of reIb is the ENABLE

signal far the ctrcurt to be tested.
The start pulse is used also to load

the Iogtc levels set with the DIP switehes
on to shift regtsters. The regtsters ac-
eept the parallel data as long as the sig-
nal at their pin 1 ts low. This is anather
reason that thc start pulse has to be
short.
The start pulse begins the entire test

eycle-see the timing diagram in Ftg. 1.
Output 2' (Q3, pin 7) of IC, is inverted

by ICldto provtde the cloek for the shift
registers. This ensures that DOts pre-
sent at the output for an entire clock
period (1.25 ms).
After output 2' of JC, has been high

18 times, the bistable is reset and the
enable lme ts pulled low by IC1c' whtch
ts conneeted to outputs 25 (Q5, pin 4)
and 28 (Q8. pin 13)oflC,. This eompletes
the eycle.
In this example, 18 bits are shifted.

The two MSBs are deterrnined by the se-
rial input (pin 10) of IC,. If this input Is

SERIAL DATAGENERATOR

high, D 16 and D 17 are .J '. If these bits
are required to be variable. one or two
additional D-type bistables, connected as
shlft regtsters. must be added.
The current drawn by the generator,

determtned primartly by the pull-down
reststors, is very low: if all bits are high.
itisabout80~A.AfterSI has beenpressed,
the oscillator ts started brielly. which dou-
bles the current.

(T. Giesberts - 924076)

TEMPERATURE-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
~s little ctrcutt converts temperature
1. measured by an NTC (negative tem-
perature co-efflcient) resistor inta a dig-
ital stgnal, The resistance of the NTC,
which is an inverse functton of the am-
bient temperature. determines the Ire-
quency of an oscillator built around the
familiar TLC555 ttmer. The astable ctr-
cuit is destgned to give a pulse repeti-
tion frequeney (p.r.f.) of about 250 Hz at
25 "C that rises with temperature. The
non-linear relationship between tem-
perature and oscillator frequency is not
a problem here, because it ts relatively
simple to 'atratghten' by arithmetic op-
erations performed by a computer or a
microcontroller system.
Basically, three temperatures are mea-

sured, and the corresponding oscillator
frequencies stored as reference points.
which serve to interpolate other values
in between.
The converter is butlt from SMA (sur-

face-mount assembly) components on the
prtnted circuit board shown here, It is,
however, posstble to use a standard NTC
in position Rj.

Ta ensure fast response to tempera-
ture ehanges, the eompleted PCB is fit-
ted into a small metal tube wtth a diam-
eter of 13mm or larger, Great care should
be taken ta isolate the board and the com-
ponents frorn the metal tube; tf neces-
sary, use heat-shnnk sleevtng! The tube
is sealed hermetieally with potting com-
pound or two-component resin glue, through
which three wires are passed: + supply;
output stgnal: ground.
Current consumptian of the canverter

is smaller than 1 mA.
The multifunction measurement card

for PCs (Ref. I) ts perfeet for processmg
the converter output stgnal. Use is made
of the frequency meter tnput and the
program modules found in the Turbo
Pascallibrary 'PMEASURE.PAS'on diskette

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1992

ESSI75 I-see p. 110. and in Bortands
'Numertcal Toolbox', which provides some
handy interpolation routines.

(U. Kunz - 924020)

Reference:
"Multifunction mcasurcrncnt card for
PCs". Elektor Electronics January and
February 1991.

ICl = TLC555CD 3 ... l5V
r--'--~~--~~~----~----~+

+

-8

8 4

® R
DIS

C, C4

ICl OUT 3

'0, 100n 6 THR
16V

2 TR ....,

0'

•
924020 . 11

PARTS LIST
(all parts surtace-mount assembly)

Resistors:
Rl = 47kn NTC
R2 = 10kQ
R3 = 100Q

Capacitors:
Cl = 10~F 16V
C2;C3 = 10nF
C4 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
01 ;02 = BAS32
ICI = TLC555CO



a half cloek period, the tjmtng would go
astray. The output of reIb is the ENABLE

signal far the ctrcurt to be tested.
The start pulse is used also to load

the Iogtc levels set with the DIP switehes
on to shift regtsters. The regtsters ac-
eept the parallel data as long as the sig-
nal at their pin 1 ts low. This is anather
reason that thc start pulse has to be
short.
The start pulse begins the entire test

eycle-see the timing diagram in Ftg. 1.
Output 2' (Q3, pin 7) of IC, is inverted

by ICldto provtde the cloek for the shift
registers. This ensures that DOts pre-
sent at the output for an entire clock
period (1.25 ms).
After output 2' of JC, has been high

18 times, the bistable is reset and the
enable lme ts pulled low by IC1c' whtch
ts conneeted to outputs 25 (Q5, pin 4)
and 28 (Q8. pin 13)oflC,. This eompletes
the eycle.
In this example, 18 bits are shifted.

The two MSBs are deterrnined by the se-
rial input (pin 10) of IC,. If this input Is

SERIAL DATAGENERATOR

high, D 16 and D 17 are .J '. If these bits
are required to be variable. one or two
additional D-type bistables, connected as
shlft regtsters. must be added.
The current drawn by the generator,

determtned primartly by the pull-down
reststors, is very low: if all bits are high.
itisabout80~A.AfterSI has beenpressed,
the oscillator ts started brielly. which dou-
bles the current.

(T. Giesberts - 924076)

TEMPERATURE-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
~s little ctrcutt converts temperature
1. measured by an NTC (negative tem-
perature co-efflcient) resistor inta a dig-
ital stgnal, The resistance of the NTC,
which is an inverse functton of the am-
bient temperature. determines the Ire-
quency of an oscillator built around the
familiar TLC555 ttmer. The astable ctr-
cuit is destgned to give a pulse repeti-
tion frequeney (p.r.f.) of about 250 Hz at
25 "C that rises with temperature. The
non-linear relationship between tem-
perature and oscillator frequency is not
a problem here, because it ts relatively
simple to 'atratghten' by arithmetic op-
erations performed by a computer or a
microcontroller system.
Basically, three temperatures are mea-

sured, and the corresponding oscillator
frequencies stored as reference points.
which serve to interpolate other values
in between.
The converter is butlt from SMA (sur-

face-mount assembly) components on the
prtnted circuit board shown here, It is,
however, posstble to use a standard NTC
in position Rj.

Ta ensure fast response to tempera-
ture ehanges, the eompleted PCB is fit-
ted into a small metal tube wtth a diam-
eter of 13mm or larger, Great care should
be taken ta isolate the board and the com-
ponents frorn the metal tube; tf neces-
sary, use heat-shnnk sleevtng! The tube
is sealed hermetieally with potting com-
pound or two-component resin glue, through
which three wires are passed: + supply;
output stgnal: ground.
Current consumptian of the canverter

is smaller than 1 mA.
The multifunction measurement card

for PCs (Ref. I) ts perfeet for processmg
the converter output stgnal. Use is made
of the frequency meter tnput and the
program modules found in the Turbo
Pascallibrary 'PMEASURE.PAS'on diskette
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ESSI75 I-see p. 110. and in Bortands
'Numertcal Toolbox', which provides some
handy interpolation routines.

(U. Kunz - 924020)

Reference:
"Multifunction mcasurcrncnt card for
PCs". Elektor Electronics January and
February 1991.

ICl = TLC555CD 3 ... l5V
r--'--~~--~~~----~----~+

+

-8

8 4

® R
DIS

C, C4

ICl OUT 3

'0, 100n 6 THR
16V

2 TR ....,

0'

•
924020 . 11

PARTS LIST
(all parts surtace-mount assembly)

Resistors:
Rl = 47kn NTC
R2 = 10kQ
R3 = 100Q

Capacitors:
Cl = 10~F 16V
C2;C3 = 10nF
C4 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
01 ;02 = BAS32
ICI = TLC555CO



a half clock period. the timing would go
astray. The output of IClb is the ENABLE

signal for the circuit to be tested.
The start pulse is used also to load

the legte levels set with the DIP switches
on to shift registers. The registers ac-
cept the parallel data as long as the stg-
nal at their pin 1 is low. This is another
reason that the start pulse has to be
short.
The start pulse begins the entire test

cyde-see the tirning diagram in Ftg. 1.
Output 23 (Q3. pin 7) of IC2 is inverted

by ICld to provide the clock for the shift
regtsters, This ensures that DO is pre-
se nt at the output for an entire clock
period (1.25 ms).
After output 23 of IC2 has been high

18 times. the bistable is reset and the
enable line is pulled low by IClc' which
is connected to outputs 25 (Q5, pin 4)
and 28 (Q8, pin 13) ofIC2• This completes
the cycle.
In this example, 18 bits are shifted.

The two MSBs are determined by the se-
rial input (pin 10) of IC3. If this input is

SERIAL DATAGENERATOR

high, D16 and D17 are 'I'. If these bits
are required to be variable, one or two
additional D-type bistables, connected as
shift regtsters, must be added.
The current drawn by the generator,

determined primarily by the pull-down
resistors, is very low: if all bits are high,
it is about 80 JlA. AfterSIhas been pressed,
the oscillatoris started bnefly, which dou- .
bles the current.

(T. Giesberts - 924076)

TEMPERATURE-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
~IS little circuit converts temperature
.1. measured by an NTC (negative tem-
perature co-efficient) resistor into a dig-
ital signal. The resistance of the NTC,
which is an inverse function of the am-
bient temperature, determines the fre-
quency of an oscillator built around the
familiar TLC555 timer. The astable cir-
cuit is destgned .to give a pulse repeti-
tion frequency (p.r.f.) of about 250 Hz at
25°C that rises with temperature. The
non-linear relations hip between tem-
perature and oscillator frequency is not
a problem here, because it is relatively
simple to 'straighten' by arithmetic op-
erations performed by a computer or a
microcontroller system.
Basically, three temperatures are mea-

sured, and the corresponding oscillator
frequencies stored as reference points,
which serve to interpolate other values
in between.
The converter is built from SMA (sur-

face-mountassembly) components on the
printed circuit board shown here. It is,
however, possible to use a standard NTC
in position RI.
To ensure fast response to tempera-

ture changes, the completed PCB is fit-
ted into a small metal tube with a dtam-
eter of 13mm or larger, Great care should
be taken to isolate the board and the com-
ponents from the metal tube; if neces-
sary. use heat-shrink sleevmgl The tube
is sealed hermetically with potting com-
pound ortwo-component resinglue, through
which three wires are passed: + supply;
output stgnal: ground.
Current consumption ofthe converter

is smaller than 1 mA.
The multifunction measurement card

for PCs (Ref. 1) is perfect for processing
the converter output signal. Use is made
of the frequency meter input and the
program modules found in the Turbo
Pascallibrary 'PMEASURE.PAS'on diskette
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ESS1751-see p. 110, and in Borland's
'Numerical Toolbox', which provides some
handy interpolation routines.

(U. Kunz - 924020)

Reference:
"Multifunction measurement card for
PCs", Elektor Electronics January and
February 1991.

IC1 = TLC555CD 3... 15V

+
+

01

4

R

Cl C4 •IC1 OUT 3

10~ 6 THR
16V

2 TR ..... CV

1 5
C3

10n BAS32 0
0

924020·11

PARTS LIST
(all parts surfac;e-mountassernbly)

Flesistors:
R1 =47kQ NTC
R2 = 1oko
R3 = 1000



MAINS-POWER-ON DELAY
PARTS LISTThiS circuit provides a simple means

of implementing a 'soft-s tart' on
heavy mains loads. Basically. this is
achieved with the aid of high-power se-
ries resrstors and a relay. The ctrcutt
also enables the load to be switched
on wtth a small (light-duty) switch.
Two relays are used to connect or by-

pass a series of power resistors inserted
between the mains 'live' wire and the load.
The 'soft start' is achieved by ftrst COl1-
necting a resistor between the mains
and the load, and then short-ctrcurting
the resistor agam so that the full mains
voltage is applied to the load Iequtp-
ment). The purpose of 'soft' switching is
to prevent fuses blowtng as a resultof very
high surge currents.
The relay cotls are connected in se-

rtes: the reactance of capacitors Cl and
C2 keeps the current through them at
about 27 InA. The direct voltage across
thecoils is4SY. When the delay ts swttched
on wtth SI, relay Re2 comes on weIl after
Re j because its coil is shunted by two
Jarge electrolytic capacitors, which take
some time to be charged from the cur-

rent source formed by the marns and
capacitors Cl and C2. When Re2 is ener-
gized. its contact short -circuits the power
reststors.
The simpltctty of the circuit gives rtse

to a minor disadvantage: some time must
be allowed between switchtng off and
switching on agatri 10 enable C4 and Cs
to discharge. Depending on the length
ofthe switch-on delay required, the values
of C4 and Cs may be changed a little. It
should be noted, however, that the surge
current is limited to about 5 A(at a mains
voltage of 240 V] by R3-Rt;, and that the
resultingdissipationequalsabout 1200W
in [Dur 5-watt rcststors! Therefore. when
a longer swttch-on delayiswanted. higher-
wattage reststors (the peB can accom-
ruodate fairly large types. which may be
fitted vertically) must be used.
The current drain ofthe circuit is prac-

tically that of the two relay coüs tn se-
ries. that ts. about 27 mA. The current
through the neon lamp is negligible.
The specified relays have contacts

rated at 16A. Ifthere is reason to fear that
the PCB mounted terminal blocks and

Resistors:
R1 = 270Q
R2 = tMQ
R3-R6 = 10Q 5W

Capacitors:
C1 = see text
C2 = see text
C3 = 22flF 40V radial
C4 = 1000pF 40V radial
CS = 470pF 40V radial

Semiconduclors:
B1 = B380C1500 (380V piv, 1.5A)

Miscellaneous:
K1;K2;K3 = 2-way PCB terminal block,

pitch 7.Smm.
S1 = on/off; mains-rated 1A.
Re1 ;Re2 = V23056-A01 05-A101

(Siemens).
La1 = chassis-mount neon lamp with

integral resistor,
4 spade (fast-on) screw-on type plug for

PCS mounting.

o

o 0 0 0
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their solder connections are not up to
the load current, parallel-connected spade
terminals (fast-en' type) should be used
instead.
F'inally. theva1ues of same components

depend on the mains voltage and fre-
queneyas follows:
220V, 50Hz: CI=330 nF; C2=220 nF
230V. 50Hz: CI = 470 nF: C2= not fitted
240V. 50Hz: CI = 470 nF; C2= not fitted

MAlNS POWER-ON DELAY I
(Capacitor working voltage: 630 VDC
/250 VAC)

110V. 60Hz: CI = 680 nF; C2 = 470 nF;
also RI = 120 n.
(Capacitor working voltage: 400 VDC
/130 VAC)

WARNING
This circuit is connected directly to the
mains, and carnes potentially lethal volt-
ages. Never work on the circuit, or ad-
just it,while tt is connected to the mains.
Observe all precautions relevant to work-
ing with equipment or components con-
nected to the majns.

(T. Giesberts - 924055)

The order forms are on page 111 this month

CAPACITANCE METER
'T"'he simple capacitance meterdescribed
1. here ts able to measure capacitances
between 100 pF and 1~Fover fiveranges.
The circuit consists of a variable os-

cillator. a scaler and a measurtng stage.
The osciIlator is based on an inverter

contatncd in a Type 74HC14 and gener-
ates a frequency,J that is inversely pro-
portional to the capacitance belween
terminals Cx. Roughly.

J=1.2RCx,

where R depends on the position of SI.
Wjth values as shown, the frequency lies
between 240 Hz (Cx=1 ~F) and 12 kHz
(Cx=IOOpF).
Sealer lC3divides the output frequency

of lhe oscillator in a manner which en-
sures that the maximum output Ire-
quency in each range ts 120 Hz.
The measurtng stage ts driven by cur-

rent source TI' Durtng one half of each
pertod of the output signal of IC3capac-
itor C2 1S charged via TI' During the
other half of the perrod T2 ts switched
on by the signal, so that C2 ts short -cir-
cuited. In this way. the maximum po-
tential across C2 depends on the Ire-
quency of the signat. The potential Is
buffered by opamp IClb and integrated
by RI-CI' The resulting dtrect voltage is
used todefleet the meterviaopamp IC1a,
The circutt is calibrated by connecl-

ing a known capacttance of about 100 nF
(0.1 ~F) across the measuremenl termi-
nals and adjusttng PI so that the meter
reading corresponds to the capacitance.

ELEKTOR ELECTRON[CS DECEMBER [992

Since normally lhe meter is used only
occasionally. it may be powered simply

by a 9 V PP3 (6F22) battery.
(R. Shankar - 924063)

IC1 = TLC272
IC2 = 74HC14
IC3 = 74HCT390

+ DI~l

'"' {"· ~','

rs • ... ra

DIV5 {O"
" • ~ "

a •

IC2b IC2B

c

914063 _ 11



MAINS-POWER-ON DELAY

ThiS circuit provides a simple means
of implementing a 'soft-start' on

heavy mains loads. Basically, this is
achieved with the aid of hlgh-power se-
ries resistors and a relay. The circuit
also enables the load to be switched
on with a small (ltght-dutyl switch.
Two relays are used to connect or by-

pass aseries of power resistors inserted
between the mains 'live'wire and the load.
The 'soft start' is achieved by first con-
necting a resistor between the mains
and the load, and then short-circuiting
the resistor again so that the full mains
voltage is applied to the load (equtp-
ment). The purpose of 'soft' switching is
to prevent fuses blowing as a result ofvery
high surge currents.
The relay coils are connected in se-

ries; the reactance of capacitors CI and
C2 keeps the current through them at
about 27 mA. The direct voltage across
the coils is 48V.When the delay is switched
on with SI, relay Re2 comes on well after
Re , because its coil is shunted by two
large electrolytic capacitors, which take
some time to be charged from the cur-

rent source formed by the mains and
capacitors CI and C2.When Re2 is ener-
gized, its contact short-circuits the power
resistors.
The simplicity of the circuit gtves rise

to a minor disadvantage: some time must
be allowed between switching off and
switching on agam to enable C4 and C5
to discharge. Depending on the length
ofthe swttch-on delay required, the values
of C4 and C5 may be changed a little. It
should be noted, however, that the surge
current is limited to about 5A (at a mains
voltage of 240 V) by R3-~' and that the
resultlngdtsstpatton equals about 1200 W
in four 5-watt resistors! Therefore, when
a Ionger switch-on delay iswanted, htgher-
wattage resistors (the PCB can accom-
modate fairly large types, which may be
fitted vertically) must be used.
The current drain of the circuit is prac-

tically that of the two relay coils in se-
ries, that is, about 27 mA. The current
through the neon lamp is negltgible.
The specified relays have contacts

rated at 16A. Ifthere is reason to fear that
the PCB mounted terminal blocks and

'" '"'" '"

"'U>
"''''0'"-vo
"''''"''''
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their solder connections are not up to
the load current, parallel-connected spade
terminals (fast-en' type) should be used
instead.
F'inally. theva1ues of same components

depend on the mains voltage and fre-
queneyas follows:
220V, 50Hz: CI=330 nF; C2=220 nF
230V. 50Hz: CI = 470 nF: C2= not fitted
240V. 50Hz: CI = 470 nF; C2= not fitted

MAlNS POWER-ON DELAY I
(Capacitor working voltage: 630 VDC
/250 VAC)

110V. 60Hz: CI = 680 nF; C2 = 470 nF;
also RI = 120 n.
(Capacitor working voltage: 400 VDC
/130 VAC)

WARNING
This circuit is connected directly to the
mains, and carnes potentially lethal volt-
ages. Never work on the circuit, or ad-
just it,while tt is connected to the mains.
Observe all precautions relevant to work-
ing with equipment or components con-
nected to the majns.

(T. Giesberts - 924055)

The order forms are on page 111 this month

CAPACITANCE METER
'T"'he simple capacitance meterdescribed
1. here ts able to measure capacitances
between 100 pF and 1~Fover fiveranges.
The circuit consists of a variable os-

cillator. a scaler and a measurtng stage.
The osciIlator is based on an inverter

contatncd in a Type 74HC14 and gener-
ates a frequency,J that is inversely pro-
portional to the capacitance belween
terminals Cx. Roughly.

J=1.2RCx,

where R depends on the position of SI.
Wjth values as shown, the frequency lies
between 240 Hz (Cx=1 ~F) and 12 kHz
(Cx=IOOpF).
Sealer lC3divides the output frequency

of lhe oscillator in a manner which en-
sures that the maximum output Ire-
quency in each range ts 120 Hz.
The measurtng stage ts driven by cur-

rent source TI' Durtng one half of each
pertod of the output signal of IC3capac-
itor C2 1S charged via TI' During the
other half of the perrod T2 ts switched
on by the signal, so that C2 ts short -cir-
cuited. In this way. the maximum po-
tential across C2 depends on the Ire-
quency of the signat. The potential Is
buffered by opamp IClb and integrated
by RI-CI' The resulting dtrect voltage is
used todefleet the meterviaopamp IC1a,
The circutt is calibrated by connecl-

ing a known capacttance of about 100 nF
(0.1 ~F) across the measuremenl termi-
nals and adjusttng PI so that the meter
reading corresponds to the capacitance.
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Since normally lhe meter is used only
occasionally. it may be powered simply

by a 9 V PP3 (6F22) battery.
(R. Shankar - 924063)

IC1 = TLC272
IC2 = 74HC14
IC3 = 74HCT390

+ DI~l

'"' {"· ~','

rs • ... ra

DIV5 {O"
" • ~ "

a •

IC2b IC2B

c
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FLASH EPROM CONVERTER
F1aSh-EPROMSare becoming increas-

tngly popular, in sptte of thetr being
harder to reprogram than EEPROMs.
That difficulty ts. however, countered by
their lower prtce, greater density and
lugher programrntng speed.
Maxim, a specialist manufacturer of

all sorts of small converter, produces a
spectal Ie for generating the necessary
programming voltage of 12 Vat 50 rnA:
the MAX732.
The MAX732 contains virtually every-

thing to make a mini switch-mode power
supply. Its Input voltage requirement is
5 V, from which it produces an output
of 12 V. Since that output ts needed only
durmg programming, It may be disabled
via the shutdown input (pin 1).
A problem encountered in productng

switch-mode supplres is the availability
of certain passive components. parneu-
larly the inductor. That used here ts the
Sumida Type CD54-470KC. which is
available from a number of retailers and
also from Maxim dealers asType MAX-UlO 1.
U neither of these can be obtained, how-
ever, a triac choke may be used, but that
will lower the efficiency of the converter
to same extent, It is always possible to
add or remove turns tf the inductance is

5V

+
L1 es

1"IC1 8 47jlH 10V

MAX732
v.
vout 7

iS 100n

01330

'0'

5
GNo

C4

150n

incorrect. Bear in mtnd that the ind uc-
tance IS proportional to the square of
the number of turns.
Diode 0, must be a Type 1N5187 as

indicated or equivalent; note thata 1N400 1
is not fast enough.
The prototype delivered 12 V and an

output current. 10, of up to 200 mA. more
than enough for a Oash-EPROM. The
current drawn from the 5 V supply was
about 2.410,
Use a single earthing point and de-

couple the IC directly at its pins.
(Maxim application - 9241 I 1)

~e simplest solar-cell supply system
.1 consists of three parts: a diode, a
selar-eell panel. and a rechargeable bat-
tery. The diode prevents the battery being
discharged through the solar panel when
no 01' little sunlight falls on to the panel.
Although the dtode is usually a Schottky
type, the forward drop of this type may
cause an apprectable loss of energy. Stncc
the low-drop diode on page 52 can avotd
mostofthis loss, ithas been incorporated
in the present circuit.
The opamp draws only a tiny current:

on average 20 ~A. Although tt can oper-
atewith asupplyvoltage ofaslowas 1.6 V.
the gate of Tj requires at least 3.0 V to
be switched on , For that reason, the
nominal battery voltage is specified as
4.0V.
Ta align of the circuit, replace the

solar panel by a variable regulated power
supply with its current limiting set to a
value that is safe for the battery. Set the
powersupplyoutputtoalevel thatisO.1 V
higher than the current battery voltage.
Next, adjust PI so that the output ofIC,
just becomes logic high. Finally, check

The subscription rates are on page 112 this month

SOLAR-CELL SUPPLY

1*:
u·

-"' "' -ct ,
~ ~ 4V1 ... 20V i}.ov

"''M
A--5

BUZ10

+-__ :_4_

924099 . 11

with an ammeter that the battery is not
betng discharged when the power supply
voltage is set to below the current bat-

tery voltage.

(B. Zschocke - 924099)
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I
DISCRETE FREQUENCY-VOLTAGE CONVERTER
I\. Ithough there are a number of
r-lJCs available that convert Ire-
quency to voltage. this can also be
done with discrete components as
shown in this ctrcutt. Such a sim-
ple dcstgn has, of course. its limi-
tattons: the input stgnal must be
a square wave. must have a COl1-

stant amplitude. and be provtded
by a low impedance source (-:=;;50 12).
The circuit is called a transis-

torpumpand is related to the charge
pump thaL ts used. for tnstance,
in a voltage doubler or voltage in-
verter. Here, the added tranststor
arranges for CI to be charged very
rapidly (Ui~low)when the left-hand
side of that oapacttor ts pulled to-
ward zero because of Uj. The light-
hand side of C 1 ts thus clamped to
a potential of UC2-USE. This means
that the circuit is not dependent
on the pulse width of the Input signal.
During the leading transition (edge) of
Ui the charge on CI ts transferred to C2.
which discharges through RI.
The transfer functron of the circuit is

derivcd from the balance in whieh the
inerease of Ua durtng a leadmg transt.
uon (edge) must be equal to the voltagc
reduetion caused by Rj in eaeh pertod.
This ytelds the following formula

R2 5... 35V
r---'---~~220n~----------~+

Since the value of both RI and CI
is fairly large. the reaetion is notvery
fast. There are a number of appli-
cations where that does not rnat-
ter, however.
The ripple on the output voltage

may be calculated frorn"j,0E.n~?il
~40V

T1

BC547B

Uj C1 01 Uo(fj)

Q0--II--- ........~>-------{nn:-Üj 100n
++
1/fj

O}---------~~~----_{(

With values as before, the ripple ts
400 mV.
The supply voltage for the cir-

cutt must be at least 2 Vhtgher than
the output voltage at the rughest
rnput frequeney to be measured.
The circuit draws a eurrent of not
more than a Iew rnA.
Filter R2-C3-C4smooths eurrent

peaksdurmgthechargingofCI and
thus ltrntts the RF interference the
ctrcutt produces.

The output musl be terminated into
a high impedance (digital voltmeter or
buffer). If that is not possible. a htgh-value
terminaUng resistor {;:::lORd should be
used.

(A. de Zwaluw - 924090)
~'1V1"lIIie.h.
\l<Jof R.fl. ~~ Ua&

PULSE-OPERATED RELAY

With the aid of a few eomponents. a
standard re!aycan be made to change

state every time a pulse ts applied (or a
switeh is pressed).
When the relay is not aetuated. tran-

sistor T, ts offbecause its base and col-
lector are at the same potential via R2.
Capaeitor Cl is charged via ~. R3 and
the relay coü, When a short pulse (logic
zero. shorter than 0.5 5) ts applied to
the Input. or S j is pressed, Tl conducts
and the relay is energtzed. The relay eon-
taet changes state. whereupon T2 also
delivers current to the relay coil. Capaeitor
C! ts then discharged until its poten-
tial is equal to the base-emitter voltage
ofT2·
When the pulse ceases. or the switch

is released, Tl ts off agam, but the relay
remams energized by T2.
Ashghtly Ionger Input pulse is needed

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1992

With eomponent values as shown in
the dragram. the output voltage increases
by about 4.3 mV Hz-I tf the level of the
input signal ts 5 V.The speed with which
the output voltage reacts depends on
the time constant of the circuit:

m
:gl'.i ~~--+--'0--,
~

c ,,
"aea

to deactuate the relay: tt needs to be
lang enough for C j to be discharged com-
pletely (or very nearly so) via R3' When

the switch is released, or the input be-
comes high agam. TI stops conducting.
Simultaneously, Cl Is charged agatn, so
that wtthtn a short time the base cu r-
rent ofT2 drops to nearly zero.: T2 then
switches off and the relay is deenergized.
Short pulses at the Input have no ef-

feet when the relay is actuated.
If fairly long pulses are Input with the

relay inoperative, the circutt funcnons
as a standard relay that is actuated al-
most immediately by thc pulse and ts
disabled as soon as the pulse ceases.
The hold voltage of the relay should

be not more than half the supply volr-
age. The lower the hold voltage. the shorter
the pulse required to actuate the relay
can be.

(K. Lorenz - 924039)



Tmer chip ICM7250 from Maxim en-
ables a very simple timer to be de-

stgned. The IC has eight programmable
Inputs for connectlng to, say, two thurnb
wheel switches. Units are set in BeD
code on the tour lowest inputs, ptns 1-4.
and tens on the highest. pins 5-8. Thus,
the user can select any time between 00
and 99 units.
The length of each time unit is deter-

mined by P,-R2-R3-C" In this particu-
lar application time untts of one second

SINGLE IC TIMER
have been assumed. Other uruts are eas-
i1yselected by a few small changes.
Accordmg to the relevant data sheet.

the maxtmum overall resistance value
of the timing network must not exceed
22 Mn, while the va!ue of the capacitor
mustnot be sma!lerthan 10pF'.Note that
if langer units are set. capacitors with
small leakage currents must be used.
When switch 83 is pressed, an inter-

nal bistable is reset and the counter Is
started. The output of IC, (ptn 10) then

~------------~------~~~~~+sv
51

CD 1

0 2

4

~G B

10
R

52

CD 10

0 20

40 ~11

G BQ 111...
~• •~~

C3>~
924115 . 11

changes state (becomes low). After the
elapsing ofthe set number of time units.
the output becomes high agam.
The supply voltage Ior the timer may

be 2-9 V. in sptte of the data sheet stat-
ing that up to 16 V is permitted. In the
prototype. the output was permanently
high with supply voltages of9.5-16 V.
The relay connected to the output is

switched by a power transistor. Tl' This
darhngton can switch currents of up to
4A.
The circuit ttself draws a current ofonly

1 mA.
(A. Rietjens - 9241 15)

MIDI (CABLE) TESTER
I\. tester for MIDIconnections is areal
.r-lasset for many constructors. The
one presented here is kept fatrly simple
as shown in the dtagrams.
The LED shows wh ether MIDI data

are present where the tester is connected.
Since these data conetst of very short
pulses, the LED must be a htgh-effi-
ciency type.
To test both ends of a cable, the tester

must be built induplicate: one terminated
into a socket and the other into a plug.
A possible design is shown dtagrammat-
ica!ly in the lower diagrarn.
The connectors should preferably be

meta! DIN types. The LED can be housed
in the rubber support sleeve as shown
in the top rtght-hand figure. The con-
necting wires to the LEDmust, of course,
be weil insuJated.

(R. Swusten - 924004)

'" '"+
+

1N4148

+

MIDICable MIDI In 924004 . 13
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I
PWM GOVERNOR

~e governor descrtbed in this article
1. is intended pnrnarüy for small 12 V
motors that draw a current of not more
than 2 A. Many governors Iimit the cur-
rcnt through the motor, which also re-
duces the torque. Since it is contra lIed
by pulse-wtdth modulation (PWM), the
present governor preserves most of the
torque. The control is based on a sextu-
pIe CMOS Inverter. ICI (Type 40106).
Three of the tnverters are not used here.
The motor is driven via a dtscrete dar-
bngton, TI-T2'

Inverter Je la funcnons as an oscilla-
tor, whose on time (when T2 conducts
so that the motor is provtded with power)
Is deterrmned by R2-C2-03. The off time
of the oscillator (when T2 is also off is
deterrmned by R3-PI-C2-04, and may
thus be varied with PI-
Parallel-connected Inverters leIb and

lele form a buffer between the oscillator
and the power darlington.
The motor is connected across the +

and 0 terminals in the diagram.
Power Jor the governor and the motor

is provided by amatns transformer, whose
secondary voltage is single-phase recti-
fied by 01 and 02.
An indicator LED with current limit-

ing reststor is connected across the motor
terminals.
Network Rj-Cj smoothsthesupplyvolt-

age to ICI.
Ftnally. T2 must be fitted on a sutt-

able heat sink.

(Amrtt Bir Tiwana - 924094)

01

2 x 1N540B

R2 03
27k

15V
2... 3A

ICl = 40106
B0241

IClb

80241 BC560 ,

J~L
B

B E
c 924094 - 11

REPEATING PULSEGENERATOR
rp!--IE circuit uses one of the four bilat-
.1 eral swttches contained ina CD4066.
and isa kind ofastable multivibrator. The
main llrnitations of the circuit are the
relalively poor shape of the output sig-
nal, and the output signal swing, which
is not digitally compatible. These draw-
backs are easily overcome, however, by
a buffer at the output. When the switch
doses, the current in the chain pro-
duces a voltage across R3, which raises
the switching level at the trtgger point
by about one volt. Likewise, R1 reduces
the voltage applied to ~ to a level below
the switch-off voltage.
The mark-to-space ratio (duty factor)

ofthe ou tpu t signal may be varied by ustng
parallel charging reststors. one wtth a
senes diode (preferably a germanrum type).
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as shown in the circuit diagram.
In theprototype, thecomponentvalues

shown resulted in an output frequency
of 957 Hz with a supply voltage of 5 V
exactly. The duty factor was about 0.4
without the parallel R-D network. With
the network fitted. the output frequency
and duty factor were 317 Hz and 0.06
respectively.
The current drain varted between 0.12mA

and 0.39 mA.

(M.1.Mitchell - 924005)



I
LOW-NOISE AMPLIFIER 11

OpampTypeSSM2017 fromPMl
is eminently suitable for de-

stgntng a very-Iow-riorse micro-
phone preamphfrer. According to
the manufacturer's data sheet. the
input noise is only 750 pV Hz-li'.
The amplification (a= I+ 104/R Jlmay
be set to a value of 1-1000 wtth a
single reststor, R I'
The internal compensation of the

IC is such that stabUity 15retatned
even at unity amplification. yet,
when the amplification is xlOOO.
the bandwidth is 300 kHz.
The circuit in the diagram has

a symmctrtcaj inputand astandard
inputimpedanceof600n. Theam-
plification is xlOO1, so that a mi-
crophone signal is converted directly
into a line level. If the output of
the amplifier is conveyed via a lang
cable (capacitive load}, tt ts advts-
able to Insert a 47-100 Q resistor
in series with it to obviate any llke-
lihood of oscillation. Also. at high
ampltücatton the output may have
an affset voltage, which, in certarn

9 ... 25V

+r-------------~--~__,

applicaüons may give rtse to prob-
lems. Ir that Is so, an output ca-
pacttor should be used.
The mäxtrnurn output voltage of

ihe le is 9 V r.m.s. when ihe supply
voltage is ± 15 V. At a 1 kHz output
at a level of 1 V r.m.s., the har-
monie distortion does not exceed
0.005%. When ihe supply voltage
ts lower than ±9 V, the distortion
rtses to 0.0 1%. Th noisefactorofthe
prototype üncludtng the noise con-
tribution of Rj] was measured at
1 nV Hz-I/2.The current drawn by
the amplifier from a ±15 V supply
is about 11 mA.

(T. Giesberts - 924089)

+

R1

SWITCHED 5 V SUPPLY
Ifyoueverneed to denve a 5 V line Irom.say. a 15-25 V supply. National Serni-
conductors LM1575 and LM2575 are
ideal. These switched 5-V regulators
need only a choke, a freewheeling dtode
and a couple of electrolytic capacttors to
meet your requirements. In fact, these
regulators go a lang way to prove that
the industry has overcome most of the
problems swttched power supplies have
suffered frorn; both the regulators men-
tioned worked first time without any
problems whatsoever.
The only thing that is still not as good

as in linear power supplies is the rtpple:
in the the prototypes this amounted to
20 mVpp-
The measured efflciency of the proto-

types is 75%. whereas National Semicon-
ductors gtve a figure of 82%. This figure
does. of course. depend to some ext.enl
on the components used.
The diode ts a Type IN5822 or BYW29

from Philips: any fast diode will do. how-
ever but do not use a common-or-gar-
den 1N400 1 or similar.
The choke ts a ready-made 330 ~H type

that must be able to handle current.s of

9 ... 25V

924089 . 11

at least 1 A.
Build the supply with a cerrtr'al, star-

shaped common earthing point as tndt-
cated in the dtagraru. Use good-quality
electrolytic capacitors (perhaps two in
parallel). The more compacl you keep
the supply, the betler it will work.
The input voltage can lie between 8 V

and 32 V. The maximum currenl the

regulator can provide is about 1 A.
Pin 4 ts the feedback input.
Pin 5 may be used for switching the

supply on/off ifthat is wanted, connect
thts pin to a 2.4-15 V potential instead
of to earih.

(National Semiconductor - 924117)

LM1575/
LM2575 4

FB

'~ IC' 2 L1• 330llH
+}---71

t ... ONtOFF

5

018 .. 32V C1
OC

C2

924117·11

LM1575/LM2575

TQ·220

1 = VN
2 = Output
3", Ground

4 = Feedback
5 = ON!OFF

RU
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REAL-TIME SWITCH DEBOUNCE
Mostctebouncecircuitsshorten

or lengtben the time a swttch
ts pressed ta obvtate interference
pulses caused by switch bounce.
The present circutt does not al-
feet that time: the puJseat the out-
put is exactly in accordance with
the time elapsed between the de-
presstng and the releasing of the
switch.

VVhen s~tch SI ispressed,
monostable lela is triggered via
gates IC3d' IC3a, and IC3b' The
feedbackfrom IC3ata IC3densures
that the monostable cannot be
trtggered agam durtng the pulse
duration.
When the mono timehas e1apsed.

bistable IC2ais cIocked. If at that
momcnt the output OflC3d is still
high. the Q output of IC2a goes
high and the Q output becomes
low. The bistable keeps IC3a and
IC3b off. whtle IC3e passes the output
signal of IC3d to the reset input of the
monostable.
As lang as SI rematns depressed. the

monostable ts reset via le3e' When the
switch is released and its contact opens.
the monostable ts relriggered. If the key

rcta

+
sv

tCl '" 74HCT123
tC2 '" 74Hcn4
IC3 '" 74HCT132

.n.

Q

o
924\11\1· 11

stays open for the length ofthe mono time.
bistable IC2a is reset after that time. If
the switch contact eloses du ring the
mono time, IC2a remains set.
The mono time needs to be langer

than the Iongest open time of the switch
during bounce.

Time constant R2-C2must be constd-
erably langer than the mono time. so
that thefeedback from IC3ato IC3dis avail-
able durtng the entjre mono time.
The crrcutt draws a current of abou t

1 mA.
(B. Zschocke - 924019)

SIMPLE SYMMETRICAL POWER SUPPLY
Integrated voltage regulators LM317 and
LM337 enable a strnple. regulated. sym-

IC1metrtcal power supply as shown in the
diagram to be destgned. Thts supply is 18V 1'----71 O ... 1SV
variable from 0 V to ± 15 V. can provide 1AS 1 LM317 1 1AS LM317

1 0 • 1
a current of up to 1.5 A. ts short-circuit + 1 1 +
proof. and has thermal protection. More- 1 l;z1 1
over, the regulators have Interrial dtsst- I!:.. __ -- ~I
pation ltrrunng whtch ensures. irrespec- Cl C3

live of their eooling, that the dtsstpatton
"does not exceed 20 W. 25V

Ta enable the outputvoltage betngvar-
ied from 0 V, auxiliary voltages of ± 1.4 V l;z1 (J
are created with the aid of two zener •
diodes, 0] and 02. A1though technically LM337ineleganl. this arrangement Is the most
cost-effective in a simple power supply.
The regulators must be fitted on a

C2 C4heat sink wtth a thermal reststance of
1.75 KW-I. 1,
The maxrmum current of 1.5Aisavail- IC2 asv1'-- --71

able only if the maximum dtsstpatton of 1 ~ 1
20 W has not been reached and [with an ,

0 • I

inputvoltageof±18Vasshown), the out- 1 1 l;z1 •put voltage is above 5 V.At lower output 18V 1 LM337 1 O ... 1SV -01AS I!:.. ____ ~I 1AS
voltages, the maximum output current 924112 - 11
drops to 1.1 A (at Uo=O V).

(L. Lemmens - 924112)
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I
BANDPASS FILTERWITH EXTRA FEEDBACK
A n important propcrty of a band pass
r-lfUter ts tts shape factor, wluch ts the
ratio of its bandwidth at high attenua-
tton to thatat low attenuatton. The smaller
the shape factar, the better the filter.
Another tmportant parameter ts the

group delay Ume, which determmes how
fast pulse-shaped and stnusotdal sig-
nals can traverse the filter. Within the
pass band, the delay time should becon-
stant to ensure the faithful transfer of
the signal.
These parameters often da not show

up very weIl in the usual active filter
wtth Ioeal feedback for each second-
order section (multiple feedback filter).
The rnagic ward in electrorucs ts 'feed-

back'. The graphs tn Fig. I and 2, per-
tatntng to the circutt tn Fig. 3, show the
importance of feedback. Ftgurc 1 gives
the frequency vs gain response If R14
and RI6 are ornitted (no feedback). The

1 2

~. ~ ~~, - ~u, DEL.A',~,
""fEE!>BACO< -co _{al (dB)

FUDtlAC~
_M ....(.)

". ·72C.G ,~ •• ·m•

,.• - ,~ .,~-.n. ,- ·~.OO .,M ,-
-".111l ·:I8II.D m.~ -3UIQ .•. m~~. ·''''D 2~"'~ ~. -'''.D ..,.,au

". ,,. M ,,.
FREOUE"IlY{lt» RlEQUENCy 11to)

Moreover, the group delay in the pass
band ts constant within acceptable limits.
This shows that with the extra feed-

back the filter gives a better perfonnance
than in tts traditional set-up.

3

(J. Barendrecht - 924095)

.",. ."

bandwidth at -3 dB rs 50 Hz and that at
-40 dB is 450 Hz. That gtves a shape
factor of 9.
With the extra feedback provided by

RI4 and R16, the filter has a bandwidth
of 200 Hz at -3 dB and of 660 Hz at
-40 dB. That gtves a shape factor of 3.3.

~6V

o ~:u,,~
IC1 0

~

' cto

'"'" - 6V

IC1 = TL074

924095 - 13

AUTOMATIC NiCd BATTERY CHARGER
~e charger makes cunning use of the
.1properties ofa Type 555 timer. The tn-
ternal window comparator of the le ts
set to 4.7 V by zener dtode DI. lf the po-
tentialat pin 6exceeds that Ievel. the out-
put voltage at ptn 3 becomes low. If the
potential at ptn 2 drops below halfthe ref-
erence voltage, that IS4.7/2=2.35 V, the
output voltage becomes high.
When the voltage of the battery to be

charged is low, and the output potential
of IC I is thus high, the battery will be

charged via R6 and D2 until the 'Iully
charged' voltage, set with P2, ts reached.
The output of the IC then changes state
and chargtng ceases. However,theICcon-
ttnues monitoring the battery voltage
with the aid of Tj .
When the output ofthe battery, owtng

to self-dtscharge, has dropped below the
level set with P2. the IC causes charging
to recommence. Dual LED D3 lights red
when chargtng ts in progress and green
durtng the qutcsccnt pertods.

In this way, the battery can be left tn
the charger for any period you llke: it
will always be fully charged for use when
required . Itwill never be overcharged, nor
will it dischargemore than a little.
With values as shown in the diagrarn.

the charger is suitable for 6 V and 9 V
batteries.
Nine-volt types wtth 6 or 7 cells are

charged at about 20 mA: PI should be
set to arrange for the charger to swttch
off after 14 hou r-s. The lower window
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level is set to about 1V below that value
with P2.
Stx-volt types with 4 or 5 cells are

charged at 55 mA. Agarn. PI should be
set so that the charger switches off after
about 14 hours. The lower window level
is set to about 0.8 V below that value.
lt should be noted that NiCd battery

manufacturers do not recommend 'fully
charged'voltage measurements. but pre-
fer time or temperature measurements.
Nevertheless, the auhor has used the pre-
sent circuil for chargmg small NiCd bat-
teries to good effect for sorne time.

(Amrit Bir Tiwana - 924088)

DIGITAL TAPE COUNTER

Hereis a simple way of making a tape
counter that gtves a ten-step indi-

cation with the aid of two ICs and a
scvcn-scgmcnt dtsplay. Its great advan-
tage ts that It can be connected to a
recorder in a stratghtfcrward manner,
stnce it records the length of time the
motor runs.
The motor ofthe cassette player ts con-

nected to the reset Input of fC2 and to
the circuit earth. lt is necessary for the
motor to run only when the tape runs:
in two- and three-motor decks the cap-
stan motorusually runscontinuously. At
the Instant the reset input of IC2 goes
high, the timer begins to dellver very-low-
frequency pulses: one pulse every 3 min-
utes with 52 in position C60 as shown
in tbe diagram. and one every 4.5 rrun-
utes in position C90.
The pulses are apphed Indecade counter-

display driver ICI. Tlus stage ratses the
display position by 1 for every pulse so
that at the end of a C60 or C90 cassette
the display has gone through positions
0-9. The display is reset by presstng SI'
Owtng to leakage currents and the

tolerances of the electrolytic capacitors
in the ttrrung network, R3-R2-RI-C2 (or
R3-R2-RI-C31. it may be necessary for
the value ofRj to be changed (empirically).
Because the first cycle of a Type 555

timer is always langer than the next, re-
peated stopptng and starttng of the tape
may result in an appreciable error in
the displayed time.
It is essential that the Input voltage ts
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more than 50 mA.
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COPYING WITH AV RECORDERS

Cassette recorders like l1T's SL537 AV
or SL837 AV,used by tape-slide pro-

ducers. have a Jour-track head. A pulse
circurt is connected to oneofthese tracks.
Pulses rccordcd on to the tape can be used
to actuate a relay to control the slide
projcctor.
The cassette that contains both the

sound and the control pulses must be
handled carefully and it is Ior that rea-
son wtse to make a copy of it for normal
use. Making such a copy ts not so easy.
however. because the pulses need to be
copied precrsely. When two AV recorders
are available. maktng a copy becomes ap-
prectably easter. provided that, a small
modtftcatton can be made to one ofthem.
The IIT recorders have aremate con-

trol input socket that is in parallel with
the 'to projector' socket. Both sockets
are 6-way DlN types. If only the relay
contacts in the recorder are used to send
control pulses to the projcctor, the 'tact
sw' can be linked to one of the unused
ptns of the remote control socket (pins
1. 4, 5 and 6).
When remote control is used. tt needs

to be ascertained whether there are free
ptns avatlable. In the prototype. pins 4
and 5 are used-see Ftg. la. If you can-
not be certain, it ts safer to bring out the
two relay contacts via a 3.5 mm jack
socket.
Once this work is done. pulses ca n

be recorded on the tape from a second
recorder with pulse output. But first a
short cable has to be made to connect
the contacts on the second recorder (ptns
2 and 3 of the 'to projector' socket) to
the modified socket on the first recorder
In the case of two Irr recorders, this
cable ts shown schematically in Ftg. 1b.
Furthermore. for copying a second

short (record/playback) cable as shown
in Ftg. 1c Is needed. This cable should
be matched to the input levels of the
recorders.
With the modified recorder set to record

(audio as weil asAV), the second recorder
plays back the original casselle. The
modilled recorder will then make a per-

.3.,
DINS

10 Projector

ITI Sl5371Sl538 AV

...i!
Pilot Signal...... /In"'j'

./
" .."

cfJ==

ModilicatlonK2 924108· 11c

rn" 924108· 118

fect copy of the ortginal tape.
The cable connections in the diagram

have been chosen so that two rnodilled

recorders can copy back and forth ad
tnftnttum.

(A. Rietjens - 924108)

BIAS COMPENSATION FOR BIPOLAR OPAMPS

One advantage bipolar opamps have
over F'ET types is that their input

notse level is appreciably lower. However.
when abipolar opamp is used in a high-
impedance ctrcutt, its bias current often
presents aproblem. For tnstance, tbe btas
current ofthe well-known NE5534 opamp

is typically 0.5 ~A with a vanatton of
about 5 nA "C'-t.Temperature variations
of± IO°Cwould thuscausecurrentchanges
of almost 10%. which would make tt im-
possible to hold the output voltage at zero
volts d.c.
The ctrcutt presented here compen-

sates the bias current wi th a current
source. Its design ensures a high input
impedance. In practice the current source
Is not entirely stable with temperature
vartations, but that is largely nullified
by plactng it in a control loop.
The current source, T2. is connected
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to the non-tnverting input of ICI via a
10 MO resistor. The referenee voltage
for T2 is estabUshed by a 2 mA ancillary
currentsource, Tl and D1. Thisarrangement
ensures that noise on the supply ltnes
hardly affects the ctrcutt.
To keep the noise ofT2 to a minimum.

the 'reference voltage' of Dj is divided by
R2~P).
Opamp fC2measures the direct volt-

age at the output of le) and regulates
the current source via R3 in such a way
that there is no direct voltage at the out-
putof Icj.Thismeans, ofcourse, that fCj
cannot be used as a d.c. arnplifier.
To ensure that the bias cornpensa-

tion is not nullified or affected by the
output rcststancc or output offset of the
precedtng stage. a capacttor, C2, is nec-
essary at the input. It might be thought
that, in viewofthe high inputimpedance,
this should have a small value. For a 20 Hz
cut-off point and an input impedance of
25 Ml1,a value of 330 pF would be suf-
ftctent. But this is wrong, because the
high reactance of such a capacitor would
cause a noise level of about 640 nVHz-I/2
at 20 Hz. Beause of this, the reactance
of the capacitor must match the output
impedance ofthe preceding stgnal source.
Preset PI must be set so that the out-

put voltage of fC2 ts zero, or nearly so,
at the centre ofthewanted ambient tern-
perature range.

BlAS COMPEN'SATION FOR BIPOLAR OPAMPS

r----.--~~_.~--~~--~--~--------__<+ 15V

•C2

•

e see Iext '---+---~--------__<-15V
924084 - 11

The circutt draws a current of about
11 mA.

(T. Giesberts - 924084)

CURRENT PROBE FOR PCB TRACKS

Current tongs are instruments for
measwingalternatingcurrents in ca-

bles. Their great advantage over most
other methods is that the circuit need
not be broken. Their action depends on
the same prineiple as that of a trans-
former: after the tongs (trans former core)
have been placed around one ormore cur-
rent-carrytng conduetors (primary wind-
mgl. magnette fields ar-isc in the eore
matertal. Becauseofthe altemattng mag-
netie field components a voltage Is in-
duced in the coil wound around the core
(secondary winding). In accordance with
Faraday's law of induction, this voltage
ts a measure of the vector surn of the
eurrents through the wires in the cable.
A frequent requirement is the mea-

surement of an alternating current in
the supply lines on a printed-ctrcutt
board. In that case. technieians are
often more interested in the waveform
than in the r.m.s, value. Traditional cur-
rent tongs can, of course, not be used
then. It ts. however, not too difficult to
construct a current probe for this pur-
pose. All that is needed is a short length
of ferrite matertal.a few metres (yards)
of thin enamelled copper wire,a BNC
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plug, and ametre (yard) of 50~l1coaxial
cable, for tnstance. Type RG58/U.
Ferrite has a lowmagnetic reststance

and attracts the fields around the track.
To ensure optimum ccupltng. the ferrite
must be placed as elose as possible to
the track. The most convenient shape of
the ferrtte is a bead cut in halflengthwise:
the hollow Inside can then envelop the

track at an angle of 180°-see diagram.
About 40 turns of the eopper wire are

wound around the half bead as shown.
The terminals of the winding are 501-

dered to the eoax eable. Solder one ter-
minal of the coil to the conductor of the
cable, insulate the connection with tape
and then fold the earth braid back over
the conductor. Then solder the secend
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I CURRENT PROBE FOR PCIl TRACKS

terminal of the wtndtng to the bratd,
Ta gtve the probe some mechantcal

ngtdity. push a narrow tube {such as an
empty ballpen) over the eable on to the
wtnding, When that is done. fit the tube
to the sensor wtth superglue or epoxy
restn,
Terminate the other end of the coax-

ial eable into the BNC plug.
The self-inductance afthe sensor wind-

ing is same 20-30 IlH, which gtves a re-
aetanee (=2njL) in the wanted frequeney
range that ts much greater than 50 n,The
voltage measured wtth a spectrum ana-
lyser or oscilloscope is thus virtually in-
dependent of the stgnal frequeney.
The core of the prototype shown in

the photograph is4mm thiekand l5mm
lang. The self-Inductance of the sensor
windlng is Sü uH. whieh makes theprobe
suitable for Irequenctes >500 kHz. As long
as the core material is not saturated,
the sensilivity ofthe probe isaboutO.2 VA-J.

(B. Danker - 924103)

924103 ·11

COMPACT RS232 ISOLATOR
~e MAX252 from Maxim ts a special
.1Je for designing an electrically iso-
lated RS232 connection. Such links are
particularly importantwhen several pieces
of equipment (wh ich may or may not be
isolated frorn the rnains) are to be inter-
connected even when they have differ-
ent earth potentials.
The chip is avaiJable in two modes: A

(expensive) and B ünexpenstvel. Note.
however, that even inexpensive Is rela-
tive, because the B type still costs more
than 5;30.
The maximum isolatton voltage that

the B-type can handle for one minute is
500 V, whereas the A-type ean handle
up to 1250 V. Moreover, the A-type ean
have a constant voltage across its ter-
nunals of 130 V. The maximu m trans-
mission speed ofboth types ts 9600 baud.
The tnternal trans former of the chip

provides the supply voltage Ior the rtght-
hand side of the diagram. The input and
outpu t levels at the left-hand side areTIL
compatible. The inputs have a hystere-
sis of roughly 0.5 V and pull-up eurrent
sources of 0.4 IlA for the suppression of
noise stgnals.
The inputs and outputs at the nght-

hand side are RS232 eompatible. Outputs
T10ut and T20ut deliver a voltage of 7.5 V
to a load of 3 kQ.
With a supply voltage of 5 V, the lC

draws a current of 90 mA.
Pin 11 of the MAX252 is an acttve-

low,output-enable tnput and pm 3 an ac-
ttve-htgh shut-down input. A high level
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at ptn 3 eauses the 130 kHz oseillator of
the integrated supply to be swttched off.
Tloul and T20ut to become high-tmpedance.
the 4 jlA pull-up inputs to be deaetu-
ated , and the power acceptance to be
redueed to 50 jlW.

RS232 eompatible levels at the left-
hand side ean be provided by the MAX233
as shown in the diagram. This lC also
arranges the necessary Inverston of the
vartous stgnals.

(Maxim applieation - 924107)
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DUMMY LOADS
ARTIFICIAL AERIALS FOR TRANSMITTER TESTING

A dummy load is an artificial aerial that is used for making measurements
and performing tests on radio transmitters without actually radiating a
signal into the air. Radio operators should routinely use dummy loads to
tune up on crowded channels, and only when the tuning is completed

transfer power to the live antenna. In some countries, this procedure is not
merely good manners, but required by law (even if often ignored).

ANOTHER use for dummy loads is in
troubleshooting aruenna systerns con-

taining multiple elements (e.g. tuners,
coaxial cable, lew-pass filters, and so
forth). Suppose, for example, we have an
anten na system in which the VSWR (volt-
age standing wave ratio) is high enough 10
adversely affect the operation of the radio
transmitter. Modern transrnitters, with
solid-state final RF power amplifiers,
have VSWR-sensilive power shutdown
circuitry. We can test such a system by
disconnecting each successive element in
sequence, and connect the dummy load 10
its output. lf the VSWR goes down to the
normal range, when a particular element
is replaced with the durnmy load, the dif-
ficulty is probably distal to the point
where the dummy load was inserted (i.e.,
towards the arnenna). You will eventually
find the bad element (wh ich is usually the
antenna itself).
Another use for dummy loads is in test-

ing for television, broadcast radio or audio
system interference. Once it is established
that it is your transmitter tbat is causing
the problem, it is necessary to determine
whether or not the route of transmission is
through the antenna, around the cabinet
tlanges or through the AC power mains
connection. If the offending signal is from
the antenna, then the root cause might be
not the signal or transmitter, but improper
filtering or shielding of the television or
other appliance, or the inability to handle
local overload conditions created by (but
not the fault of) your transmitter. If the in-
terference persists in the face of using an
RF dummy load substituting for the aerial,
then the problem is in the power connec-
tion or flanges ... and you must do some-
thing further to find and suppress the
fault.

Formsof dummy load
A common, but irregular, form of dummy
load is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a 40
to IOD-watt electric light bulb that is con-
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Fig. 1. light bulb dummy load.

nected to a length of 52-11 coaxial cable
and a connector that mates with the trans-
mitter. The centre conductor of the coax-
ial cable is connected to the centre button
of the light bulb, while the shield of the
coaxial cable is connected to the outer
threads or base (depending on country of
origin) of the bulb.
It was onee eommon praetice to paint

the bulb with either aluminium or copper
conductive spray paint, except for a small
window to see the light level. The paint
supposedly shields the bulb and thereby
prevents RF radiation. That supposition,
however, is highly optimistic. One day
about 30 years ago, I used this type of
dummy load to test my Heathkit DX-60B
90-wau CW transmitter. A triend of mine
answered my 'call ' (supposedly made to a
dummy load), and reported an S7 signal
strength ... from a distance of nearly ten
kilornerers! That is not exaetly how a
dummy load is supposed to work.
Another defect of the light bulb

dummy load is that its resistance changes
with light brightness. Hence the bulb is
not stable enough to be seriously eonsid-
ered as a dummy load except in the crud-
est sense.
The light bulb dummy load, while

cheap and easy to obtain, is too much of a
problem für all but impromptu emergeney
situations. It is not recommended.
Figure 2 shows the most elementary

form of regular dummy load whieh con-
sists of one or more resistors eonnected in
series, parallel, and/or series-parallel as
needed to make the total resistance equal
to the desired load impedance (usually
SO Q).
The power dissipation of the dummy

load in Fig. 2 is the sum of the individual
power dissipations. By using ordinary 2-
watt earbon composition resistors, it is
possible to make reasonable dummy loads
10 powers of ab out 50 watts. Above that
power level, one must eonsider the effects
of stray capacitance and inductance from
all of the resistor leads and interconnect-
ing wires. Higher levels can be accommo-
dated, however, if care is taken 10 keep
capacitanees and inductances low.
lt is essential that non-inductive resis-

tors be used for this application. For this
reason, carbon eomposition or metal film
resistors are used. There are aetually two
forms of non-inductive resistors on the

shielded enccecre
,----- ----- - --1

50-239_@ I
UHF I I
coaxial I R3 R41

I I
connectOf' I I

: IL __J
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Fig.2. Simple, low-power dummy load made
from carbon composition or metal film non-
inductive resistors.



TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Fig.3. Commercial 5-watt dummy load.

Fig. 4. Commercial 50-watt dummy load.

Fig. 5. Commercial 50-watt, 50-ohm dummy
load (courtesy Bird Electronics).

market. The carbon composition and
metal film iypes are intuitively obvious.
The other form are wirewound resistors in
wh ich adjacent turns are wound in oppo-
site directions so that their mutual mag-
neue fields caneel each other out. These
are called 'counter-wound' resistors. For
very low frequency « 20 kHz) work, it is
permissible 10 use such counter-wound
wire low-inductance resistors. These re-
sistors, however, cannot be used QVeT a
few hundred kilohertz.
Several commercial dummy loads are

shown in Figs. 3 through 10. The dummy
load in Fig. 3 is a 5-watt model, and is
typically used in Citizens Band and other
low-power (QRP) HF transmitters. The
resistor is mounted directly on a PL-259
coaxial connector. These loads typically
work to about 300 MHz, although many
are not really useful over about ISO MHz
because of stray capacitance and induc-
tance. A higher power version of the same
type is shown in Fig. 4. This device works
from VLF to the low VHF region, and is
able to dissipate up to 50 waus. I have
used this dummy load for servicing high
VHF landmobile rigs, VHF-FM marine
rigs, and low-VHF landmobile rigs, as
weil as ham radio rigs.
The load resistor in Fig. 5 is a Bird

Electronics Terrnaline load that works at
power levels to 50 watts, while presenting
a 50-Q load.
A 300-watt amateur radio SO-ohm

dummy load is shown in Fig. 6. This one
is made by MFJ Enterprises in the USA.
Unlike the other two models, above, it is
built inside a sheet metal cabinet, and is
low in cost.
An MFJ versaload is shown in Fig. 7.

This dummy load is similar in form tu the
old (now off the market) Heathkit
CQlltenna. It consists of a high-power, 50-
n non-inductive resistor element mounted
inside a paint can that is filled with ordi-
nary motor oil. The oil increases the dissi-
pation capabiliry of the resistor, but tends
to seep out of the load if it is not weil
sealed.
Very high powered loads are shown in

Figs, 8 and 9. These devices are Bird
Electronics 'coaxial resistors', and oper-
ate to power levels of several kilowatts or
more. The high power load of Fig. 9 is
cooled by flowing water through the body
of the resistor, and then exhausting the
he at in an air-cooled radiator.
Our final dummy load resistor is shown

in Fig. 10. The ac tu al resistor, made by
R.L. Drake Co. in the USA, is shown in
Fig, 10a, while a schematic view is shown
in Fig. lOb. The long, high-power non-in-
ductive resistor element is rated at 50 0,
and can dissipate 1000 W for several min-
utes. If longer times, or higher powers, are
anticipated, then forced air cooling is ap-
plied by adding a blower fan to one end 01'
the cage (on the Drake product, a remov-
able mounting plate for a 3.5-inch fan is
provided).

Providing an output level
indicator
The dummy load in Fig. 10 was modified
by the author by adding the BNC jack (12)
for RF signal sampling. This jack is COI1-

nected internally to either a two-turn loop
made 01' 22 AWG (approx. 0.8 mm dia.)
insulated hook-up wire, or a 25-cm brass
rod that is positioned alongside the resis-
tor element (as shown in Fig. lOb). The
loop or rod will pick up a sampie of the

Fig. 6. Amateur radio dummy load for VLF to
150 MHz (courtesy MFJ Enterprises, Inc.).

Fig.7. Dummy load mounted inside a paint
can (Courtesy MFJ Enterprises, Inc.).

Fig. 8. High power dummy loads (Courtesy
of Bird Electronics).
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Fig.9. High power, water-cooled dummy load (courtesy Bird Electronics).

signal so that it can be viewed on an oscil-
loscope, 01" used for other instrumentation
purposes. Figure 11 shows an oscillo-
scope photograph of an arnplitude modu-
lated RF signal taken from my modified
dummy load. The rransmitter was a 60-
watt AM rig rnodulated by a 400-Hz sine
wave from a ben eh signal generator.
Another approach to providing an out-

put indicator is shown in Fig. 12a. In this
ease, a germanium signal diode (I N34 or
IN60 is suitable) is connected 10 the end
of the signal sampling rod that conneets to
the output BNC jack. The diode rectifies
the signal picked up by the rod, or sam-
pling coil if one is used, and the R-C net-
work R3-C [ filters it to remove residual
RF signal.
A variaucn on the theme is shown in

Fig. 12b. This circuit, which is like one

that was used in the Heathkit Cantenna,
uses a resistor voltage divider (R2-R3)
connected across the dummy load (R I). A
germanium signal diode (I N34 or IN60)
is attached to the junction of the two volt-
age divider resistors.
The voltage at the junction (U) is re-

lated 10 the RF output power applied to
the dumrny load by the voltage divider
equation:

R3 -JRI x P
R2+R3

or,

where P is the RF power in watts. The

a b
R1 = 500
carbon COfTlposition coatlng
O\IBf eyI~drk;al ~amic formr--------------------'

I

Jl
50-239 I

I,

,,~ ~BNC I R2

l---------l----~----pielt-up unit (brass rod)
(not In original modeI) 920103. 13

Fig. 10. a) amateur radio dummy load, 50-ohm, 1000-watts intermittent (constant when op-
tional fan is added); b) circuit of dummy load, with author's modifications.
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DUMMY LOADS

Fig. 11. Typical RF display on an oscillo-
scope from pick-up unit inside dummy load.

a r------i

J'~
I
I 1N60

J2~ 01

BNC I
I CI

lr~__~
920103 -14
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I «
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00,

""
(11IIahort alS
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"
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Fig. 12. a) diode detector circuit for circuit of
Fig. 10; b) resistor voltage divider tor detect-
ing RF signal.

outpur voltage from the cireuit of Fig, 12b
is quite reasonable. With the values
shown, a 100-watt transmitter signal pro-
duces an RMS (root-mean-square) voltage
of the order of 16 v.

Conclusion
Dummy loads are used as artificial aerials
that permit one to energize a radio trans-
mitter for testing, troubleshooting or ad-
justment without actually radiating a
signal. Their use is good engineering
practice, is good manners for good radio
neighbours, and is legally mandated in
most countries. Use them, and we will a1l
be better off. •



I
DELTA-PEAK NiCd CHARGER

Design by L. Pijpers

Fast eharging high-eapaeity NiCd batteries with large eurrents
does not only save time, but also prolongs their usefullife.
Moreover, if the eharger operates on the delta-peak prineiple,

the batteries are always eharged timely
and to full capacity.

High-capacity NiCd batteries from which
large currents are drawn benefit from

being charged with large currents. Owing to
the large discharge currents free metal ions
in the electrolyte are produced in the course
of time. This raises the internal resistance of
the battery so that it can 110 langer provide
such large currents. lf the battery is charged
with a large current, the ions are eliminated
so that the internal resistance of the battery
returns to its normal value. Tt should be borne
in mind, however, that not all NiCd batter-
ies can be charged with largecurrents. More-
over, even if the battery is capable of being
fast-charged, this should never be attempted
when it is not fully discharged. Finally, to
ensure that the battery has a lang life, it is
recommended that every flfth fast charge is
followed by a standerd 14-hour charge.

Delta-peak principle
In standard practice, NiCd batteries must be
cbarged at 1/10 of their Ah capa city for 14
hours, which means a shghr overcharge. Fast
chargingrequiresspecial measures. Asshown
in Fig. 1, the cell voltage during chargtng
initially rises rapidly and thcn. after a cer-
tain level has been reached, only slowly. When
the battery is almest fully charged, the cell
voltagerisesmore rapidly again until it is fully
charged. after which the voltage actually
drops. This can be explained as follows. The
eherging current not only charges the bat-
tery, but also decomposes the electrolyte,
whereby gases (particularly oxygen) are pro-
duced that cannot combine with the elec-
trode material. The consequence is that the
pressure in the (sealed) battery rises slowly.
When the battery is nearly fully charged, the
charging curren t prod uces primaril y gas and
contributes little to the charge. This results
in a rapid rise of the pressure and the cell
voltage. Because of that press ure, part of the
oxygencombines with the material ofthe neg-
ative eJectrode which produces heat. Since
NiCd batteries have a negative temperature
coefficient of about -4 mV "C:'. shortly after
the battery has reached full charge, the cell
voltage drops again. Figure 1 shows that the
peak voltage is reached just after the battery
is fully charged.
The delta comes about because the prin-

ciple used here depends on the monitoring
of small voltage changes. which are denoted
mathematically by the Greek letter d(elta).

With this principle, as soon as the cell volt-
age shows signs of dropping. charging is dis-
continued.

The circuit
The prime function of the circuit in Hg. 2 is
the monitoring of srnall changes in the bat-
tery voltage. To this end, the battery voltage
is applied toan integrator, consisting ofRjand
C2, via proteenon diode D4 and R2. The inte-
grator has a time constant, 1, of 5 s. As long
as the battery voltage rises, the potential
across C2 remains slightly below the voltage
at junction RTR3. When the battery voltage
drops, the potential across C2' owing to the
delay, becomes higher than the voltage at
junction RTR3- This comes about because of
thechargingcurrenrof Cc which flows through
R3 and thus causes a voltage drop across this
resistor. The small drop across R3 is applied
to IC, (a FET that has very high impedance
inputs). When the volta ge at pin 3 of this
opamp is lugher than that at pin 2, the out-
put of the amplifier is high, but T2 does not
yet conduct because TI is off since its base-
emitter voltage is held at 0 V via the relay
contact and ~-R8. When SI is pressed. TI COI1-
ducts, T2 switches on and the relay is ener-
gized, after which Tl is held on by Rj: the
charging process has commenced.
When the peak cell voltage is reached, the

potential at pin 3 of TCl drops below that at
pin 2. This results in the output of ICI going
low, whereupon T2 is switched off. The relay
is then deenergized so that Tl is off: eherging
has ended.
This would be true in an ideal world: in the

real world opamps haveoffsetvoltagesat their
inputs so that they don't switch at exactly
o V. The offset voltage of IC, is 'nullified' by
setting PI so that the JC changes state when
the voltage at pin 2 is about 2 mV higher
than that at pin 3. The printed-circuit board
in Fig. 3 has two termirrals ('off') where the
offset voltage can be measured with a digi-
tal voltmeter.
The charger operates either from a 12 V

(car) battery or a 12-14 V mains adaptor that
can deliver the necessary high currents.

Construction and seHing up
The charger is intended to be constructed on
the PCB shown in Fig. 3. All components bar
the relay and PI must be fitted upright. It is,
therefore, necessary to fit the seven solder-
ing pins before the cornponents. Power re-
sistors Rn and Ru are not fitted on the board.
The board should preferably be mounted in
a small metal case to which Ru and Ru may
be fixed for good heat condcution.
Durtng setting up, a discharged NiCd bat-

tery must be connected to K} (but it must not

1.50 100
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Fig. 1. Charge condition vs voltage/pressure/temperature characteristics.
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be charged, which it is not as Jong as SI is not
pressed). Since the maximum current drawn
ls then 500mA, the charger may be powered
frorn a simple 12 V mains adaptor or battery.
Link JP1 must be set and a DVM, set to its
lowest voltage range, connected to "off". Set

PI for a reading of -2.0 mY. Remave the link
and the DVM, whereupon the charger is read y
for use.
As a refinement, a suitable 5 A ammeter

for monitoring the charging current may be
fitted permanently in the +12 V supply line.

Fig. 2. Circuil diagram 01 Ihe della-peak NiCd battery charger.

Fig. 3. Prinled-circuil board lor the della-
peak NiCd battery charger.
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl, R2, R5 = 5.6 kG
R3 = 2.2 MG
R4=47kG
R6, R9 = 1 kG
R7=10kG
R8=100G
Rl0 = 1.5 kfl
Rll, R12 = 0.22 G, 25 W (see text)
Pl = 100 kG preset

Capacitors:
Cl, C3 = 100 ~F, 16 V, radial
C2 = 2.2 ~F,25 V
C4 = 100 nF (0.1 ~F)

Semiconductors:
01,02 = lN4004
03 = two-colour lEO
04 = lN4148
Tl = BC557B
T2 = BC547B
ICl = Tl081

Miscellaneous:
Kl, K2, K3 = 2-way terminal block for
PCB mounting, 5 mm grid

Rel = 12 V, 8 A (car type) relay
S1 = single-pole push-button make
switch

DELTA-PEAK NiCd CHARGER

Operation
When the 12 V supply is on, but no charging
is taking place, D3 lights orange. When 51 is
pressed to start charguig. and during charg-
tng, Djlights red. On completion of the charg-
ing, when the relay is deenergized, Dj Iights
orange again. If something is wrang, 03 does
not light at alJ, of course.
If the NiCd battery to be charged is con-

nected with incorrect polarity, the relay will
clatter for an obvious remedy.
When a battery has been charged, wait

about 20 seconds (to give C2 time to dis-
charge) before connecting the next battery to
be charged to Kl.

Options
The circuit as shown in Fig. 2 is designed
for a 7.2 V, 1.2 Ah NiCd battery. If batteries
with a different voltage or capacity are to
be charged. Ru and Rn must be suitably adapted.
That requires same arithmetic, for which
the stated battery properties can be used.
A 7.2 V, 1.5 Ah, e-cell NiCd battery is

fast-charged at 3.5-4.0 A. At that current,
the chargtng voltage is some 1.6 V per celL
Together with the drop across the connect-
ing cables and contacts, a total charging
voltage of some 10 V is therefore required.
Since the supply is 12-13 V, the resistors
have to drop, say, 2.5 V. At a charging cur-
rent as stated, that would need a resistance
valueofO.72-0.63!2. This requirementis met
by two 0.33 Q resistors in series.
If another type of NiCd battery, say, a

6 V, 600 mA type, were to be charged the
chargtng voltage would be araund 8 V at a
cur rent of some 2 A. The power resistors
would thus have to drop about 4.5 V; in
otherwords, theircombi.ned resistancewould
have to be 2.25 Q and this would be met by
two 1.2 Q resistors in series. Their rating, P,
is calculated from P=[2R,where I is the charg-
ing current and R the resistance. In the case
stated, the rating of each resistor would
have to be 5 W. •



be charged, which it is not as long as SIis not
pressed). Since the maximum current drawn
is then 500mA, the charger may be powered
from a simple 12Vmains adaptor or battery.
Link JPl must be set and a DVM, set to its
lowest voltage range, connected to 'off'. Set

PI for a reading of -2.0 mV.Remove the link
and the DVM,whereupon the charger is ready
for use.
As a refinement, a suitable 5 A ammeter

for monitoring the charging current may be
fitted permanently in the +12V supply line.

~
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the delta-peak NiCd battery charger.

Fig. 3. Printed-circuit board for the delta-
peak NiCd battery charger.
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DELTA-PEAK NiCd CHARGER

Operation
When the 12V supply is on, but no charging
is taking place, D3 lights orange. When SI is
pressed to start charging, and during charg-
ing, Djlights red. On completionof the charg-
ing, when the relay is deenergized, Dj lights
orange again. If something is wrong, D3 does
not light at all, of course.
If the NiCd battery to be charged is con-

nected with incorrect polarity, the relay will
clatter for an obvious remedy.
When a battery has been charged, wait

about 20 seconds (to give C2 time to dis-
charge) before connecting the next battery to
be charged to K3.

Options
The circuit as shown in Fig. 2 is designed
for a 7.2 V,1.2 Ah NiCd battery. If batteries
with a different voltage or capacity are to
becharged,Rnand R12must besuitablyadapted.
That requires some arithmetic, for which
the stated battery properties can be used.
A 7.2 V, 1.5 Ah, 6-cell NiCd battery is

fast-charged at 3.5-4.0 A. At that current,
the charging voltage is some 1.6 V per cell.
Together with the drop across the connect-
ing cables and contacts, a total charging
voltage of some 10 V is therefore required.
Since the supply is 12-13 V, the resistors
have to drop, say, 2.5 V.At a charging cur-
rent as stated, that would need a resistance
value ofO.72-0.63n.This requirementis met
by two 0.33 n resistors in series.
If another type of NiCd battery, say, a

6 V, 600 mA type, were to be charged the
charging voltage would be around 8 V at a
current of some 2 A. The power resistors
would thus have to drop about 4.5 V; in
other words, their combined resistance would
have to be 2.25n and this would be met by
two 1.2n resistors in series. Their rating, P,
is calculated from P=f2R, where I is the charg-
ing current and R the resistance. In the case
stated, the rating of each resistor would
~~~~5W •
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DESIGN IDEAS

The contents 01 this article are based solelyon information sup-
plied by the author and do not imply practical experience by Elekor

DIGITAL BLACKJACK

AN EXERCISE IN SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

This article describes each step in the design process of a digital machine that
plays the card game of blackjack (also known as vingt-et-un). The machine is a
synchronous sequential circuit, the functions of which are based on the rules of

As a teacher of digital sys-tems I have found the
game of blackjack to be an in-
strucrive example for individu-
als beginning to learn the
principles of sequential circuit
design. Choosing agame as a
design project makes the cir-
cuit design fun for all.
Typically at the end of a se-
mester, the students will try ro
beat the dealer and their fellow
classmates in a design coniest.
This gives added motivation
for students to implement, not
only a working system, but a
design that proves itself supe-
rior. In this article I will de-
scribe the game of digital
blackjack, and then present a
typical solution to the problem.
The solution will take the form
of a synchronous sequential
circuit, which will be ex-
plained shortly. The design
process has a number of steps,
but each step in itself is
straightforward. After dis-
cussing these steps, I will en-
deavour to present some circuit
implementations using typical
digital devices.

Wh at is digital
blackjack?
Most people have played, or at
least heard of, the card game
blackjack. In the actual card
game, the player gets one card
face down and any number of
cards face up. The object of the
game is to get up 10 21 points

By Robert F. Hodson

without going over 21. The
point values for the cards are:
10 points for face cards,
1 point or LI points for an ace
(it is the player's choice) and
the face value for all other
cards. Going over 21 is called
'busting' and results in loosing
the hand. The player requests
another card by saying 'hir',
and teils the dealer to stop
dealing cards by saying 'stay'.
The dealer also plays ahand,
and the person closest to 21 is
the winner. In the event of a tie
score, the dealer wins. If you
ask a serious card player, I am
sure you will get a much longer
description of the game, how-
ever for our purposes I think
the above description is ade-
quate.
Digital blackjack is a modi-

fied version of the card game.
In this version, the dealer plays
against a digital circuit with the
card strategy built in. The cir-
cuit inputs the values of the
cards, and determines whether
another card is needed (take a
hit), or to stop playing (stay),
Since tbe actual card game
would require a large number
of inputs to represent all the
different type cards in a deck,
the modified game is played
with only three types of cards:
jacks worth 10 points, aces
worth 11 points, and fives
worth 5 points. I realize that
this limits the strategy of the
game considerably, but re-
mernber, the objective is to

learn sequential circuit design,
and if the problem is too large
to fit on paper it does not make
for a good working example.
Also, as it turns out, this modi-
fied game lS sophisticated
enough to make a good compe-
tition. One more thing: as in
regular blackjack, the players

get to know the dealer's play-
ing strategy. This allows the
players to make informed
choices in determining their
own strategy. For your game,
the dealer' s strategy will be as
follows:

1. lf the dealer has less than 16,

• •
• Combinational •
• Circuit •

- -

Memory
üevlce

Memory
üevlce

•
PRESENT • NEXT
STATE • STATE

Memory
üevlce
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a sequential circuit.
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he will take a HIT;
2. If the dealer has 16 or more
he will STAY.

With an understanding of the
game and the strategy in·
volved, let us now clarify the
concept of sequential logic.

Sequential circuits
Before getling started on the
design process, it is important
that the overall concept of a se-
quential circuit is understood.
Digital circuits can be classi-
fied as either combinational or
sequential. The difference be-
tween these two is that the se-
quential circuit can
'rcrnernber'. In mathematical
terms, this means that, for a se-
quential circuit, the outputs are
a function of its present state
and its inputs. In a cornbina-
tional circuit, the outputs are a
funclion of the inputs only. If
you are not comfortable with
the mathematical description,
da not worry abour it. I will ex-
plain it another way. The pre-
sent state of a digital circuit is
wh at the cireuit rernembers at
any given point in time. The
outputs of the circuit are de-
pendent on the circuit's inputs
and its present state. For exam-
pie, a counter is a sequential
circuit because to be able to go
to the next count value, the cir-
cuit must remember its current
count value. For a counter to
count up to three, its present
state must be two. Circuits that
have outputs that depend on
the current inputs and sorne
state information are sequential
circuits.
The other type of digital cir-

cuit is a combinational circuit.
The outputs of combinational
circuits are dependent only on
the current inputs to the circuit.
An adder would be an example
of a typical combinational cir-
cuit. The output, which is the
surn of the input values, only
depends on the current input
values. In generating a surn
with a digital adder circuit,
there is no need to remember
past sums. Since there is no re-
membering of past inputs in
determining the sum, the adder
is a combinational circuit.
Figure I shows a block dia-

gram of a sequential circuit.
Note that the circuit consists of
a combinational circuit con-
nected with some memory de-
vices. The memory devices

hold the present state of the
systern. The inputs of the cir-
cuit are combined with present
state signals to generate the
outputs and the next state to be
stored in the memory devices.
Let us take the counter exam-
pie again, and see bow it fits
into this general block diagram
for a sequential circuit.
Assurne the counter has one
digital input called COUNT.
When COUNT is a logic I, the
counter increases - otherwise,
when COUNT is a logic 0, the
counter holds its current value.
The cuerent value of the
counter is the present state of
the sequential circuit, and is
stored in the memory devices.
The present state and COUNT
are inputs to the combinational
circuit, which is the next value
in the counting sequence. In
this simple example, the out-
puts of the circuit are equal to
the next state of the circuit. In
general, this may not be the
case. The outputs may depend
on both the inputs and the pre-
sent st.ate. One characteristic of
sequential circuits worth not-
ing at this point is the feedback
path from the outputs of the
combinational circuit, through
the memory devices, back to
the inputs of the combinational
circuit. Whenever you see a
digital circuit with a feedback
path like this, you can immedi-
ately c1assify that circuit as a
sequential circuit. The feed-
back in a sequential circuit is
critical in making the circuit
work. New information is
stored in the memory, and is
then input back into the circuit.
This feedback mechanism is
what makes a counter count
from one, two, three, and so
on.
One last point about sequen-

tial circuits. There are actually
two types of sequential circuit:
synchronous and asynchro-
nous, Synchronaus sequential
circuits are more commonly
found in systems today. The
fundamental difference be-
tween a synchronous and an
asynchronous sequential cir-
cuit is the presence of a clock
signal. The cJock is a periodic
timing signal that coordinates
the loading of tbe memory de-
vices. When the memory de-
vices are synchronized with the
c1ock, the next state of the cir-
cuit changes at discrete inter-
vals III time. Synchronous
sequential circuits are, in gen-

eral, easier to design, have
fewer noise problems and are
less critical as regards timing.
The rest of this article will
focus on synchronaus sequen-
tial circuits.

The design process
I will now proceed with the de-
sign of the digital blackjack
circuit. The following is a list
of the steps in the design
process. The list looks fairly
lang, but do not let that deter
you, because each step is
straightforward. Due to the
number of steps involved in the
design of sequential circuits, it
is not a bad idea to make your-
self a check list ro ensure you
do not overlook a step in the
deign process.

Design step Cornpleted

DIGITAL BLACKJACK

understand? Most people
would not deliberately do this,
but it is all too common that
people proceed with a design
wit.hout fully understanding
what is asked for.
Misunderstandings early in the
design process cause costly re-
visions later on. In every de-
sign, the bulk of the design
effort should be spent at the be-
ginning, This requires the de-
signer to be patient. The
designer should think through
the problem several times be-
fore proceeding. Just like pro-
grammers like to go right to
coding a solution, hardware
designers love La get. to a cir-
cuit irnplernentation. Avoid the
ternptation! Trunk through
your design and proceed
slowly.

Determining a strategy
In the description of the digital
blackjack game, the dealer's
strategy is given. In this prob-
lem, you need to determine a
playing strategy to try and beat
the dealer. This in itself is not a
trivial problem. Just like in the
regular blackjack game, there
are odds to be considered.
There are a number of ways La
determine a successful playing
strategy, including statistical
analysis, simulations or simply
playing experience. Since the
focus of this exercise is not
card playing, but circuit de-
sign, I will simply state the
strategy implemented in this
design.

1. If the point total is 16 or

V
Digital Blackjack H

Cl
CO Sequenlial Circuit

S
clock

920105 ·12

Input description Output description

V Cl CO Meaning H S Meaning

0 X X Card input not valid 0 0 00 oothfng (undefined)
1 0 0 Card is a Ffve 0 1 Slay (stop requestinq cardsj

1 0 1 Carc Is a Jeck 1 0 Hit (re quest a card)

1 1 0 Card ts an ace 1 1 Invalid output combination

1 1 1 Unused inpul combination
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1. Understand the problem 0
2. Determine a strategy 0
3. ldentify inputs and
outputs 0

4. Determine the state
diagram 0

5. Make astate assignment 0
6. Derive the state table 0
7. Minimize the state table 0
8. Select a memory device 0
9. Determine next stare
equations 0

10. Determine the output
equations 0

I I. Implement the circuit 0

Understanding the problem
] know this is obvious. Who
would design a digital circuit
to solve a problem they did not

Fig.2. Input-output definitions.



11 DESIGN IDEAS

5 A

Notation:
5 • Five on card inputs with Ve l
J. jack on card Inputs with V=I
A· Ace on card inputs wilh ve r
V'. V=o

920105·13

Fig. 3. State diagram.

State 020100 Meaning

SO 0 0 0 Point total = 0, start state
Sl 0 0 1 Point total = 5
S2 0 1 0 Point total = 10
S3 0 1 1 Point total = 11
S4 1 0 0 Point total = 15
S5 1 0 1 Point total = 16
86 1 1 0 Point total = 20
S7 1 1 1 Point total = 21

Table 1. State assignment.

less, the circuit wiU request a
HIT.
2. Otherwise, STA Y.

In general, determining the
playing strategy in this design
corresponds to determining a
control algorithm in a more 50-
phisticated system. Again, you
should take your time, and ver-
ify the algorithm you want to
implement before proceeding.

Identify inputs and outputs
Figure 2 is a high-level block
diagram showing the inputs
and outputs of tbe circuit. In
playing digital blackjack, there
are three types of cards: jacks,

aces and fives. These three
c1asses of cards can be encoded
with two digital signals, CI
and CO, which represent the
card information. A third input,
V, is use as a qualifier for the
card inputs. When V is a
logic I, the card inputs are said
to be valid. I will assurne V
goes to a logie 1 for only one
cJock period when a new card
is played. [f you da not under-
stand the need for V right now,
bear with me, and it will be-
come apparent later on in the
design. Hold it right there! 'Ir
will become apparent later on
in the design'; [ bet you think I
am trying to pull a fast one on

you. Ta tell you the truth, the
first time I designed this cir-
cuit, 1 did not see the need for
the V signal until later on in the
design. That is not uneommon.
A good idea is often an itera-
tive process, You should notice
two other features in Fig. 2.
First, the clock is shown as an
input. Remember that a11 asyn-
chronous sequential circuits re-
quire a periodic clock signal to
control the transition between
states. Seeond, notice the X' s
in the input description - they
are a shorthand notation that
means the inpur can take on
any value.
With a feeling for the in-

puts, let us proceed to identify
the output signals. The digital
blackjack circuit must be able
to respond HIT or STA Y. I
ehose [0 use two eorrespond-
ingly named outputs, H for
HIT, and S for STAY. These
signals are mutually exclusive,
meaning only one is logie 1 at
any time, This makes sense
since it would be an error if the
game requested a HIT at the
same time it indicated STA Y.
The HTT/STA Y output infor-
mation can actually be encoded
in a single outpur signal, but [
kept the outputs separate so
they could independently drive
LED indicator lights.

Determine the state diagram
The next step in the process is
to determine the state diagram
for the system. Astate diagram
is a graph that has circles
which represent the states of
the sequential eircuit, and
shows the output for each state.
Remember that the states are
just what the eircuit has in its
memory at any point in time,
and for this system the outputs
are H (HIT) and S (STA Y).
Directed arcs are used to show
valid next states from any
gi yen state for the various
input combinations of CI, CO
and V. Let us take a specific
example. In this circuit, the in-
formation associated with each
state will be the eurrent point
total of the cards that have
been played. Assume agame is
just beginning, and the eircuit
is in the starting state, SO (refer
to Fig. 3). While in SO. the cir-
cuit sets the H signal request-
ing a HIT. Say that the first
eard reeeived is a Five. The
card input cornbination (C I,
CO) will represent a Five, and
V will go to logic [ indicating

there is a valid eard. On the
state diagrarn, this state transi-
tion is represented by an are
from SO to SI, where SO 're-
members' the initial point total
is zero, and SI indieates the
new point total is five. The
other ares coming from SO in-
dicate the other next state tran-
sitions from this initial state.
The label T indicates a valid
Jack on the card inputs, while
the arc labelIed 'A' indicates a
valid Ace. The arc labeLIed 'V'
indicates that the circuit will
wait in SO until a valid eard is
given. The circuit continues to
requesr eards until it reaches a
state with a point total of more
than 16. This sets the S signal,
indieating to the dealer that no
more cards are required
(STAY).
The reason for the V input

ean now be explained, Notiee
that V is used to make the cir-
euit wait in a siate until a valid
eard input is given, 1n a syn-
chronous sequential circuit, a
state transition can be made
every cJock period. The V sig-
nal is one cJock period lang,
therefore only allowing one
state transition each time the V
signal qualifies the card input.
This is a subtle point, but it is
important to understand to see
how the cireuit operates.
Without the V signal, the card
inputs would be sampled each
clock period, and the cireuit
would move from state to state,
aecumulating an ineorreet total
score. These inappropriate
state transitions would happen
rapidly, since digital clock fre-
quencies typically are in the
megahertz (MHz) range. The
end result would be a eireuit
that did not perform as ex-
pected.
For clarity, severa1 ares are

left off Fig. 3. In general, a
state diagram would have an
are leaving each state for eaeh
input combination. Since the
digital blackjack circuit has
three inputs (CO, CI and V),
the complete state diagram
would require eight ares leav-
ing eaeh state. Sinee this would
quickly become difficult to
read, the ares travelling back to
the start state, SO, are omitted.
Also, the ares labeUed V' actu-
ally indicate four ares, one for
each eard combination while
V=O.

Make astate assignment
The state diagrarn of Fig. 3 is
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an abstract description of how
the circuit will operate. The
symbols A, J, 5 and V' were
used to represent the inputs of
the circuit; HIT and STA Y to
represent the outputs, and SO
through S7 to represent the
states of the system.
Definitions of the inputs and
outputs were given earlier. The
state information must also be
encoded in binary form for im-
plernentation in a digitaJ cir-
cuit. There are eight states in
this circuit. A unique binary
code must be assigned to each
state of the system. Three bits
(binary digits) are needed to
encode eight (23) states. Refer
to Table I for the state assign-
ment. This is somewhat arbi-
trary, but it is a good idea to
make the initial state of tbe
system zero. By assigning zero
to the start state, we will find
OUl later that it is very easy to
reset the circuit. The three new
terms, Q2, Ql and QO, intro-
duced in the state table are
called state variables.
Eventually, these will be the
outpur signals of the circuit's
memory devices. 1f you think
about that, it makes sense: the
circuit's memo ries hold the
state information, and this in-
formation is encoded in three
memory outputs by the values
ofQ2, QI, QO.
With the state assignrnent

complete, all of the inputs, out-
puts and states have been given
a binary encoding. The binary
patterns can be represented as
digital signals in the final cir-
cuit. The next logical step in
the design sequence is how to
combine the binary input, out-
put and state information with
the playing strategy defined in
the state diagram. This com-
bined information will be put
in the state table.

Derive the state table
Now ir is time to combine all
the bits and pieces of the de-
sign into a single unified form,
the state table. This step re-
quires rewriting the informa-
tion you al ready know. The
state table shows the next state
and outpur of the circuit for
each present state and input.
That is not so bad. We know
that all the input combinations,
we know how many states
there are, and their state as-
signments. We also know the
encoding of the output signals,
and the state diagrarn shows

DIGITAL BLACKJACK

Q2Q1QO C1COV Y2Y1YO H S Comment
0 o 0 x x 0 o 0 0 1 0 80. waiting for valid card input, output HIT
0 o 0 o 0 1 o 0 1 1 0 80. valid 5 on card inputs, next state 81, output HIT
0 o 0 o 1 1 010 1 0 SO. valid Jack on card inputs, next state 82, output HIT
0 o 0 1 0 1 o 1 1 1 0 SO. valid Ace on card inputs, next state 83, output HIT
0 o 0 1 1 1 o 0 0 1 0 SO, undefined input, next state 80, output HIT

0 0 1 X X 0 0 o 1 1 0 81, waiting for valid card input, output HIT
0 0 1 o 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 81, valid 5 on card inputs, next state 82, output HIT
0 0 1 o 1 1 1 o 0 1 0 81, valid Jack on card inputs, next state 84, output HIT
0 0 1 101 1 o 1 1 0 81. valid Ace on card inputs. next state 85, output HIT
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 81, undefined input, next state 80, output HIT

0 1 0 X X 0 0 1 0 1 0 82, waiting for valid card input. output HIT
0 1 0 o 0 1 1 o 0 1 0 82, valid 5 on card inputs, next state 84, output HIT
0 1 0 o 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 82, valid Jack on card inputs, next state 86, outout HIT
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 82. valid Ace on card inputs, next state 57, output HIT
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 82, undefined input, next state 80, output HIT

0 1 1 X X 0 0 1 1 1 0 83, waiting for valid card input. output HIT
0 1 1 001 1 0 1 1 0 83. valid 5 on card lnputs, next state 55, output HIT
0 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 83, valid Jack on card inputs, next state S7, output HIT
0 1 1 101 0 o 0 1 0 83, valid Ace on card inputs, next state SO, output HIT
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 83, undefined input, next stare SO. output HIT

1 0 0 XX 0 1 o 0 1 0 84, waiting for valid card input, output HIT
1 0 0 o 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 84. valid 5 on card inputs, next state S6, output HIT
1 0 0 o 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 $4, valid Jack on card inputs, next state SOl output HIT
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 o 0 1 0 84, valid Ace on card inputs, next state SO, output HIT
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 84. undefined input, next stara SO. output HIT

1 0 1 X X 0 1 o 1 0 1 85, waiting forvalid card lnput, output STAY
1 0 1 o 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 85. valid 5 on card inputs, next state 57, output STAY
1 0 1 o 1 1 0 o 0 0 1 85. valid Jack on card inputs, next state SO, output 8TAY
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 o 0 0 1 85, valid Ace on card inputs, next state S0, output STAY
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 o 0 0 1 85, undefined input, next state SO, output 8TAY

1 1 0 X X 0 1 1 0 1 0 S6, waiting for valid card input, output HIT
1 1 0 o 0 1 0 o 0 1 0 86, valid 5 on card inputs, next state SO, output HIT
1 1 0 o 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 56, valid Jack on card inputs, next state SO! output HIT
1 1 0 101 0 o 0 1 0 86, valid Ace on card inputs, next state SO, output HIT
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 56. undefined input, next state S0, output HIT

1 1 1 XX 0 1 1 1 o 1 87. waiting for valid card input, output STAY
1 1 1 o 0 1 o 00 o 1 57, valid 5 on card inputs, next state SO, output 5TAY
1 1 1 o 1 1 o 0 0 o 1 87, valid Jack on card inputs, next state 80, output STAY
1 1 1 1 0 1 o 0 0 o 1 87, valid Ace on card inputs. next state SO, output STAY
1 1 1 1 1 1 o 0 0 o 1 87, undefined input, next state SO, output STAY

Table 2. State table.

the relationships between
states, inputs and outputs,
Table 2 is astate table for

the digital blackjack circuit.
All possible present states are
Listed under 'Q2 Q 1 QO', along
with each outpur combination
under 'C I CO V'. On the right
half of the table, the next state,
denoted Y2 Y I YO, and out-
puts 'H' and 'S' are given. Let
me explain the entries made for
one of the stares to ciarify the
meaning of the state table. I
will explain the five rows asso-
ciated with present state S3 as
an exarnple. You will need to
refer back to Fig. 2, the
input/output definitions,
Figure 3, the state diagram, and
Table I, the state assignment.
The state assignment for S3

is Oll. If you look under
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'Q2 Q I QO' for the five rows
beginning with present
state 0 I I, you wi 11 be at the
right place in the state table.
Let us starts with tbe second
row of these five with the
entry:
011001 101 10

This row can be read back as:
'while in state S3, output HIT,
and if a valid Five is input, go
tothe next state of S5'. To see
how I came up with this inter-
pretation, decode the binary
patterns to their original mean-
ing. 'Q2 QI QO' = Oll means
the present state is S3;
'Cl CO V' = 001 means a valid
Five is input; 'Y2 YI YO' =
101 means the next state is SS,
and 'H S' = 10 means HIT.
Note that the action described
corresponds directly to the

state diagram. Actually, that is
how I figured out what to put
in the state table. I started with
the state diagram, and dis-
played it in tabular form using
the signal encoding presented
previously. The meanings of
all five rows associated with
present state S3 are as folIows:

OIIXXOOIIIO:
while in state S3, output HIT
and if V=O stay in state S3.

Oll 001 101 10:
while in state S3, output HIT
and if a valid Five is input go
to the next state of S5.

Oll 011 I II 10:
while in state S3, output HIT
and if a valid Jack is input go
to the next state of S7.



I DESIGN lDEAS

Q2Ql QO C1COV Y2Y1YO H S Comment
0 o 0 x x 0 o 0 0 1 0 SO. waiting for valid card input. output HIT
0 o 0 o 0 1 o 0 1 1 0 SO, valid 5 on card inputs, next state 81, output HIT
0 o 0 o 1 1 o 1 0 1 0 SO, valid Jack on card inputs. next state 52, output HIT
0 o 0 1 0 1 o 1 1 1 0 SO, valid Ace on card inputs, next state 83, output HIT
0 o 0 1 1 1 o 00 1 0 SO, undefined lnput, next state SO, output HIT

0 0 1 X X 0 o 0 1 1 0 S 1, waltlng for valid card Input, output HIT
0 0 1 o 0 1 010 1 0 51, valid 5 on card inputs, next state 82, output HIT
0 0 1 o 1 1 1 o 0 1 0 51! valid Jack on card inputs. next state 84, output HIT
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 o 1 1 0 81, valid Ace on card inputs, next state 85, output HIT
0 0 1 1 1 1 o 0 0 1 0 81, undeflned input, next state SO, output HIT

0 1 0 X X 0 0 1 0 1 0 82, waiting for valid card Input. output HIT
0 1 0 o 0 1 1 o 0 1 0 52, valid 5 on card inputs, next stete 84, output HIT
0 1 0 o 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 82, valid Jack on card inputs, next state S6, output HIT
0 1 0 101 1 1 1 1 0 52. valid Ace on card Inputs, next stste 56, output HIT
0 1 0 1 1 1 o 0 0 1 0 82, undefined input, next state 80, output HIT

0 1 1 X X 0 0 1 1 1 0 83, waiting for valid card input, output HIT
0 1 1 o 0 1 1 o 1 1 0 83, valid 5 on card inputs, next state 85, output HIT
0 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 53, valid Jack on card inputs, next state S6, output HIT
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 o 0 1 0 83, valid Ace on card inputs, next state 80, output HIT
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 83, undefined input, next state SO, output HIT

1 0 0 X X 0 1 o 0 1 0 84, waltlng for valid card lnput. output HIT
1 0 0 o 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 84, valid 5 on card inputs, next state S6, output HIT
1 0 0 o 1 1 o 0 0 1 0 84, valid Jack on card Inputs, next state SO{ output HIT
1 0 0 1 0 1 o 0 0 1 0 84. valid Ace on caro inputs, next state SO, output HIT
1 0 0 1 1 1 o 0 0 1 0 54, undeuneo input, next state SO, output HIT

1 0 1 X X 0 1 o 1 0 1 S5, waiting for valid card input, output HIT
1 0 1 001 1 1 1 0 1 S5, valid 5 on card inputs, next stste 56, output HIT
1 0 1 o 1 1 0 o 0 0 1 85, valid Jack on carc inputs, next state SO, output HIT
1 0 1 101 0 o 0 0 1 85, valid Ace on card Inputs. next state SO, output HIT
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 o 0 0 1 85, undeflned Input, next state SO. output HIT

1 1 0 X X 0 1 1 0 1 0 86, waiting for valid oarc Input, output 8TAY
1 1 0 001 0 o 0 1 0 86, valid 5 on card inputs, next state SO, output STAY
1 1 0 o 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 S6, valid Jack on card inputs, next state SO, outout STA Y
1 1 0 101 0 o 0 1 0 56, valid Ace on card Inputs, next state SO, output STAY
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 o 0 1 0 S6, undefined input, next state SO, output STAY

Table 3. Reduced state table.

Oll 10100010:
while in state S3, output HIT
and if a valid Ace is input go
to the next state of SO.

01111100010:
while in state S3, output HIT
and if an undefined card input
is given go to the next state of
SO.

The first, fourth and fifth of
these deseriptions require a lit-
tle further explanation. The
first row shows the cireuit will
stay in state S3 as long as V is
a logic O. This signifies that
present eard inputs are not
valid. This one table entry is
actuaIly a shorthand notation
for four rows in the table. The
X's ean be written out explic-
itly as the four possible combi-
nations of the eard inputs. Note
also that the fourth row does
not direetly correspond to an
are on the state diagram. If you
remember, to make the state di-

agram more readable, lieft off
the arcs returning to the initial
state, SO. The fourth row of the
table eorresponds to one of
these ares. In the eontext of the
game, this would rnean that
two aces were reeeived, result-
ing in a 'busr' eondition, and
the circuit would reset to st.ate
SO. The fifth row also does not
eorrespond to an are leaving S3
in the state table, Notice I ser
the next state to state SO, just
like in the previous case. This
works just fine, but was not a
required state transition for the
eireuit to operate eorrectly. I
could have just as easily de-
fined the next state in this case
to be sorne other value. The
flexibility in state assignment
exists in this case beeause the
input eombination should
never oeeur if the circuit is
being operated correctly.
Remernber that the card inputs
equal to logic combination 'I I'
were left undefined,

Minimize the state tabIe
The next step in the process is
to minimize the state table. As
it turns out, this step is optional
in obtaining a working design,
but does serve to rninirnize the
hardware in the final circuit, In
any design, it is always possi-
ble that the designer introduced
redundant states in making the
state diagram. Astate is redun-
dant if it can be combined with
another state without losing
any information. The rule for
eombining redundant states has
the following two parts. Two
states ean be combined to a
single equivalent state if for
every input cornbination (I)
the outputs produced by the
two original states are the
same, and (2) the next states
are equivalent.
Figure 4 shows the initial

(a) and final (b) implication ta-
bles for the digital blackjack
cireuit. An implication table is

used to identify equivalent
states that can be combined.
Each block in an implication
table represents one of all the
possible state pairs. The initial
1's in Fig. 4a represent state
pairs that can not be eombined
based on part one of the above
rule, The table shows that state
SO through S5 can not be com-
bined with eitber S6 or S7 be-
cause their outputs differ. The
other blocks in tbe implication
table are used in applying part
two of the state equivalency
rule. Each block lists the pairs
of next states that must be
equivalent for the two associ-
ated present states to be equiv-
alent. Let us take a eloser look
at the top block in Fig. 4a. The
meaning of the block is: 'SO
and S I are equivalent states if
SO and SI are equivalent, SI
and S2 are equivalent, S2 and
S4 are equivalent, and S3 and
S5 are equivalent. The next
state pairs for that block were
determined by looking at the
next states for SO and SI for
each possible input cornbina-
tion. For example, in SO with
input 001, the next state is SI,
and for SI with input 001, the
next state is S2. Therefore for
SO and SI to be equivalent, so
must SI and S2. This is repre-
senred by putting the pair (1,2)
in the block for the SOlS I pair.
After I completed the initial

implication table, I made suc-
cessi ve passes over the table,
placing an X in any block that
had at least one state pair that
had al ready been shown not to
be equivalent. The final impli-
cation table is given in Fig. 4b.
The final table shows that only
states S6 and S7 can be corn-
bined. If you think about how
states S6 and S7 are used, this
makes sense. Both S6 and S7
output STAY, and return to the
initial state SOon all valid card
combinations. The state table
can now be reduced. 1 chose to
combine states S6 arid S7 by
removing S7 from the state
table, and replacing all refer-
ences to S7 with referenees to
S6. The new state table is given
in Table 3. The changes from
the original state table are
given in bold print.
[ should note before pro-

ceeding that, in general, multi-
ple states can be eombined into
single states. This requires
merging equivalent states into
larger equivalency groups.
Also, in this example, [ defined
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DIGITAL BLACKJACK

0.1 1,2
2,4 3,S

0,2 1,4 1,2 2,4
2,6 3,7 4,65,7

0,3 i.s 1,3 2,S 2,3 4,S
3,73,0 4,1 5,0 6,77,0

0,4 1,6 1,4 2.6 2,4 4,s 3,45.6
2,0 3,0 4,05,0 6,07,0 7,0

0,5 1,7 I,S 2,7 2.5 4,7 3,5 5,7 .,5 6,7
2,0 3,0 4,05.0 6,07,0 7,0

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
6,7

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

a

SI

S2

SJ

S4

SS

S7

so SI S2 S3 S4 SS S6

b

SI 0,1 1,2
2,4 3,5

~
0,2 I,. 1,2 2,4
2,6 3,7 4,6:,7
~

0,3 l,s 1,3 2;1 2,3 4,S
3,73,0 4,7 S,O 6,77,0
~ ~ ~

0,4 1,6 1,4 2,6 2,4 4;1 3,45,6
2,0 3,0 4,0 S,O 6,07,0 7,0
~ ~ ~ ~

0,5 1,7 1;1 2,7 2,5 4,7 3,5 5,7 4,5 6,1
2,°lO 4,05,0 6,07,0 7,0

~~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
6,7

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '"

S2

SJ

S4

SS

S7

so SI S2 S3 S4 SS S6

Fig. 4. Implication tables.

all next states and outputs für
each combination. When all
next states and outputs are de-
fined, rhis circuit is said to be
completely specified, When a
circuit is not completely speci-
fied, a similar approach using
the concept of cornparible
states can be used for the state
reduction process.

Delermine Ihe next stale
equations
Now is good place für a sanity
check. Take a deep breath. If
you have gotten this far you are
doing great. Trust me, it is
down hili from here, mostly
just a liule combinational cir-
cuit design is left. For the next
step, determining the nexr state
equations, you must select a
memory device. Memory de-
vices that store a single bit of
information in synchronous se-
quential circuits are called flip-
flops. A designer actually has
several types of flip-flop to se-
lect from: S-R, J-K and D flip-
flops, to name a few. ln this
example I chose to use D flip-
flops because they sirnplify the
derivation of the next state
equations. ln the case when D
Flip-flops are the memory de-
viees, the state table directly
describes the input functions
for the flip-flops, The next
state variables Y2, Y1 and YO
are presented in the state table
as a function of the present

state (Q2, Q I, QO) and the in-
puts (C I, CO, V), The I's of the
functions appear as product
terms in the next state equa-
tions. The individual present
state and input variables asso-
ciated with each product term
are complemented or left un-
complemented to correspond
to their respective land 0 par-
terns. The next state equations
are gi ven in Table 4.
Notice that these equations
have not been minirnized. A
variety of techniques can be
used to rninimize the equa-
tions. There are computer pro-
grams to perform
Quine-McClusky rninimiza-
tion, or you could always alge-
braically minimize, or use a
six-variable Karnaugh map. I
willleave the equations in their
present form since this is suit-
able for some implementa-
tions.

Determine output equations
The output equations, Iike the
next state equations, can be de-
rived direeUy from the state
table. The observation that the
outputs are only a funetion of
the present state greatly simpli-
fies the number of terms in the
output equations. Had you not
made this observation, mini-
mizing the equations would
have shown this to be the case.
The equations given here are
still not minimal, but their
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Y2 = Q2'·Ql··QO·Cl'·CO,V + Q2'·QI'·QO·CI·CO'·Y + Q:r·QI·Qo',CI ',CO'·V +
Q1'·Ql·QO'·Cl'·CO'V + Q2'·Ql·QO··Cl·CO'·Y tQ2'.Ql·qo·Cl'·CQ'·Y +
Q2'·QJ,QO·Cl'·CO·\, +Q2·QI·'QO'.V' + Q2·QI'QO'.c1'·CO'·v +Q2·Ql'·QO-V" +
Q2·Ql'·QO·Cl'·CO'·v' + Q2·QI·QO··V'

Yl:::: Q2'·Ql '·QO'·Cl'·CO·V + Q2·-QJ··QO'·CI·CO'·Y + Q2'-Ql',QO·Cl',CO··v +
Q2'·QJ·QO·,v· + Q2'·QI,Q<)"·CI'·CQ.V + Q2'·Ql·QO'·Cl·CO'·V +
Q2'·Ql·QO·Y· +Q2'-Q,J·QO,CI'·CO·V +Q2·Ql"·QO'·Cl'·CO··v +
Q2·Ql'·QO·CI'·COW + Q2·QI·QO·Y

YQ= Q'2'.Ql'·QO··CI··CO'·v + Q2'·Ql'·QO'·CI·CO'·v + QZ'·QI'·QO·V' +
Q2··Ql '·QO·CI·CO'·Y + Q2'·QJ.QO·v' +Q2'·QJ·QO·Cl'·CO·.y + Q2-Qj'·QIJ.v' +-

Q2··Ql'·QO·CJ.CO'·V +QT.QI·QOY + Q2'·QI·QO·CI -cov + Q1QI··QO·V'

TabJe 4, Next state equatlons.

H = Q2'·QI'·QO' + Q2"QI"QO + Q2'·Q]·QO' + Q2'·Ql·Qo+ Q2·QJ"QO· +
Q2·Q'··QO

S= Q2·QI.QO'

Table 5. Output equations.

form nicely reflects the ex-
pected outpur function of the
circuit. The equation for 'H'
can be stated as 'give me a hit
if I arn in state SO (total=Ü) or
SI (totale.S) orS2 (tolal=IO) or
S3 (toralel l ) or S4 (totale lS)
or S5 (total= l ö}". Notiee thar
this corresponds to the original
playing strategy of taking a
card for a total of 16 or less.
Similarly, the equation for 'S'
can be stated as 'I want to stay
if I arn in state 6'. Remember,
S6 was the original S6
(total=Zü) and S7 (total=Zl ).

You should always try to make
physical sense out of your
equations to help you catch er-
rors. The first time I designed
this circuit, I caught a design
error right at this point by
noticing that my outpur equa-
tions did not correspond to the
playing strategy. The output
equations are given in Table 5.

Implementation
Once the next state and output
equations have been deter-
rnined, there are a variety of
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Fig.6. Circuit to generate V.

methods available for circuit
irnplernentation. The basic
structure of the circuit with 0
flip-flops is given in Fig. 5.
The combinationallogic can be
implemented in any of the fol-
lowing methods:

1. Discrete components
2. PALor PLD
3. PROM or EPROM

1f you choose to implement the
circuit in discrete components,
the ANDs and ORs of the next
state and output equations
translate directly to gates. For a
discrete component implernen-
tation, it is recommended that

you first minirnize the equa-
tions,
For PAL or PLD implemen-

tation, most development sys-
tems have an equation entry
method wh ich allows you to
directly enter the logic equa-
tions. The development sys-
tems will also perform logic
minimization if you choose lO
enable that option. Therefore,
there is 00 need to reduce the
equations by band. Many PLDs
also allow for registered out-
puts. If you use a registered
PLD, the external flip-flops
shown in Fig. 5 would acrually
be inside the PLD.
Furthermore, some PLD devel-

opment systems allow you to
directly enter a state diagram
or state table. Jf you have a de-
velopment system with state
entry and state minimization
capability, the design process
can be significantly shonened.
One last implernentation

method would be a PROM (or
EPROM) based combinational
logic circuit. In a PROM im-
pJementation, the inputs and
present state variables are con-
nected to the address inputs of
the PROM. The PROM's out-
purs become the circuit's next
state variables and outputs.
The program for the PROM
can be taken directly from the
state table since that describes
the next state and output for
each present state and input
(PROM addresses).

Practical
considerations and
loose ends
At last, the sequential circuit
design process is complete. Let
me conclude with just a few
final suggestions. If the Hand
S outputs are used to drive
LEDs, you should buffer the
signals with high-current in-
verters, and pur current limit-
ing resistors in series with the
LEDs. The card inputs can be
connected to simple switches
thar connect to power or
ground.
Any sequential circuit may

initially power up in a random
state. For the circuit to operate
properly, it must start in state
SO.The way the circuit was de-
signed, it can easily be reset by
setting the input to C I CO V =
I I l. All the states of the sys-
tern are designed to go back to
state SO in this case. In general,
there may not be unused input
cornbinations to use as a reset
condition. An alternate method
for initializing the system to
the reset state is to use flip-
flops with 'clear' inputs. lf you
make the state assignment with
the circuit's starting state equaJ
to zero, clearing the flip-flops
resets the circuit.
The V input is a little trick-

ier than the other inputs.
Rernember, V should go valid
for only one cJock period to
qualify the card inputs. You
can connect a switch to an S-R
latch used to debounce the
switch (Fig. 6). The outpur of
the S-R latch will be a level
that is valid for the time the

switch is c1osed. Next, you
need to change the level into a
single cJock pulse. Weil, it
turns out that the single pulse
circuit is a very simple syn-
chronous sequential circuit
with one inpur and one output.
So why not try putting into
practice the design method you
just read about, and design
yourself a 'single pulser'?
Remember, just proceed one
step at a time! •
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A MODEL ANALYSIS
Scaling: the control element method for electronics

Contrül elements in clectronics orten use
a small current LOcontrol a large one. In

[act, this is such a cornrnon situation that there
is a need for general methods. The common
situation is

1 2

f· f'd;
O~O

I-di I+dl

920"~19

where system 1 donates a very small current
lO node 2. Although this may seem obvious
and simple, note that di is so small that d' is
neglectable; d is therefore terrned square-
neglectable, In this article, a control element
logic will be developed and tied in with a
caleulus of squarc-neglectable qua lilies.

Why is this best?
General methods have always proved thern-
selves more powerful than particular ones,
mainly because they can more easily be
adapted to new situations. Thus, this new
approach should prove both flexible and
useful.
Let a~/+jdl; then, 1 a 1 ~"«(l+0)~1 As

usual, aä~ 1a 12. Also, a'=J2+2jdN~/(2a-I).
ThUf' a is the geometric mean of 1 aland
2a- a I.
Let b~i+jdi; then, ab~i1--{j'il+j(!di+id/).

Thus, ab~j(!di+idl)+i1, Rl(ab)~Rl(a)RI(b),
and Im(ab)~Rl(a)Im(b)+Rl(b)Im(a).
The second feature is that di~id, where d

is the square-neglectable quantity. Hence, we
mayaiso write: ab~il+j(!di+iN), since d.t\
is also square-neglectable where a~/+j.t\l.
Care rnust be taken not to divide by thedif-

ference of square-neglectable quantities. We
are then dealing with a quantity like a toler-
ance which cannot indefinitely be summed
or multiplied, and definitely cannot be sub-
tracted when the plan is next to divide by
the result. Note that 'nd' is not square-ne-
glectable when n is large.
For example, if d-A has a value, then

I/(d-.I\) is defined and (d+I\)/(d'-A') exists,
but d'=O and A'~O, so that (d+I\)I(d2-I\') is
arbitrarily large. This contradicts the as-
sumplion thatl/(d-I\) wasdefined, since these
two terms are both equal in standard arith-
metic (similarly, tolerances cannot be sub-
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tracted). Thus, thecalculusof controlelement
analysis has al ready diverged from the usual
system of arithmetic and this has some ben-
efits. One benefit is ihat a.c. signals are dealt
with naturally; another is flexibility as will
be shown.
Leta~iI[1 +j(d+I\)], where d-A is square-

neglectable in comparison with I.Consider
quanuties Ud~I+Jd; UdUA~U,"Asincedi\ isne-
glectable: Ud+UA~1+UA,,;Ud+UA~1+UdUA·
By the ordinary process of arithmetic,

writing.rfor cqand z farUA, we havcz+z« 1+xz
orx(l-z)~ l-z,so that.r= 1 when ao l and.sirn-
ilarly, z= 1 when xo I.
Therefore, cither x or z~ I is against hy-

pothesis. This means that ordinary processes
of arithmetic cannot be used: division recip-
rocal and hence rnultiplicative cancellation
do not exist.Thus, we can add three of the
quanlities, but therule (a+b+c)+d=a+(b+c+cfJ
four-associativity (adoptcd) does not work
for addition (or for multiplication). But apart
from this, how simple: I+U.uA~Ud+UA'
In spite of thesc restrictions, we can de-

Iine a conjugate

920119018

Dd~I-jd and Üd~U-d ,
so tha,LUdU..=U-,=I=U.u .. ;
U.uA=:Yd_A~U..Ud;
I+UdUA~Ud+UA~Ud-UA+2;
UPA~U,UA+1. _
Using these results,di~i\I; (i-jdi)~iUd,and

l+jfli.~IUA· _
iUd+IUA~i+l; U.uA~UA"; and
ilU A..~i1+jdi(i-i).
But also, UAU..~UA+U..-I, so that
-il+il UA+i1U..~il+jdi(i-I).

Elements in series: i+di+il\:

i+di

o~
,1(l+di)

i+di +.1i

920119020

Thus, Ud and UA in series actlike Ud•A
and are equivalent regardless of order.
From this connection

Ll(I+81)
t+,ul

920119-21

wc have acascadeof'twostages with ~~cA/d,
where u and d are associated with a active
elemerus and 1\ with a passive one; c is the
input and I may be viewed as the outpur.
In praclice, 1\ and d may not be square-

neglectable, To show how the calculus may
be used, we draw an Argand diagram

1~o i .11

9211\19,22

in which Sand u are small enough for i5~sini5
and ~~sin~. From geornetry: ~ ~ I\c/d. Wecan
consider di and i\I to lie at right angles be-
cause i5and ~ are square-neglectable.
Note that the above zigzag route from 0

LOA, OB, C, A results in moving on average
in areal direction equivalent LOi+1, the sum
of the input currents.
Current control was chosen because flow

in any situation is basic, whereas potentials
are derived. Even if the device is a voltage-
controlled current switch, then the voltage
control can be changed to current control
by a single component.
Thus we have outlined the system and

shown how it can be used.

Advantages
Thc advantage of the system is that all types
of comrol elcment can be modelIed. The
method is to make I~f(d), wherejis the ap-
propriate function. For a switching func-
tion, we might use
f=(I OOOd)loo/(1+[1OOOd]IOO),

butfora Iinearfunction wecan use something
else. Thus, by choosing some appropriatej,
we can model any behaviour we wish by se-
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lecting standard functions for that purpose.
For a single transistor or darlington pair

with gain a', let k be the maximum current
excursion for linear operation; then
l=j(u)=a'k[ v( I;l-U99)1( I +u'OO)]

(where u=ia') is a suitable function which has
almost exactly linear amplification over a
range with saturation. In practice, of course,
to design a circuit account must be taken of
knee voltage, that current cannot be sup-
plied from a point sitting at a lower voltage,
and so forth. But methods like this supply
the functional design, not the details; and
because they are simple, they supply a quicl
outline that can be adapted to the kind of
circuit Cf sysiem required.

When low-gain gennanium transistors were
in use, a method like this could be employed,
because the reciprocal gain, 1/a', could not
be considered square-neglectable, With a dar-
lington pair, and also with high-gain silicon
transistors, the method definitely can be
used. Hence, let us now consider the use of
resistor networks that are also necessary in
a practical design. Consider the network

920119-12

and suppose that d is square-neglectable and
thatRi is high compared with R1 and R2. Then
we may assume that the current is closely
the same in R] and R2. Hence, point A sits at
VR1/(R,+R1)=IR2. Also, by Ohm's law,
dIR,=R2/, so that d=R,IR,. The accurate for-
mula is d=R/(R,+R,).
Note that
R/ R,-R/(R,+R1)=(R2/R;l'/( I+R/ R,)=
=(Ri/R,)/(R,+R2)=
=d2(closely),

so that our approximation is justified. Thus,
our formula I=R2c/(IlAR,), where c is the
input current and u and A are parameters of
two amplifying devices. Thus, the stage gain
is R/(R,}JJI.). By cascading stages, alternat-
ing active and passive stages, we can build
an analysis of

920119-14

which circuit is a basic building block.
We must now introduce the complex inner

product of rwo complex numbers:

(a+jb )·(c+jd)=ac+b~.
If a+jb=z, and c+jd=z" this can also be

defined as
(A+B)/2+j(A-B)/2=z,'Zl' so that
A=Rf(z,z,) and B=Rf(z,Zl)'

Note that u·v=v·u, where ll, v are complex
numbers, and u·v·w is defined.
Let 8 be not square-neglectable in com-

parison with unity; then, Uö,U,=UOf,' When
8 and A are square-neglectable, U!,U,~I de-
fines U,~ by I-I/(U,I )=(U,2)/(U,I). Then,

U,·UIIÖ=UM" and
U&,=(U/J02)/(U/JOI), so that,
U&,U/JOUfI,=U/J02,or,
U&,U /JÖ=UfI,+U/J02.
Note here that 8/A and N8 are not square-

negleetable, so that no conflict subsists be-
tween this and UöU,=Uö+U,-1 found previ-
ously.
There is now motivation fordefining square-

square-neglectable (sqsq-neglectable) quan-
tities. Thesearequantities whosefourth power
is neglectable with respect to unity. Thus,
when d and A are sqsq-neglectable,

U3U,=U3+,-8A;
U3,U,=U3';
U3+U,= I+U3+"
However, cA is square-neglectable and so,

naturally, is 8', so that U3AU3A=U23,.
We may treat sum resistor networks as

sqsq-neglectable; using this distinction, de-
sign becomes easier, since USA;;:::,U5A when
one of the quantities 8,A is sqsq-neglectable.
To give values: 1/500 (and also any larger

quantity) may beconsidered square-neglectable
with respect to one; 0.045 or less may be
considered sqsq-neglectable. Ratios greater
than this can be treated as usual quantities,
that is, U\,;;:::.l+jy can be treated as any stan-
dard complex number of this form.
Practical circuits for powering control

units er actuators also require to werk out of
phase sometimes, and this can be arranged,
tao, since 0, A can be made negative, but if
this is not possible:

c

920119011

Since an inerease of i increases I, whieh in-
creases vol tage drop across R l' so that the cur-
rent flowing in R, is less. Thus, out-of-phase
switching is possible.
The chief advantage of this method is that

the method can be: (a) graphical; (b) alge-
braic; (c) logical as required.

Outline now, specific later
Control element analysis, as this method is
called, is blessedly free from partieular de-
tails. Thus, the method can be used to 'block

out' the operational structure required be-
fore the fine details need to have precise de-
termination. The Urcan be used to model surn
points for current flow so that feedback can
beconsidered when this is necessary. However,
the gain-lowering property of negative feed-
back can be a problem sin ce the equivalent
parameter d' of a control element in a feed-
back system can be moved away from the
square-neglectable class; thus, thecalculus of
the introduction cannot be used in the equiv-
a1ent form.
To deal with a negative sum, the sign of y

can be changed, of course. Thus, three basic
types of node are used: active, passive and
surn.
Example. A darlington (high power) has

"[,=500 and is used to switch a relay (4 Q)
wh ich requires 2 A to pull in. Design a co-
etral element so that 0.5 mA input curreru
when not present will result in the relay
pulling in.(in other words, the relay will de-
tect the absence of the 0.5 mA current).

920119015

Let R/R,=A, not square-neglectable. We
have to relate here a horizontal input current
c to a vertieal output current. In contral ele-
ment analysis, the distinction between a ver-
tieal and a horizontal current is 'j'; that is,
I/+jf.lll =l, and I(U~-I)=jf.ll. Thus, in the
above diagram, using the fact the current in
R, is known in two different ways, we have
(elj)( U,-I »1 Rf( l-U~UII') (considering point
'x'). For the action of the relay, the Rf func-
tion is included to clean up tbe neglectable
approxirnations involved in the method.
Alternatively, (U~+UII,-U~UII,-I) may be

used; the problern is that A is not square-ne-
gleetable. Thus, cd>lflIA. Note that A=R,/R,.
Set IOR,=R2; then,
2«0.0005)1RI0.002·0.002)=500R/4R,.
Say, R2=100 Q, then Rj<62.5Rl.
Make RF5000 Q.
This design uses a slightly more expens-

ive darlington, butthegain is simplicityofde-
sign, and we can use the U calculus.

Complex analysis to
represent circuits
One more advantage of this system is that
we can combine same resistor networks con-
tinuously with cascade control elements and
thus each control element can be represented
or specified by a complex number in the
plane, with the convention that two complex
numbers at positions of the plane with the
same j component (height).lfthere is no spec-
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ified point in between, then from each corn-
plex uumber a vertical line extends both up
and down till areal number or complex num-
ber not representing a control element is
reached, which isconsidered aseries impedance
in the vertical line. Two control elements
represented by I+~j and I+dj, wbere ~ and d
are square-neglectable quantities compared
with one, and which are on the same horizontal
line vertically or horizontally with DO other
point in between, are just linked. Therefore,
a complex function where all but a finite
number of points are non-zero is capable of
representing any control element circuit.
We also need junctions with no device

where horizontal and vertical lines meet; these
can be denoted by complex roots of unity;
the order of the root describes the number
of lines joining in the star. Thus, W3 is a T-
junction; W4 is a place where four lines meet,
and so forth. Should somecomplex impedance
be equal to a complex root of unity, slightly
alter this component value (in fact, none are
exaetly, thus no generality is lost). The pre-
vious circuit can be represented by

10 A
1+0.012j
WJ 5000 1-2E-3j
IOD
0 0

For purposes of storage (suitable for com-
puters, for instance) and description, the cir-
cuitcan also be represented by a matrix with,
say, 0' used for empty spaces:

JO O' A
1+0.012j 0' O'
WJ 5000 1-2E-3j
IOD 0' 0'
0 0' 0

Pushing control element
analysis
We now have a contral element calculus and
a way of representing a control element cir-
cuit as a matrix (which is for summarizing,
not for calculation). Of course, a matrix can
be used to calculate with control elements if
required (2,3).
Logic circuits, regardless of their imple-

mentation (wh ich logic series?), are used
for logic design, and here we have a scheme
that can be used to describe contral element
analysis also. Thecircuits are used for switch-
ing or for any other use. However, the sys-
tem is not specific about what kind of con-
tral element is being used: just that a small
flow determines a large flow and that, there-
fore, the intrinsic nature of a general and prac-
tical requirernent is encapsulated nicely in
this very simple system that uses square-ne-
glectable quantities.
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Conversion to simpler
analysis

o !1
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Note the rules:
Series: UAUd=U1"Aand UA+Ud=I+UAUd'where
d, A are square-neglectable quantiries,
Caseade: ~l=e, where c is the input eur-
rent. Hence, UdAmay be used La represent
the eascade connections, but this applies only
when dA is square-neglectableand can be used
for the darlington connection. Remember
also the rule (c/j)(U,I»lRl(I-U~UIIA) used
for the solved problem earlier,
We have, therefore, a natural calculus for

series and cascade: a non-device-specific
calculus. The advantage of the system is the
feature of square-neglectable properties that
simplify calculations. When rwo elements
are used ineascade (Ud' UA)'and d, /I. are square-
neglectable, in our system UdA=1 so that the
load currentcan beconsidered to pass through
the outpur device unchanged. Approximate,
yes; but of simple utility when transformed
into this form.

Output impedances
When we consider switching circuits, the
contral devices we think of have very low
output impedances when on; these may be
ignored in practice so that the output current
is set by the load impedance in this state and
the contral elements can beconsidered to raute
current.

920119-13

lf our control element is not a switching de-
vice, the quiescent outpur impedance of the
device must be considered, of course. If the
load is current-operated (an actuator, relay,
motor, larnp), this is not a problem with care-
ful design.
There are other, special considerations

for high-quality designs, such as those simi-
Iar to the ernitter-follower which is known to
distort the output wavefonn under same con-
ditions. But these are all the details of spe-
cial cases.

A MODEL ANALYSIS

Adjusting to this approach
We have described the following concepts:
square-neglectable;
control element representations;
Ud and the conjugate Ud,
cascaded contral elements;
a rnatrix to encode a circui t.
Thus, we have an economical way of de-

scribing control elements so that we can cal-
culate how they are put in series and cas-
caded, the concept of the conjugate of a con-
trol elemeut, anda numerical matrix toencode
an entire circuit.
Suppose we have a current mirror

then

is represented by Udand

920119-17

is represented by lId. Thus, by the use of a
current mirrot we can conjugate our control
elements. •
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OUTPUT AMPLIFIER FOR
RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS

PART 2 (FINAL)
Design by T. Giesberts

Because of the special requirements of the
amplifier, its construction is somewhat dif-

ferent from that of more traditional output
amplifiers. For instance, the large currents
cause such strang stray magnetic fields that
a wrongly connected supply line can cause
problems.lt is, therefore, essential, for instance,
that the buffer capacitors are located between
the drivers and the power amplifiers so that
the output transistors are as elose to their
su pply points as possible. If this were not done,
there would be a strong likelihood that the
power lines would be 'modulated' by the
strong amplifier signals.

Specification
The power was measured with a standard
transformer; if a heavier-duty type, 2x12 V,
20 A is used, the power goes up to about
140 W into 0.4 n. However, it is feit that the
price of that transformer is too high for the
small gain in outpur power.
The Iow-frequency end of the bandwidth

of the amplifier is limited to 9 Hz, primarily
by the input capacitor. If the amplifier is to
be used in a fuH-range system, the value of
Cl and CD should be increased to 1 u.E
The signal-to-noise ratio does not appear

very good, but bear in mind that apower of
1 W into 0.4 n corresponds to a (reletively)
very low voltage of 632mV.111eamplifier gen-
erates very little noise, but owing to that low
voltage the ratio is somewhat lower than in
traditional amplifiers.
111esame goes for the distortion figures:

the figures are good as they stand, but ccm-
pared with a 4 n or 8 n load they are excel-
lent. The distortion of an amplifier normally
decreases with a rising load value, because
the amplifier then deli vers less current. This
is very clear from a comparison of the fig-
ures for loads of 0.4 n and 1 n respectively.
Again, owing to the low output voltage,

the slew rate does not seem very good. lt
might be better to state the rise time for full
drive instead of a number of volts per mi-
crosecond, because that is independent of
the supply voltage, and, therefore, of the out-
put power.
The damping factor (ratio of the Ioud-

speaker impedance to the amplifier source
impedance) is very high; even at 20 Hz it
was impossible to measure. The stated Hg-
ure of 600 is a cautious estirnate.
The characteristics shown in Fig. 5, 6 and

7 are measured with an Audio Precir ion

SystemOneanalyser. Thedotted lines pertaut
to a 0.4 11load and the solid Iines to an 8 11
load. The upward slope of the characteristic
at lugher frequenciesin Fig. 5 iscaused mainly
by the large output currents and the conse-
quent stray magnetic fields. With standard
loads of4Q or 8n,thecharacteristic is nearly
horizontal up to 20 kHz.
The increase in distortion at low power

shown in Fig. 6 is something that happens in
all amplifiers; it is caused by notse begtn-
ning to playa larger role (whence Tl-Hf+noise).
A conspicuous point Is the sharp bend in the
curvewhen theamplifierbeginstoclip. There
is thus no soft clipping: once clipping sets
in, the only remedy is to lower the volume.
The slight drop below 100 Hz in Fig. 7 is

caused by the buffer capacitors. When the
value of these capacitors is increased, the
dip may be lowered to about 20 Hz. In the
prototype this was not feIt necessary since the
ribbon loudspeaker used had a frequency
response down to a few hundred hertz.

Construction
The amplifier is best built on the two pnnted-
circuit boards shown in Fig. 8 and 9. On the

amplifier board. first mount the standard
components, then the transistors, and finally
the buffer capacitors. Mount diodes D]-D4
asc1oseaspossibletorurrentsourcesTS-Tg.Before
soldering them. tie them togetherwith a length
of wire.
The dual transistors may have different

cases. The MAI types are housed in a round
TO~78case. Note that the nurnbering in Fig. 3
(Part 1) does not correspond to the nurüber-
ing ofthe DIP transfer on the board. SSM types
in an eight-pin DIP housing fit in only way
on the board.
Mount the emitter reststors for the out-

put transistors upright if standard 5-W types
are used. The special block-shaped induc-
tance-Iree types fit directly on to the board;
they are, however, very difficult to obtain.
The coil shown on the board is not used;

simply replace it by a wire link.
For the connections of the power supply

and output use car type connectors. Moreover,
use car type fuse holders. All these carry
heavy currents.
Send transistors Tu and TBslightly side-

ways to enable a heat sink to be fitted to these
devices.
Connector K, Isnot really requiredandmay

720 mV r.rn.s,
45 kl1
±15 V
1 A
110 W into 0.411
70 W into 1 11
130 W into 0.4 11
85 W into 1 11
9 Hz-250 kHz (±3 dB)
> 14 V flS·'
>95 dB (A weighted)

TECHNICAL DATA

Input sensitivity
Input impedanee
Supply voltage
Quiescent current
Output power (1 kHz, 0.1% THD)

Mains transformer 2x12 V, 12.5 A
Musie power (500 Hz burst, 5 periods on,
5 periods off)

Power bandwidth (50 W into 0.4 f!)
Siew rate
SignaHo·noise ratio (1 W into 0.4 f!)
Harmonie distortion
at 1 W into 0.4 n
at 100 W into 0.4 11

Intermodulation distortion
50Hz:7 kHz; 4:1)

Dynamie IM distortion (block 3.15 kHz
with 15 kHz sine wave)

Damping factor (0.4 11)

<0.01% (1 kHz)
<0.005% (1 kHz)
<0.05% (20 Hz-20 kHz)
<0.004% (1 W into 0.4 !l)
0.006% (100 W into 0.411)
<0.008% (1 W into 0.4 11)
<0.003% (100 W into 0.411)
>600
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The currenl amp THD+N(%) vs FAEQ(Hz) 29 SEP9213:14:24
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Fig. 5. Harmonie distortion over 200 Hz to 20 kHz range at an output power 01 50 W.
Solid line: 1 Q load; dotted line: 0.4 Q.

Tlle current amp THDVSlVl THO ..N(%) vs measured LEVEl(W) 29SEP9214:08:15
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Fig. 6. Harmonie distortion vs drive at 1 kHz. Solid line: 1 Q load; dotted line: 0.4 Q.

the currenl amp PWR-BANO lEVEl(W) vs FREQ{Hz) 29 SEP9213:4D:58
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Fig. 7. Maximum power tor 0.1% distortion. Solid line: 1Q load; dotted line: 0.4 Q.
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be replaced to advantage by two solder pins
to which later a length of screened cable is
soldered.
A template for the fixing holes in the heat

sink for the transistors is given in Hg. 11.
The output transistors go to the top of the
board, and the drivers and smaller transis-
tor to the underside. The smaller transistors
should be insulated with the aid of ceramic
washers and the output transistors with mica
washers (since for these---the better----ceramic
washers are unfortunately not available).
First, screw the power transistors to the

hea t sink and bend their pins slightl y forward
so that they fit nicely into the holes on the
board. Fix the board to the heat sink with
two smaU brackets. Only then solder the out-
put transistors in place.
Make a loop in the terminals of the smaller

transistors at the underside of the board to
allow for mechanical strcss during tempera-
ture variations.
Populating the protection board is straight-

forwa.rd. 00 not yet fit Tu, hower-see
Alignment. Use heavy-duty terminals along-
side Trf because these are used in the short-
drcuiting of the supply in an emergency.
A wiring diagram for the complete am-

plifier is shown in Fig. 10. Be sure to use wire
of at least 4 mm- cross-section for a11power
lines. Standard circuit wire may be used for
ell other cabling.
Interconnect terminals A on the two boards

with a short length of screened cable; con-
nect the screen of this cable to earth only on
the amplifier board .
Position the bridge rectifier as close tu the

arnplifier as possible to keep the intercon-
nections short. The final layout depends, of
course, on where the amplifier will be in-
stalled. If it is fitted in the loudspeaker en-
cJosure. the heat sink must be at the outside;
thetransformercan then beplaced behind the
heat sink. In a stand-alone installation, the
heat sink rnay be in the centre of the arnpli-
fier housing, which should be provided with
an adequate nurnber of ventilation holes.
In its standard form, the mains entry, fuse,

and so on, may be as shown. If additional
buffer capacitors and a heavier-duty trans-
former are used, it is recommended to add a
mains power-on delay unit (for instance, the
one described on page 70).
The connecting cable between ampWier

and loudspeaker must not be longer than
SOcm (20 in). If it is longer, problems may arise
with the sense wires. Note that the cable is
connected direct to theamplifier board to pre-
vent additional contact resistance.

Alignment
Set P, to maximum resistance: check this with
an ohmmeter. Switch on the mains. With a dig-
ital voltmeter (DVM) measure the direct volt-
age across one of the emitter resistors of the
output transistors and adjust PI to obtain a
reading of about 10 mY.
With a DVM, measure the direct voltage

at the base of TI or T3. Adjust P2 for a reading
of excactly 0 V.
Again, using a OVM, measure the drop
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Fig. 8. The throuqh-plated prin!ed circui! board lor !he amplilier - see also pages 101 and 102.

Fig. 9. Prin!ed circult board lor !he pro!ec!ion circui! - see also page 101.

PARTS LIST
(Amplilier circuit)

Resis!ors;
Rl, R34, R35, R75 = 562 0,1%
R2, R76 = 47.5 kO, 1%
R3, R4, R8, R9 = 1.21 kO, 1%
R5,Rl0=8.Ul
R6, R7, Rl1, R12 = 12.10,1%
R13, R14 = 1240,1%
R15=8200
R16 = 1.8 kO
R17, R18 =180 0
R19, R20, R23, R24 =121 0,1%
R21, R22, R25, R26 = 5.62 0, 1%
R27 = 100 0,1%
R28, R29, R45 = 390 0
R30, R31 = 4.99 0, 1%
R32 = 470 n
R33 = 330 n
R36-R39 = 56.2 n. 1%
R4D-R43, R6D-R71 = 0.22 0, 5 W
R44=lkO
R46=10kO
R47 = 0.39 n, 5 W
R48, R51 = 100n
R49 = 402 n, 1%
R50 = 46.40
R52, R53, R72 = 56 kO
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'.' '.' '.' e, • .": ~.' '.' », .' '.' '.' ".' • .' '.... '.' '.'
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o

Prln!ed circult board for !he amplifler.

RS4,R73: 15Mn
RS5. R74: 82S kQ. 1%
R56, R57 : 270 0.
R58, R59 : 2.7 ko.
PI : 500 0. multiturn preset for vertical
mounting (e.g., Boums 3269Y)

P2 = 2 kQ multiturn preset for vertical
mountlng (e.g., Boums 3296Y)

Capaeitors:
Cl, C23 = 390 nF
C2 = 1 nF, polys!yrene
C3, C4 = 39 nF
C5-C8: 47 ~F, 10 V
C9 :2.2 nF
Cl0=lnF
Cl1,C20,C21:1 ~F
C12 = 2.2 ~F, 100 V, MKT
C13 = 5.6 nF
CI4-G17: 10000 ~F,40 V, radial
C18, C19 = 1000 ~F, 25 V, radial
C22 = 10 ~F,25 V
C24 = 4.7 nF

Induclors:
LI: not required for ribbon
loudspeakers, see text in Part 1
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,Miseellaneous:
F1, F2 = ear-type fuse, 7.5 A
K1 = audio socket for PCB (but see text)
Heat sink (x2) forT12 and T13
Heat sink, 0.5 K W-l or less
PCB Type 920135-1
Bridge reelifier. 35 A, 40 V
Mains transformer, 2x12 V, 12.5 A
Mains entry with integral switeh and fuse
Fuse 2.5 A
7 cer-type eonneetor blades and

reeeptacles

Semiconductors:
01-05 = LEO, red
06 = LEO, green
07,08 = 1N4148
09,010 = 1N4001
T1, T2 = MAT02
T3, T4 = MAT03
T5, T8 = BC560C
T6, T7, T22 = BC550C
T9 = BF256C
T10, Tl1 = BF256A
T12 = B0140
113, T14, T15 = B0139T16 = MJE15030
T17 = MJE15031
T18. T19 = 2SC2922
T20, T21 = 2SA1216
IC1,IC2 = 4N35

IC3=opn
IC4= LM337

C2, C7 = 100 nF
C3 = 470 ~F, 6.3 V
C4 = 1~F
C5 = 10 ~F, 10 V, radial
C6 = 220 ~F.16 V
CB "10 ~F, 40 V, bipolar radial
C9 = 15 nF
Cl0 = 220 nF

(Proteetion eireui!)
Resistors:
R1 = 33 kQ
R2=1 MQ
R3, R7, R9, R25. R26 = 100 kQ
R4=15kfl
R5=100fl
R6, R22, R23 = 1 kQ
RB = 47 (1
Rl0=1.5Mfl
R11 = 3.9 Mfl
R12, R13 = 56 kQ
R14, R27 = 4.7 kQ
R15=10fl
R16, R17 = 390 Q, 1 W
R18=15fl
R19 = 3.3 kQ
R20 = 180 kfl
R21 = 22 Mn
R24 = 220 kfl
R28, R29 = 220 c, 1 W
R3D-R33 = 0.47 n, 5 W
P1 = 47 kfl preset

Semlconductors:
01-03 = 1N4001
04 = zener diode 5.6 V, 400 mW
05 = LEO, green
06-09 = 1N4148
010 = LEO, orange
011 = LEO, red, high effieieney
T1, T2, T4, T10 = BC547B
T3 = BC516
T5, T6, T7 = BC557B
T8 = B014T9 = BC547A
T11 = B0679
112 = B0139
Tril, Tri2 = TIC263M
ICI = CA3240
IC2 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
3 blades and reeeptaeles (car type)
Heat sink for T8 (e.q., SKI 04)
PCB Type 920135·2

Capacitors:
CI = 220 jlF, 25 V
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Fig. 10. Wiring diagram tor the complete
output amplifier.

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER FOR RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS - PART 2

-'---' '"2A5 Tpower-on
delay

9.g., 924055

4+
OVERTEMP.

:~.........
ERROR

t20135· R· f4

across one of the emitter resistors of the out-
put transistorsand adjust PI to obtain a read-
ing of 27.5 V. This corresponds to a quies-
cent current of 500 mA through each of the
output transistors.
Again measure the direct voltage at the

base of T1 or T3and readjust P2if required.
Measure the output voltage of IC4, which

should be between 0 V and -11 V.II the level
is greater than ~11 V,switch off the mains
and replaceresistors Rssand R74by lower-value
ones, perhaps up to 100 kQ lower.
Measure the output voltage of Je3 (pin

1), which may vary between -10 V and +10 V.
lf the volrage is higher, increase the value of

I

_".05_ I
1----52.4'"==j

59.25 -

66.05---01

_28.05_

1----52.45 ---I
1---- 59.25 --'-1
1----- 66.05 ---01

90.45-----I
95------1

'"0
I----".,,====w1------95

'00
>00 920135-11·15 Fig. 11.Templatefordrilling the heat sink.
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Rn to the next standard value. Note that this
voltage immed iately after power-on rises
gradually frorn 0 V to a certain operafing
level, which may vary a few volts owing to
temperature and supply voltage changes.
Connect T12 via a short length of cable to

terminal C and earth on the protection board
and lay it in a dish of warm water, say, 60 "C,
making sure, of course, that the device's ter-
minals are not short-circuited by the water,
Adjust PI until D100n the proteetion board just
lights. Then, fitT120n to the relevant heat sink.
Bear in mind that the temperatureof the heat
sinkeven in normal operation becornes at least
20 "C lugher than ambient.
The interconnection between loudspeaker

and arnplifier consists of a heavy-duty cable
(cross-section not less than4 mm2) and the two
sensewires (thin, flexiblewire). Strapthe ceble
and wires firmly together. Connect the sense
wires direct to FB] and FB2 on the amplifier
board and to the loudspeaker terminals. Keep
all wiring as short as possible.
In view of the low impedance, the cross-

over filter between amplifier and loudspeaker
must be an active type, several of which have
been published in this magazine during the
past few years.lf a first-order, high-pass pas-
sive filter is deemed sufficient, adapt the
value of Cl according to:

where le is the cut-off frequency in Hz and
M=45xl0'.The output impedance of the active filter,
or prearnplifier if used, must be ~50 Q; if it is
high er, the common-mode behaviour of the
amplifier deteriorates. This may be reme-
died. however, by increasing the value of R75
to the outpur impedanceof the filter or prearn-
plifier.
It may interest a number of readers that

in a forthcoming issue we will pu blish a rnod-
ified version of this amplilier that is suitable
foruse with standard loudspeakerirnpedances
of4-8Q. •

READERS' LETTERS
S-VHS/CVBS TO RGB CONVERTER

(Oetober 1990)
Dear Editor-Mr N.G. Douglas (Elekror
El ectronics November 1992) is seeking a
solution to extend my design such that it is
capable of handling SECAM TV signals.
Unfortunately, I do not own a SECAM pat-

tern generator, wh ich makes it impossible to
experiment with the original converter. Rather
than modifying this, I would suggest a new,
multi-standard converter using, for instance,
SGS-Thomson 's Type TEA5640. This IC
receives NTsc-3.58 MHz, NTSC-4.43 MHz,
SECAM, and PAL. The colour carrier is gener-
ated individually for every TVstandard by a
PLL using only Olle external reference Ire-
queney. Other features of the TEA5640 in-
clude automatie locking on to the correct stan-
dard and a self-adjusting input colour filter
based on switched capacitances. This func-
tion is sirnilar to that of a varicap diode and
is carried out during the vertical retraee in-
terval (pieture blanking).

Unfortunatel y, I have 110 use for such aCOI1-
verter, and for personal reasons I have no plans
at present to embark on its design and pub-
lication.

H. Reelsen, Paderbom, Germany.

Unfortunateiy; our design department also
does not have SECAM equipmen.t, so we can.-
1101 offer assistan.ce in. this instance either:
Wehope, hower; that video enthusiasts in pos-
sesston. O!SECAM equipment will conze 10 the
rescue. Editor

1.3 GHZ PRESCALER
(May 1992)

Dear Editor-I have purehased from you
the pcs with the intention of building the
1.3 GHz presealer. 1have been unable to ob-
tain any I mfd capacitors of a suitable physi-
cal size to fit the PCB.
On looking at the eireuit diagram, Fig. 3,

[ would have expeeted the C2, C3 eoupling
capacitors in this situation to have been 1 nF,
not I ~. If this is so, this would solve my
above diffieulty.

Would you please confirm that there has
not been a prinring error and that the capac-
itors are of the size as printed in the diagram
and parts Jist.

R.J. Martin, Stoke on Trent.

The vatue of the coupling capacitors used is
correct as printed: 1~ OHr prototype has
5111111.pitcli MKT capacitors in these posi-
tions. These capacitors are available from
Siemens, whose retail outlet in the UK is
Slectrovalue, 28d Sr. Judes Road, Englefietd
Green, Egham. Surrey71V200HB, Telephone
(0784) 433603, who also have a branch (for
callers only} at 680 Burnage Lane, Manchester.

Editor

DIGITAST PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES
Dear Editor-with reference to the 'Printer
Buffer' (Juue 1992), 1 have searehed both
the R.S. and Maplin eatalogues forthe Digitast
push button switches without any suecess.
Could you please send me the address of the
manufacturers so that I can contact them for
the nearesr stockist in the UK?
As a regular purchaser of the magazine, I

would like to put forward a suggestion. lf
the projects are designed and constructed on
the European mainland using loeal prod-
uets, it would be very helpful, indeed, to us
if you included a small paragraph in the
megazine, advising readers of manufacturers
or suppJiers who ean supply the special parts
for the projeet.

CR. Mills, Birmingham

Digitast switchesare manufactured by Schadow
whose UK representatives are fIT Multicom-
ponents, 346EdinburghAvenue, SioughSL14JU,
Teiephone(0753)824131, Fax(0753)824160.
In response 10your suggestion; we will, when-
ever necessa ry,publish informotion Oll manu.-
facturers (or their representatives) 0/ spe-
ciol parts, starting in tbe January 1993 issue.

Editor

PC BUS & DIMMER FOR NEON TUBES
Dear Editor-l found the recent articles on
the PC bus interesting and, whilst aserial
data line ean c1early be applied to the func-
rions deaJt with, I assume that the original
intention of the pe arrangement was the
audio/video market,
Integrated cireuits such as the Philips

TDA8420 offer funelions such as base, tre-
ble, volume, spatial and pseudo-stereo func-
tions on a serial bus without any variable re-
sistors to 'wear out' .
However, obtaining any details of the

protoco! for the eontrol functions seems to
be almest impossible. No technical descrip-
tion of the data bus, clock rates, latching cr
refresh requirernents appear in any jeumal
or teehnieal book that I have so rar been able
to identify.
Is it possible for your admirable maga-

zine to produce an article describing these op-
erations together with an example of their
use 01', if not, can you at least tell me where
Imight find litarature that describes the func-
tions for the non-specialist.
On a separate matter, in <Dimmer for

Neon Tubes' (July/August 1992) it is stated
that "During zero voItage crossing of the
applied mains voltage, the triae will instan-
ianeously switch off ... ".
Sinee the load is inductive (unJess LI and

C3 provide unity power faetor), the triac will
not switch off before the main terminal cur-
rent has redueed to zero (to be pedantie, the
current will have to slightly reverse before the
triac extinguishes).
At this point, the voltage aeross C3 in the

diagram will be effeetively zero, but the arn-
plitude of the supply may be anything up to
the peak of the applied mains supply. C3 wi 11
then be eharged via L, and, if the values are
so chosen, may well resonate providinggreater
potential aeross C3 than the supply, thus
eausing the lamp to strike.
The above may appear to be a small point,

but where articles are intended to inform
and teaeh, I feel it is important that the tech-
nical description of eomponent operation is
accurate.
I.C. Rohsler, Birmingham
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Printed circuit board tor the amplifier.
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Printed circuit board tor the protection circuit.
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Printed circuit board for the ampllfler,
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